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Holland High football candidates

were welcomed Tuesday night in
a pre-season meeting and Friday
the boys will have physicals and
pick up equipment.
Then the heavy work will start
right out Monday at 9 a.m. with
the first workout.
The second will follow at 1:30
p.m. Monday and it will be twoa-day for the next week. The Dutch
will have one session Labor Day
and then Tuesday,Sept 4 will begin the one-a-day 2:30 p.m. work-

B.

Select Delegates

To Convention
GRAND HAVEN

Hilson, pastor of Wesleyan

township.

Mrs. Emily Shaffer was named
from Holland while Peter Van
Eyck was selected from Holland
township. Frank Cherven and
Louis Haight were chosen from
Park township and Gerry Schermer from Zeeland township.
Alternates include! Katherine
Ver Berkmoes, George Ver Berk*
moe*, Marie Ver Berkmoes,
George Swiftney and William Abbema all from Grand Haven; Donald Blease, Robinson township;
John Victor, Jr., and Lawrence
T. Smith, Park township; Lawrence Bevins, Eugene Ten Brink,
Tallmadge township; Paul Raggl,

Egyptian Chemist

Holland

“Holland beaches with their
beautifulclean environmentbring

AUCTIONEERS —

These three children raised $18.30 for the
Library Building Fund last week by holding an auction in the John
J. Mrok. Jr., garage at 206 West 24th St. They contributed the
money to the "1,000,000-Penny” Fund, which will be presented to
the City Council by the children of the community and the Greater
Holland Community Foundation lor the purpose of building a new
library. Left to right are: Frances Helen Mrok, 6, the junior manager: Mary Ellen Mrok, 13. the senior manager and Jim Grossman,
12, the auctioneer.

—

Lake and John Oles, Robinson

year.

Visits

«

Ciolhowski, Grand Haven township; Malcolm Ferguson, Spring

outs.

Hinga will handle the backfield
and Post the line. Both held simi
lar jobs last year. Shearer will
coach the ends.
Looking over the faces Shearer
expects that the problem this year,
one that has plagued the Dutch,
will be that of depth.
Shearer is crossing his fingers
that the juniors, up from the reserve team, will come through.
Holland has six lettermen back

(Special)

Ottawa County Democrats met
Wednesday night In file county
court house here to select delegates and alternates to the state
Democratic conventionSaturday
in Grand Rapids.
Named delegate* were Roy Hlerholzer, Sally Nash, Mrs. Thelma
Abbema, Robert March and Grace
Overloh, of Grand Haven; Sigmund

Methodist Church, officiating. Burial will be at Rest Lawn Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the Funeral Chapel Friday from 2 to 4 and
7 to 9 p.m.

Coach Dale Shearer, startinghis
fifth year as Holland High head
coach, will have Bill Hinga and
Ernie Post assisting again this

CENTS

County Democrats

William A. Zuber, 82, of 437 West
20th St., died unexpectedly at his
home early this ».iorningafter a
long illness.
Bom in Saugatuck in 1874, he
had lived in Holland for the last
51 years. Before his retirement,
he was employed at Holland Furnace Co. for 25 years.
Survivingare the wife, Ruby,
and a daughter, Mrs. Jack Cole
of Chesterton, Ind.
Funeral seivices will be held at
2 p.m. Saturday at Dykstra Funeral Chapel with the Rev. George

Wil Be Problem

PRICE TEN

.

Dies Unexpectedly

Depth

—

my mind the magnificent scenery of Switzerland,” said Dr. ElAhmadi Heiba, Egytian chemist,
who is visiting the United States
LIVED THROUGH THIS
A Zeeland
Kollen vehicle which smashed into another car
on a post-doctoratefellowship
which hit a third car. Operators of the other
couple somehow escaped with only minor
from the University of Michigan.
Port Sheldon; Katl.erineJohnston,
and that’s about it. From there on,
Holland city and Jay Sullivan,
Heiba, who earned his Ph. D. in
injuries Thursday night when their station
cars were James Carbonneau,27, Grand Rapids
the prospects appear "pretty thin.”
chemistry from London University,
Wright township.
and William Chambers, 37, East Grand Rapids.
wagon was struck from behind by a semi at
Shearer has quite a few goodGeorge Gay of Grand Rapids,
visitedHolland Monday through
US-31 and M-21. Mrs. Cynthia Kollen, 30, of 42
All the vehicles were northbound and the
sized, fast backs and he may conDemocratic candidate for Fifth
his trip to North Michigan to see
East Central Ave., Zeeland, is in Zeeland
three cars were just preparing to enter the
vert some of them into tackles and
District representative,gave the
Prof. L. C. Anderson, chairman of
intersection.Grysen estimated damage to the
CommunityHospital with head lacerations and
guards.
keynote address.
Chemistrydepartmentat the UniLeading the Dutch will be Wes
bruises. Her husband, Benjamin, 33, was also
two cars and semi at $1,300. What was left of
Clay traced the Democratic
versity of Michigan.
Kuyers, a 5’10”, 170 pound fullthe Kollen vehicle was junk. The Holland party, starting with Thomas Jefhospitalizedwith similar injuries. Ottawa
The Holland Sentinel which he
back who played mostly defense
ferson and showed the theory of
County deputy Bud Grysen (left) said Allen
Township fire department was also called out
visited in the afternoon was among
last year and Ted Van Zanden, a
government.
the places that left a great impact
Harold, 29, South Haven, told him the brakes
when
gasoline
spilled from the car. Several
rugged 61”, 180 - pound guard,
He said that with the election
on him as "a distinquished local
on
his
northbound
semi
failed.
He
struck
the
Zeeland
officers
assisted
directing
traffic.
who also played a lot of defense.
of Franklin D. Roosevelt the party
newspaper
and
well-equipped
from
Thanks to the $18.30 contributed $10,000 which the children, with the
(Sontinol photo)
These boys are co-captains and
then set forth affirmative policies.
last week by the latest scheme Greater Holland Community the journalistic point of view.”
are expected to do a big job.
Prior to that time the views had
"I
have
heard
about
Holland
as
children
have
devised,
the
"1,Tom Aye, 6’2", 185 pound center,
Foundation would present to City
been approached from the negaa
summer
resort,”
said
Mrs.
Heiba.
is another senior lettermanwho 000,000-Penny” Library Building Council. She said the Council has
Board Defers Action
tive viewpoint, he said.
saw action last season but not as Fund now stands at 35,000 pennies, been asked by children to consider a German who recently came to
Gay concludedby saying that
On
Medical
Facility
this
country,
"But
I
am
sure
now
or $350.
a regular.
financing the rest of the building
the great Republicans of today are
The newest money-raiseris an if they raised the initialsum. that reality is more than what I
Allan Hill, burly 6’, 225 - pound
ALLEGAN (Special)- Hoping to
not appreciatedby tbeir own party.
tackle and probably the biggest auction,held Aug. 9 by Jim Gross- Estimated cost of the planned one- had anticipated.”
get more informationon lower coat
The nominee was Introduced by
Heiba is fascinated by "the
man on the squad, is a letterman man and Frances and Mary Ellen story building is $250,000.
building plans, Allegan County
Hierholzer,county chairman.
friendly
and
generous
attitude
of
tackle counted on to fill up a big Mrok. The children sold dishes,
Present library facilities will be
Supervisors once again postponed
The convention adopted a rehole in the line.
handkerchieves, gloves, toys and unable to house the books within the people in Holland and the
(Special) action on the proposed milllon-dol- GRAND HAVEN (Special)
solution endorsing the Democratic
Dale Streicher,S’ll”, 190 -pound antiquesto the highest bidders two years, she said. The library cleanlinessof the city.”
—Throughout most of the summer lar care facility at a special meet- Central Park, in downtown Grand ticket of Adlai Stevenson-EetesKesenior end, who looked good on among some 75 guests in the now has 32,688 books in stock,
The Egyptian chemist who visit- season you’ll find— at the mosting Tuesday.
Haven, will be the site of "The fauver for president and vice presdefense in 1955 will go both ways Mrok garage at 266 West 24th St. about half of the American Library ed all the countriesof Western only about 200 artists, working and
A resolutionproposing a special Streets of Pari*" Friday and Sat- ident and also a resolutionendorsthis fall. Fast, it is hoped Streicher
The money was 'turned over to Association recommendation for a Europe is now conducting studies studying in this famed summer art
ing the county and state candiworks into a good pass receiver. Mrs. Hazel Hayes, head librarian city of Holland’s size. Library and research on the effect of center, but for one night at least, electionNov. 6 for the purpose of urday.
Eighty artists, some local, some dates and pledjpd to work for aU.
voting on the required miUion dolTom Stoel, a 155 - pound senior at the City Library, last Saturday standards call for two and a half gamma radiation on chemicalre- everyone gets into the act.
lar bWl issue and a V/» mill In- from western Michigan and tome
Another resolution praising the
quarterback, was the regular sig morning. Mrs. Hayes filed their books per person, or about 65,000 actions. This work is performedin
It is the night of the
crease in the county tax limitation from as far away as Arizona, will work of Mrs. Josephine Sorenson,
nal caller last year and is counted sign advertisingthe auction to her for the Holland area.
the new Phoenix Building attach- Arts Ball, traditionalhighlightof
for a period of 20 years was de- have their works shown at the retiringcounty chalftnan,was unon to run the Dutch again this collectionof projects children in The "l.OOO.OOO^Pennydrive should ed to the North Campus of UniSaugatuck’s summer season which, feated by a 26-5 vote.
event.
animouslyadopted.
year.
the elementary schools have done. be completed by Oct. 31, Mrs. versityof Michigan.
this year, will be held Friday night
The
special medical care facil- Two huge tents will be erected
All of the county officers were
Two other lettermen, Fog Ram
Among the projectsis a calendar Hayes said. She expects activity to
He believes that the Phoenix in the Big . Pavilion ynder joint
ity committee indicatedit ittll At..tha writ end of the park, which present at the meeting with the
sey and Norm Hoeve, both second with a penny attachedfor every
increase when school starts again project” is the biggest private re- sponsorship of the Saugatuck Assowanted time to study lower cost is across from the county court- exception of Robert Connelly,
string halfbackslast year, have day in the year, a drawing of a
and when children are able to be- search center run by a non-state ciation, the Chamber of Commerce
plans being used in Van Buren house. Within the tents will be treasurer. 1 *
decided not to play football this huge tree loaded with fruit in the
gin canvassing neighborhoods universitythroughout the world to and the Summer School of Paint- and Barry counties.
a flower show, an art show, and
year.
form of pennies and a one-dollar selling paper bricks at a dollar carry fundamental research in ing.
The board voted lo meet again open book stall* for browsing.
The rest of the candidates are bill earned by pupils who marched
apiece. Council has granted per- making use of the atomic energy
Friday night’s ball will be based Sept. 7 at which time action must
The book market will contain Former Holland Couple
non-letteringmembers of the var- in the Tulip Time parade.
mission for the solicitation. Schools which will be the future power on the theme of "Pirates" and the
books donated by the community.
sity and reserve team members
be
taken
or
it would be too late
Large fishbowls are displayed in the entire community, not just source.”
Money received from their sale Feted on Anniversary
replica of a huge ship Is being confrom last year.
t.) get the bond mg' proposal on the
in the library to encourage in- within the city will be participating,
Many
individuals, private enter- structed inside the pavilion. The
will be used by the Women’s Club
And from this group, Shearer dividual donations in additions to she said.
Nov. 6 electionballot.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley F.
prises and industrialfirms in the ship will be complete with a "brig”
to establisha scholarshipfund.
hopes to pick his team.
Skorske of Lockport, HI., formerthe children'sefforts. Mrs. Hayes
Meanwhile,
Mrs.
Hayes
is im- State of Michigan contributed to- into which will be cast those who
End prospects who look most reportedthat the bowls she has are
ly of Holland, were guests of honor
pressed by the children.
ward cost of the huge project fail to appear in costume. Fines Demands Examination
promising include Larry Alderink,
Illinois Resident
at a surprise party Sunday in celefilling up, and that her main need
"Considering, it is summertime, which includesamong its staff two levied against those not in costume
Ed Van Eenehaam, Bill Boeve, now is for more fishbowls.
bration of their 25th wedding anOn
Larceny Charge
the job the children have done has doctors from India and Egypt.
will be used to help defray expensSuccumbs in Monica
John Winter, Dale Dams, and Gary
niversary.The party, arranged by
Mrs. Hanyes said th'’ overall been marvelous,and their enthuGRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
es
of
the
ball.
Gibbons.
their daughters, Mrs. Frank
aim of the penny drive is to raise iasm is magnificent,” she said.
GRAND
(Special)
Wayne
Eckert,
19,
of
3232
Leahy
The ball, which will be the 40th
Paul Diepenhorstand Laveme
Bagladi of Holland and Mrs.
held in Saugatuck, will be the high St., Muskegon Heights, demanded Milo Siders,85, of Villa Grove, III,
Bronkema are expected to be
Joyce Crevalle of Cicero, m., was
examination
Wednesday
when
he
who
spent
summers
at
the
home
point of art week which extends
fighting for tackle jobs.
held at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Virginia Martin Waives
through Labor Day under sponsor- was arraigned on a charge of of his son. 'Hiomas, at PottawatWith Van Zanden at guard, Jack
W.
A. Steiner of Lockport.
to
ship of the Saugatuck-Douglas Art grand larceny in Municipal Court. tomie Bayou, died Tuesday eveScully and Don Pitcher are the top
Hearing in Larceny Case
Gifts were arranged under a
Examination
was
set
for
9:30
a.m.
ning
at
the
Phillips
Nursing
Home
club, a group of both resident, prochoices while Tom Buis, a tackle
white bell with silver trim. Lunch
on the reserves has been made
fessional artists and amateurs. The Aug. 29. Eckert was unable to near Nunica where he was admit- was served by Mrs. Olga Viveirios,
GRAND
(Special)
furnish
$500
l>ond.
ted
Aug.
9
due
to
failing
health
a center along with Larry Van
club is also holding its annual exMrs. Zoe Houser, Mrs. William
Virginia Ann Martin, alias VirTom Maentz. captain of the Uni- hibit in the gallery in the village
Eckert allegedly took an 18-foot over the past year.
Wieren and they will push Aye.
Rusin, Mr*.’ Wanda Emery, Mrs.
ginia Ann Waino, 26, of Detroit, versity of Michigan football team,
Mariner open utility speed boat
He was bom on Aug. 15, 1871 on Ange Skarda and Mrs. Floyd
Reserve quarterback Paul Elenhall.
ALLEGAN
(Special)
—
Edward
waived
examination
when
arraignwill
be
going
through
his
final
from
Reliable
Auto
Sales
in
Spring
baas is expected to back up Stoel
a farm in Villa Grove where he Kopacz,
Lake, on Aug. 15. Charles Puas lived all his life. He was a memwhile Bob Bolks, Keith Bosch, Joel Holthoff, area representative of ed in the Grand Haven Municipal looseningup workouts the next few
The guest list included 125 from
of Spring Lake said the boat be- ber of the Methodist Church and Chicago, Cicero, Niles and RoseHoward and Ron Kuyers, all up the Michigan Farmers’ Union an- Court Wednesday afternoon on a days prior to reportingfor fall
practice.
longed to him and valued it at a life member of the Odd Fellows land. Attending from Holland were
from the reserves, are the leading
nounced Wednesday that Allegan charge of larceny from a dwell$3,800.
The local gridder will lead 61
halfback candidates.
Lodge, both of Villa Grove.
Mr. and Mrs. Ezra Gearhart and
ing. Unable to furnish $1,000 bond,
According to Paas, Eckert had
Jim Botsis, Bob Stoel and Bruce would be host to the organization’s whe was committed to the Ottawa Michiganaspirants in drills SaturSurviving besides his son, children and Mr. and Mrs. Frank
state
convention,
Dec.
5,
6
and
7.
Van Leuwen, other reserves, will
arranged to take the scum off the Thomas, is another son, Clinton, Bagladi.
County jail to await appearance day, Sept. 1 and then the annual
be battling for fullback behind Holthoff said the Griswold in Circuit Court Aug. 30 at 10 fall grind will be on.
boat and managed to get the keys of Villa Grove, three grandchildren
The Skorskeshave two daughMemorial Buildjng had been reWes Kuyers.
from an employe of the service and five great grandchildren. His ters and one granddaughter,
And Maentz, like all of the
a.m.
ALLEGAN (Special)—A panel of station, He left the same day with wife. Maud, died last month.
Holland opens the season Satur- served for the three-day convenMicheUe Bagladi.
Miss Martin, who was brought Michigan g r i d d e r s. hopes that
day, Sept. 15 against traditional tion which is expected to bring to Grand Haven Tuesday night grind won’t end until they've tuck- 29 jurors has been drawn for duty the boat and failed to return. The
The body was taken to the
more
than
800
delegates
to
Alleduring
the
September
term
of
first - game foe, Grand Rapids
boat was recovered in Muskegon Kinkema Funeral Home in Grand
from Detroit, where she was pick- ed away a conferencechampionMrs. Hess Gives Party
Cretson at Houseman Field at 7 :45 gan.
ed up by Detroit authorities,al- ship and then the big plum, a vic- Allegan county Circuit Court, ac- and brought bark to Spring Lake Haven and will be removed to the
James Patton, Denver, national legedly took $1,870 from the home tory in the Rose Bowl.
cording to County Clerk Esther Wednesday aftenoon.
p.m.
Keith Funeral Home in Villa In Honor of Daughter
All of the home games will start Farmers’ Union president,will be
Maentz plans to workout about Warner Hettinger.
of Joe Mistretta, 1624 Franklin St.,
Grove for services Friday at 2:30
The list, which includes seven
at 7:30 p.n. this year at River- the principal speaker at the annual Grand Haven. Miss Martin had an hour and a half a day the rest
A surprise birthday party was
p.m. Burial will be in Villa Grove
First
Arraignment
banquet,
Dec.
6.
Another
featured
view Park. Previously games had
held Monday evening at the home
gone to the Mistretta home to do of this week and through Thurs- women and 22 m.n, will be called
Cemetery.
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
-In
speaker will be Walter Reuther, some cleaning July 7, 1955 and day next week. He's practicing at for duty sometime during the secstarted at 8 p.m.
of Mrs. Ethel Hess, 248 Pine Ave.,
her first arraignmentsince being
The 1956 Holland High schedule: president of the UAW-CIO.
ond week of September.
in honor of her daughter,Mrs.
was turning the mattress on the the 22nd St. field.
appointed
Justice
of
the
Peace,
Sept. 15 Creston,
John Spoelman, of Central Lake, bed when the elderly Mistretta He'll leave here Friday morning Jurors named include William
ol the Moose
Robbi Longstreet of Los Angeles,
Field.
is state president and will preside objected.She had however already and will report in the afternoon Schmitz. Mortimer Buckley and Mrs. Eva Workaman of Spring
Calif.
Visit Mooseheart
Sept 21 Niles, here.
over the convention.Election of tiLscovercda wallet containing the for the annual "press day.”
Mrs. Joseph Mosier, all of Allegan; Lake sentencedGerhardt Groth,
The decoration color theme,
Sept 28 Muskegon Heights, there. new officers will be one of the money lying underneaththe matMaentz figures the toughest foes Chester Hale of Otsego, Tony 37. route 1, Grand Haven, to pay
Mrs.
Gladys
Gordon,
senior re- yellow and green, was repeated in
Oct. 5 Grand Haven, here.
main orders of business at the an- treess and after she had gone Mis- will be Michigan State, Ohio State Walker of Plainwell,Mrs. Esther a $100 fine and $9.30 costs. Groth
gent, Mrs. Nett Ver Hoef, chaplain the large birthday cake. Mrs.
Oct. 12 Dowagiac, there.
nual meeting.
Godfrey of Allegan township, Leo also -had to surrender his license Mrs. Blanche Solomon, junior Longstreet, who will remain in
tretta found that the money was and Illinois.
for 90 days. Groth pleaded guilty
Oct. 19 St. Joe, here.
missing.
"We’re thinking of that confer- Rushline of Casco.
graduate regent, Mrs. Florence Holland until Sept. 5, was presentOct 26 GR South, here.
Hannah
Hofstatlerof Cheshire, Saturday morning to drunk drivence
championship
most
of
all and
At
the
time
she
appeared
in
Berkey, recorder, and Mrs. Ruth ed many gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Rusticns
Nov. 2 Benton Harbor, there.
ing.
Guests were Mr. and Mrs. Ross
Municipal Court she was also faced of course if we win that then its Mrs. Marie Westfield of Clyde,
Rummler were among members of
Nov. 9 GR Ottawa Hills, here.
Reiner Hoeksema of Dorr, Henry
Planning Open House
with a ticket issued by city police the Rose Bowl." Maentz said.
the local Women of the Moose who Longstreet, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
June 18, 1955 charging her with
"I notice where we’re picked by Brower of Fillmore, Lester Wilkinvisited at Moosehart today. Mrs Longstreet and family, Michael
On Saturday, Aug. 25, Mr. and defective brakes while driving on most writers to finish third in the son of Ganges, Mrs. Caroline
Tri-Citiei Chest Boosts
Rummler will receive her College Longstreet,son of the guest of honMrs. Jacob Rusticus of 181 East North 7th St. in Grand Haven. On Big Ten. But if we avoid personal Barton of Gunplain, Russell Pegg
or, Mrs. Morris De Vries, Mrs.
of Regents Degree Sunday at the
New Budget by $13,000
Fifth St., Holland, will observe this charge she paid $13.00 fine and injuries, materialwise, I think of Heath, Mrs. Teressa McBride
William Clark, Miss Norine Potts,
House of God.
their 25th wedding anniversary. $2.00 cost. ,
Miss Herma Boeve, Mrs. Louise
we’ve got it and could win the of Hopkins. Vemqn Van Lente of
Mrs.
Gordon
will
remain
in
ChiGRAND HAVEN (Special)-TheThey will hold open house for
Rupp, Mrs. Marie Goddie, Mrs.
Laketown, Floyd Merrill of Lee.
championship.”
cago to attend the annual InterTri-Cities Community Chest, at
their friends and relatives SaturRuth Hyma, Mrs. Rosita Zaisman,
Maentz could well include him- Harry Finkbeiner,Leighton,
national
conference
which
opens
meeting Wednesday night, adopted day from 2 to 4 and 7 to 9 p.m. Golden Hoar Group
Mrs. Vivian Plaggemars, Mrs.
self in the “injuries”list. The last James Overbeek,Manlius, George
today and will continue to Aug. 23
a tentativebudget for 1956-1957of at their home.
Jan Barton, Mrs. Eve Hyma, Mrs.
Rankin,
Sr,
of
Martin;
Frank
two
years
he
has
had
to
miss
Meets at Home ol Leader
At a meeting of the local Women
354,000. This is an increase of $13,Bess McCarthy, Mrs. Louise
Mr. and Mrs. Rusticus,who were
Berry of Monterey, Willard Fales
games
because of injuries.
of
the
Moose
Wednesday
at
the
000 over last year.
Lugers, Mrs. Margie Van Huis,
married Aug. 25, 1931, have eight
Members of the Golden Hour
“I’m all set right now and I of Otsego, Harold Albers of OverMoose Home, it was announced Mrs. Hess, Mrs. Joseph Barilla
The large item is $12,000 to the children, Marvin
of group, the girls society of Maple hope I can go through without isel, Jacob Van Polen of Salem,
that co-workers of the chapter are
Red Cross, which is coming for Mishawaka, Ind., Mrs. Estelle
and Cheri Barilla of Chicago.
Avenue Christian Reformed anythingthis year."
Milton Weed of Saugatuck, Albert
baking cookies once a month for
the first time, although it has been
Deepe of Flint, Mrs. Helene Waldo Church, met Wednesday afternoon Maentz will report weighing 215 Emmons of Trowbridge, Rex
the Gray Ladies of the Red Cross
a part of the matching fund camof Grand Rapids, Mrs. Janet at the home of Mrs. Henry Ter but he expecte the early two-a- Ingalsbee of Valley, Mrs.
to take to the VeteransHospital Football Roles Meeting
paign for several years. Increases
Kelley of Gun Lake,
Ha^r, 1165 Beach Dr., for a picnic. day workouts to cut him down to JosephineWilson of Watson and
in Battle Creek. Mrs. Gordon conwill also be given to the Girl
Rusticus of Holland, Mrs. Mary
The recreation in the afternoon a playing weight of 210. He stands Alex Wolf of Wayland.
ducted the meeting and Mrs To Be Held Aog. 27
Scouts,the Boy Scouts, the United
Carter of Middleville,Mrs. Faith was followed by a hamburger fry 6’3”.
Most Holland football coaches
Health and Welfare and the MusBerkey read the minutes and com
Van Tubbergen of Grandville and outside. After supper the girls saw
and officials will attend the Grand
Maentz returned to Holland Hilltop Farm Edges
kegon Area Child Guidance Clinic.
munications.
Jack Rusticus at home.
slides on Japan and the Chrfetian Monday after completing the sumPaul Oilman is the chairman of
Prize winners were Mrs. Maxine Rapids rules meeting slated Aug.
The couple has 16 grandchildren. work that is being done there in mer session.
Fennville in Exhibition
the drive and James Scott is the
Den Uyl and Mrs. Marie Botsis. 29 at 7:30 p.m. at Grand Rapids
secondary education. The slides
He has been thinking about atvice-chairman.
Twenty-two members attended the Ottawa Hills High School.
Seven members of Holland Chap- were shown by Mias Elaine Siter, tending law school following gradHilltop Farm, Hollands’ B LegThe Grand Rapids meeting Is
meeting. Lunch was served by the
ter, American Society of Women a missionary of the Reformed uation in June, 1956 and decided to ion league baseball champions,
Moosehart
Alumni
Committee
with one of 13 Lower Peninsula football
Car Rolb Over
Accountants, attended a picnic at Church in America, who has just take the additionalwork this sum- edged Fennville'* 12-U>-15 year
Mrs. Louann Adkins and Mrs. rules meeting to be held the last
the Johnson Park Shelter House returned from three years in Jap- mer.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
olds, 8-7 Wednesday night at tne
week of August and first week in
Blanche Solomon in charge.
State police issued a ticket for Tuesday. Grand Rapids Chapter an.
September.
It depends on what kind of a 19th St. diamond.
driving with excess speed under members were hostesses and other
Those present were Norma Mey- season he has this year as to
Bill Byrne started for Hilltop
Miss Gladys Klingenberg
At each of the meetings’56 rule
existing conditions to Joyce chapters representedwere Mus- ers, Lavonne De Vries, Bernice whether he takes a crack at the with Carl De Jonge coming on in
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Klingdn- Marriage Licenses
changes and special points of emWlersma, 18, of Grand Haven kegon and Kalamazoo.Dinner was Walters, Judy Brower, Barbara pros/
relief to receive credit for the win. berg of route 5 have announced
Kenneth Dale Mokma, 21, and phasis will be discussed by a
Wednesday after she rolled her car followed by a social time, includ- Bos, Mary Mulder, Barbara Steen- Maentz will be anchored at his A. Luner pitched for Fennville.
th.» engagement of their daughter, Donna Adelle Borr, 21, both
ber of the Michigan
on Lake Shore Dr., south of ing contests and group singing. wyk, Sharon Schippers, Marilyn right end post and be expects Ron
The contest was hard-fought and Gladys, to Donald Brower, son of Holland; Robert L. Richardson, 22, Athletic
Haven early Wednesday Attending from Holland were Miss- Bos, Barbara Faber, PhyllisMouw Kramer to play the other flanker. featured some outstandingfield- Mr. and Mrs. Harry Brower of route 2, Grand Haven, and Shirley committee.
Wiersma was not es Ann Brower, Jean Volkers, Min- and Janice De Witt
A. Constantine, 20, route 2, Coo- the state
”1 figured when spring practice ing plays and timely hitting. Hill- Hamilton.
damage nie Haan, Gretchen Ming, Jean Mrs. Robert Galien and Mrs. Ter closed Ron would play end and top Farm will attend the Holland Mr. Brower If, presently station- persville; Watson Paul Lundie, 25 be in
to her Essenburg,Rosemary Callan and Haar are sponsors of the 'Golden then some at right half, if need- Ali-Scars-Fremont All-Stars game ed whh the U.TS. Navy at Long and Sandra Ruth Jillsona!fe3,both
Pearl Wyngarden.
Hour group.
a body.
Beacn, Calif. r
of Holland.
ed,” Maentz said.
to

—
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Children Hold Auction

To Boost New Library

Haven

Beaux Arts Ball

Grand

Scheduled Friday

Readies Event

-

SAUGATUCK

Beaux

:

-

HAVEN

Maentz Prepares

Allegan

Host

HAVEN

- For Grid Season

Fanners’ Union

Jurors Selected
For September

.

Horseman

Women

Engaged

Rustcus

Herman

-

,
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I Hamilton
Mm. Henry Funckes and baby,
Vicki Lynn have returnedhome
from Holland Hospital, where the
infant was born on Aug. 9.
Dr. Jacob Prins of Holland
Minister of Evangelism of the Reformed Church in America, conducted services at the local Reformed Church last Sunday. Guest
soloist in the evening was Miss

III?

|

tw

m
m
m

Grand Rapids,

ATTENDS CONVENTION— Carl C. Andraaitfi
of Holland, an’ offickil daleflatito tho

are officialdelegates from the

fifth conaressional district. The local

man has

tbetn in ban Francisco since last week because

RepublicanN a t i o n a I Conrontion in San
Francisco tbis wttk, looks at a skirt worn by
Terry Pholtn which says, "More than ever I like
Ike. Andreasen and Mayor Paul C. Goebel of

he
of

a member of the resolutions committee
the convention. (United Press Telephoto
Special to The Sentinel)
is

THURSDAY, AUGUST

23, 1956

September to continue through the
month of May.
The Rev. Norman Van Heukelom
of the local Reformed Church was
called home for a couple of days
from the family vacation visit at
Pella, Iowa, by the death of his
parishoner,Glen Folkert, Jr.,
held last week Thursday afternoon.
He was assistedin the service by
the Rev. Peter Muyskens of Coopertville, a former pastor. Burial
was in the local Riverside Ceme-

Louise De Kleine of Drenthe, who
tery.
also contributed several selections
Ronald and Kenneth Strabbing of
precedingthe service, during the Holland spent a couple of days
"Moments of Music" period.
with their grandparents in HamilMr. and Mrs. Harry J. Larhpen ton, during the past week.
attended the Peters family reunion
An area meeting of the Holland
held at Overisel Grove during the and Zeeland classisof the Christpast week. They also were pre- ianian Reformed denomination was
sent at a gathering of relativesat held in the local Christian Reformthe home of the Rev. and Mrs. ed Church during the past week.
Edward H. Tanis of Zeeland, Featured as speaker was the Rev.
honoring the birthday anniversary Edgar Smith, missionary to Nigerof Mrs. George Peters of Overisel. ia, Africa
Local people attending the Mr. and Mrs. Willis De Boer
Winona Lake Bible Conference the have started work on a new home
earlier part of August in Ind- at their farm site on Townline
iana, were Mrs. H. W. Tenpas and Road.
Mrs. Marvin Kaper, who spent a
It is reported that Miss Shirley
few days there and the Misses Schipper has purchased the HamilFanny and Gladys Bultman, who ton Beauty Shop from Mrs. James
Hoover and will operate at the prewere there for one day.
Program Committees of the sent location in the Hoover home
HamiltonMusic Hour Club and the for a time.
Womans Study Club have held re- Members of the Senior Christcent meetings to plan and prepare ian Endeavor group of the local
the program schedules for the Reformed Church expect to leave
1956-57 season. Chairman of the Thursday on a bus trip to the
Music Hour committee is Mrs. Mission Stations of the Reformed
Bert Brink, assistedby Miss Della Church in America, located at
Alinviile, Grey Hawk and , McBowman and Mrs. Marvin
Doornik and Mrs. Jacob Haan Kee. The Rev. Lloyd Menning, pasheads the Study Club Committee. tor of the McKee Church is partiMeetingsof both groups are sche- ally supported by the local church.
duled to begin the last week in The. R°v. N. Van Heukelom is

Van

CONNECTION WITH THEIR regular drill
meeting Aug. 15, Holland firemen took

Left

IN

are
toright
„
i

Mary Freestone, Dick Brandt,

Mary Mokma, Ralph Jones, Pete Beckman,
Simon Paauwe, Hubert Newhouse (on ladder).
Bert Ten Brink (on ladder), George Zuverink,
Sr., Adrian Moes, Mel Tubergen, Chief Andrew

time to paint the house of Egbert Beekman,
retiredfiremen, at 65 River Ave. Beekman, who
officially retiredJuly 1 after reaching the age
of 70, was taken ill a few months ago and has
been in Holland Hospital on four occasions.

Klomparens and Harold Barkel.
(Penno-Sas photo)

expectedto accompany the group Minnei Slotman, one of the oldest Holland.Mrs. Kalkman was the
after his return, sometime this residentsof Hamilton, who former- former Ardith Poll.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Dangreweek, from his vacationtrip at
ly lived in that area.
mond and son vacationed for sevPella, Iowa.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Poll receiv- eral days in a cottage at Swan
A number of local people attend- ed word of the arrival of another Lake and the Elwyn Maatman's
ed the annual Dunningville Home- grandchild, a daughter,bom to motored to northern Michigan for
coming event. Among them was Mr. and Mrs. Chester Kalkman of an outing.

Rose Garden Is Setting

Up

Moose Moves
Into Fifth;

Local Skiers Set

Of Shower for Bride
The

VFW

Mrs. Gerrit Vander
Hooning on South Shore Dr. was
the scene of a shower given Tuesday for Mrs. Herbert Wagemaker,

Wins Exhibition

Jr.

As

The “Good Old Summertime” Directory

lovely rose garden at the

home of

the guests

arrived, Mrs.

ForNationalMeet
Water ski champions from Holland and Macatawa will compete in
the National Open Water Sid tournament this weekend at La Porte,
Ind. Chuck Bradfordof Macatawa
and Chicago will enter the Men’s
Division. He won the Illinois regional meet several weeks ago and
is a strong contender in the jumping events.

The Moose took a hold on fifth Herbert Wagemaker,Sr., the
bride’s mother-in-law, presented
place Tuesday night in City Softthem with name cards to which
ball League action with an 8-3
rosebudswere pinned. The headwin over Raphael at Van Tongeren
table centerpiece featured a minField.
iature bride surrounded by fresh
The win gives the Moose a 10-15
ferns and white roses. The other
season's mark and leaves Raphael
tables featured rosebuds as center- John Gronberg is competing in
with a 6-19 record.
pieces.
the boys’ section of the tourney.
In the other game, the VFW
The
guest of honor is the for- Mrs. Sandy Lecklider, summer rewalloped the Grand Rapids Cathmer Mary Ann Lomel of Savannah, sident of Macatawa, now living at
olic Vets, 11-0 in an exhibition
Ga. She and her husband are now Fort Benjamin Harrison, Ind., is
game.
Lum Veldman, hurling for the living in Ann Arbor where Mr. entering the women’s division.
Wagemaker is completing his stu- Charles R. Sligh, Jr., president
local nine, pitched a two-hitter.
dies.
for many years of the American
In the opener, each team scored
Guests at the shower were all Water Ski Association,tournament
one run in the first inning. Don
friends and relativesof the bride official and judge, is entering the
Holst walked and came home on
veteran’s divisionthis year.
a passed ball for the Moose and from out of town.
Herb
homered for The shower was given by Mrs. Others from Holland who will atGerrit Vander Hooning, Mrs. Gene
tend the tournament as offic
Raphael.
The Moose took over in the sec- Pasma, and they were assistedby and observers are Elizabeth Sharp
Mrs. Robert Vander Hooning.
ond inning with five runs on only
and Laurie Ann Hohl, both former
one hit, a long double by 'Fred
national champions,and Jim HubHandwerg, scoring three runs,
bard.
plus five walks, a couple of wiki
Highlight of the meet is expect15
Violators
pitches and an error.
ed to be the men’s jumping events
The final two runs were added
on Sunday afternoon. The annual
In the third. Stu • Baker's single
meeting of the AWSA will be Friin
pushed across Jim Doorneweerd
day night and the trophy presenand Bill Zyck, who had walked.
tations at the close of the meet.
Jerry Prince led off the Raphael
ZEELAND (Special) — Traffic
fifth with a home run and Mel
violationslast week resulted in 15
Koenes, hit by a pitched ball, persons paying fines and costa in
came home on an error after be- Egbert J. Boes’ Justice Court.
ing advanced on Stan WlodarThose fined included:
czyk’s single.
Admitted to Holland Hospital
Bernle Rltsema, 24,. of 344 West
The winners . only made three
Main St, Zeeland, improper right Tuesday were Charles Woodall,
hits but all the walks, errors, wild
284 West 22nd St.; Dale Allen
turn, 37.30; Henry O. Walters, 65,
pitches and passed balls made the
route 3, Holland, improper left Cramer, 182 East Eighth St.;
difference.
Alyce Timmer, 544 College Ave.;
turn, 37.30; Kenneth A. Idema, 18,
Raphael slapped out seven hits
Mrs. Wayne Boeve, 398 College
Byron
Center,
speeding,
315.30;
with Maatamn, Koenes,Wlodarczyk
Herma Boeve, 20, 385 Howard Ave., Ave.; Gertrude De Kleine, route
.each had two and Prince one.
3, Zeeland; Kenneth Vanderford,
stop light, 39.30.
Baker, Jas De Vries and HandJason Petroelje, 26, 113 East 23rd General Delivery,New Richmond;
werg made the Moose hits.
St., expired operator’slicense, 314- Norma Hofstee, route 5; Mrs.
Lovell Eddy, 90 East 23rd St.
In the nightcap the Vets opened 30; Billy Marion, 29, Grand RapDischargedTuesday were Kenids, speeding, 39.30; William Atteup with three runs in the first inburg, 26, Grand Rapids, stop light, neth O'Meara, 512 Graafschap
ning on two hits.
Rd.; Mrs. Clarence Visser and
They added a run in the third 39.30; Pawl James Smock, 23
baby, 648 East Central, Zeeland;
and another in die fifth and then Grand Rapids, stop sign, 37.30.
Mrs.
Joseph Ebenhoeh, 93 West
Benjamin
Walker,
44,
Grand
broke loose for six runs on only
Rapids, speeding, 317 30; Harriet 19th St.; Mrs. Eugene Michielsen
two hits in the sixth.
and baby, 56 West 19th St.; Mrs.
Holland’s Vets made nine hits Jacobs, 57, G.md Rapids, speed
ing,
315.30;
David
Allen
Bowers
Robert Wierda, 33314 Central Ave;
while the visitors had just two.
27, Holland, excessive noise with Mrs. Ruth Ross, 414 Homestead;
Veldman struck out 12 men.
Lee Veldman, Bill Franks, Vem muffler,37.30; Miner Meindertsma, Mrs. Maud Luck, 105 East 37th
Vande Water and How Glupker 42, Grand Rapids, carelessdriving St; Dena Dannenberg, route 5;
each made two hits while Jay 316.30; Abraham G. Rosso, 25 Barbara Bogema, Rest Haven;
Grand Rapids, speeding,315.30 John Kooy, 1319 South 58th Ct,
Hoffman had one safety.
Robert Minnema, 18, Holland Cicero, 111.
Line scores:
I
R H speeding, 310.30; Eleanor Steams Hospital births include a son.
Moose .........152 000 0
8 3 33, Grand Rapids, careless driv- Edward Miles, bom Tuesday to
Raphael .......100 020 0
3 7 ing, 316.30.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Borgman, 588
Batteries: Zyck and De Vries;
Lawndale Ct.; a daughter,born
Prince,
(5) and Nanica Man Bound Over
today to Mr. and Mrs. Harvey

Vacation Days

Maatman

Fned

.

Zeeland

Sporting

Food

Gifts

FOR QUALITY

GIFTS

GROCERIES

HOUSEWARES,

River

206

MEATS

TEERMAN’S

St.

19 W. 8th

VEGETABLES

.

•

.

GR Vets ...... 000 000 0 VFW ..........301 016 x —

R H On
0

Morals Examination

GRAND HAVEN

'So easy to stop— So easy to shop'

W.

513

17th

MICHIGAN5 UADING JEWELERS SINCE Itl!

AUTO TOP and

FOXS
12

W

Dry Cleaning

• LOW

WAYS

DRY CLEANERS

Sixth-fra-BeU

Stilt

George Zuverink of Holland and

Complaint was made by an 18- the Baltimore Orioles are included
year-old gril who resides near with Virgil Trucks in the Detroit
Ties for First
Tigers barnstormingtroupe schedFruitport.
Sixth Church-Gra-Belldefeated
The examination of Walter uled to tour Michigan right after
Holland Furnace, 8-7 Monday night Iwaniec, 40, route 1, Allendale,on the World Series.
and then lost to Graafschap,7-5 a charge of rape, involving a 17- Trucks is lining up various MichTuesday night to end the season yeanoki girl, has been postponed igan cities in which to play. He
with a 9-2 record and a tie for from Monday afternoon to Wed- listed Holland as a possibility, but
first place.
nesday afternoon, Aug. 22, at 1:30 Riverview Park will have the southThe Furnace stopped Maplewood p.m. The alleged offense occurred side football bleacher erected in
Tuesday night, 94 and the Vets in Tallmadge township on or about the outfield and that would prevent
defeated Bethel Church, 9-5.
game being played here.
March 29, 1956. Iwaniec is in the
De Npoyer Chevrolet and county jail, unable to furnish Other West Michigan cities menHolland Furnace will meet Satur- 31,000 bond.
tioned include Muskegon, Traverse
day night at Van Tongeren Field
City and Kalamazoo.
to play off an earlierseason’* 4-4
Trucks plans on the Tigers
tie and It appears that this game Holland Man Injured
Charley Maxwell and Steve Growill be a showdown for the other
mek, Gene Woodlingof Cleveland,
By Falling Fork Track
half of first place.
Roy Sievers of Washington,ChiDe Nooyer must get by DownWilliam Van Slooten, 57, of 652 cago’s 'Jack Harshman and protown Service Thursday night and
Washington Ave,, was in "good" bably Bob Buhl, John Logan and
if they do they will enter the game
with an Identical record with the conditionat Holland Hospital Tues- Del Crandall of Milwaukeeand
Furnace. The Furnace has an 8-2 day after sufferinga broken right Sherm LoUar of Chicago.
ankle and leg lacreations in an
mark and De Nooyer, 7-2.
Then the winner would meet accident while he was at work Louis T. Van Hnis
Slxth-Gra-Bellin the one - game Tuesday at Holland Motor Express
playoff for the regular season Inc.
Dies at Pine Rest
'

championship.

Charles Cooper, president of the
Louis T. Van Huis, 77, of 20 East
trucking company,said that a fork
truck that was being repaired by 15th St., died Thursday afternoon
Raphaels Loses
Van Slooten, a mechanc, somei- at Pine Rest, where he had been
Raphael’*ot the HoUaxvl .Gty how fell from a 52-inch dock onto a patient for the last two years.
League lost a 3-2 nloe-inningde- his legs.
Surviving are his wife,' Susie;
cision to the HudsonviUe merthree sons, Tom of Hudsonville,
chant! in an exhibition loftball
Motor traffic entering Germany Albert of Muskegon and William
game Saturday night at Zeeland rose 74 percent in the first six of Holland; two daughters, Misses
Ugton Field. Both tea/ni made months of 1953. A total of L85 mill- Louise and Marguerite, both of
twp nmi in tfaa first tani* and ion vehicles crossed the borders Holland; 12 grandchildren;one
million were auto- great grandchild, and a sister.
re than the Mrs. CorneliusVan Allsburg of
in the runs.
same period in
In 1952.
,

4»s: tar&i
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No
141

Holland.

E.

—

St.

Phone 2408

Restaurants

O J&O GREEN STAMPS
• DOUBLE STAMPS

Try Our

River Ave. et Sixth

Mary Ann at the
Hammond Organ nitely.

River

16th end

DUTCH MILL
We

Phone 9121

STORES

Lunches — FountainServlca
Meats, Groceries, Vegetables

1116 Ottawa Beach Rd., Holland

S300

Wa

Deliver

IGA Food Basket
653 MICHIGAN AVE.
(1 Block South of

Hospitol)

ONLY THE BEST
IN FRESH

MEATS

AND PRODUCE

P.M.

SI

EmMth St.

BarbecuedChicken, Spare Ribs,
Ham and Pork Roast

RESTAURANT
28 Weet 8th St.
2 Door* East of Penney*

PHOTO SUPPLY

St.

HoOeed
and Cameras
DEVELOPINGand PRINTING
We Give S&H Green Stomps

Seventhand Central

KODAKS
Photo Finishing

Quality

—

Fast Servlet

DU SAAR PHOTO
and GIFT SHOP
A cron from

Worm

Friond Tavern

Enenburg Electric
50 West 8th

St.

RICHARDSON ROOT BEER
On Qevaland Ave.

Complete Lina of
Canvas, Metal and
Fiberglass Awnings
Boat Covers

HOLLAND AWNING
204 L 8th

St.

CO.

Phono 2043

Peoples Slate Bank

Deposit* Insured to

Noon LuncheonsDaily

-

310,000

Cosmetics

Air Conditioned

Pharmacy

Bunte’s

St.

54 E«t Dth

©<Pkilg<w k
l*»

Dutch Bay and Shoo

«U.M»MII mi

Bulk or Bottled

Phono 4714

NIES LP GAS CO.
Phono 6-8833

between
Factory

Drugs and Cosmetics
Pack up the Family
and drive over to
•#

RUSS'
EAST LIMITS HOLUND
All Steak Hamburg*

•

YOUR WALGREEN AGENCY

VAN WIEREN’S

Model Drug Store

LIVE BAIT
FISH and TACKLE

We

S&H
River

give

Comer 8»h

8.

Stomps
Phone 4707

PRESCRIPTIONS— DRUGS
FOUNTAIN SERVICE

You don't have

Time

KEN RUSSELL

CAMERA SUPPLIES
Wade Drug Co<
13th A

Maple

Phono 9564

Refrigeration

Chrysler Alrtemp
Air Conditioning

We

Miscellaneous

SHADY LAWN
FLORISTS

COMMERCE

St.

Tourist

—

<8»h

THE BOYS* SHOP
CompleteClothing Needs

as well as

Phan*

LAKE MICHIGAN
MILLS ICE CREAM
FOUNTAIN SERVICE "
Cones, Packages Hand Pocked
and Carry Out
Phene 2740

TEMPERATURE
Water- 52

Information on
Wholotolo

and Manufacturing
at your

CIVIC

-62

4560

- Retail

CENTER

Pine et 8th

Air

.»

Good selection of Notionol Brands
new and used vacuum deaner*.
Service an nl makes.
366 L
Phone 2700
Across from Russ’ Drive In

For Boy*— 2 to

Ice Cream

SeO

Traveler

Information

Headquarters

oooaooooo§oooooooaoo#o#oooo#o*i

We

Phone 7902

HEADQUARTERS

HOLLAND
CHAMBER OP

ot our office for y^u. When you
return, the newsboy will deliver
them ot the regular home delivery
FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
rate of 30c a week. Or you con
Member — Florists Telegraph
hove the Sentinel mailed to your
Delivery Association
vacation address for 50c q week.
281 L 16th
Phene 2612

Ave.

VACUUM CLEANER

to miss out on the

hometown news when you ore
vacationing. We'll reserve them

Servlca What

221 Flee

Go With You
ot Vacation

HARDWARE
OPEN S A.M. to 9 P.M.
OTTAWA BEACH ROAD

Malted*

Local Newspaper

Feature Special

Drugs

VISIT OUR FOUNTAIN

IN
DELICIOUSLYGOOD

Breakfastserved anytime

206 CoRoge

Co.

Phono 4111

place to do your bonking.

Portraits

„

All Ty^es of Electric Wiring

A Convenientand Friendly

G DRIVE

Let Your

Florists

MEREST

Bottled Gas Servlca

KNIFE'S STANDARD SERVICE

Drugs

OPEN AT 6 A.M.

Open Every Dey 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Than, and Fri. UntB 9 p.m.

Photo Supply

G.E. Electrical Appliances

9 gallon* gasoline

Phone 2542

8th Shoal

CM
We

Street

•

with tha purchaseof

B &

Surroundings

WaM

PHONE 2311

Fancy Cakes for Parties

Drive-Ins

specialize In

SMORGASBORD
SUNDAY — 5 to 8

at S

60 EoM Ith

Salads

In Gracious

MEYER’S BAR-B-Q
& SUPER MARKET

Downtown Service

2 HOURS FREE PARKING

Family Style Dinners

North River Ave.
and Lakewood Blvd.

MAIN AUTO SUPPLY

Polishing

HOME MADE

FRENCH PASTRY
SHOPPE

AIR CONDITIONED

GROCERIES

7 Weet Ith

—

Atlas Tires and Battrles

1

Family Stylo Dinner*

and

&

Greasing— Washing

BREAD and ROLLS
INJOY

STUDIO

STANDARD SERVICE

WE NEVER CLOSE

DELICIOUS
PASTRIES

Jobbers Outlet

Phono

MEENG’S

ROAD SERVICE

EVERY WEDNESDAY

NABER'S

Outboard Motor*

Service On All Appliance*

Bakery

Summer

SCOTT ATWATER
Authorized

PRICES

Convenient location
Plenty of Parking Space

48 EAST ITH STREET

161 Central

Extra Chorge

32nd

EVERY DAY

QUALITY MEATS

BRINK’S

SALES and SERVICE

MAPLEWOOD

OPTICIANS

EIGHTH ST HOLLAND

ZaverinkPlaiis

Banstonn

Phone 6-6221

— Books

BOOK STORE

JEWELERS

THREE

SAVE

Films

INTERIOR TRIM
BOAT UPHOLSTERY

Racket Stringing

PHONE 9585

3 HOUR SERVICE

MEMBER SPARTAN

-

(Special)
Batteries: Vroma and Pellerito; Albert Goll, 21, route 1, Nunlca,
was bound over to the Ottawa CirVeldman and Veldman.
cuit Court following a preliminary
examination on a bastardy charge
Thursday afternoon.Goll is to
appear in the higher court for arraignmenton Oct. 8.
11

Phone 9533

Upholstery Service

WEST SIDE
FOOD MARKET

Maatman

Breuker, M-40, route 5.

AUTO TOPS

Tennis Supplies

and

Auto Service Miscellaneous
AUTO GLASS SERVICE

HARDWARE

-

Wlodarczyk.

Goods

SUPERIOR

.

,-

- WHERE TO SHOP - WHAT TO DO

WHERE TO GO - WHERE TO EAT

r

«»

r

20

.*

Year*

19

L

8th

‘
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Banger-Jocobs Rites Performed
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Kool-Dreyer

Vows Are Spoken

•

mmm:
m

.A

^

JR1WJP
Mrs. Daniel

L De

Graof
(Penna-Sos photo)

Myra Jane Saunders Wed
To Danial

Mr. ond Mrs. Harris Dal* Banger

m

Miss Marilyn Joy Jacobs, daughter of Mr. and Mis. Harry Jacobs
of 629 West 27th St, and Harris
Dale Banger, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Banger of 310 North Division Ave., were married Tuesday,
Aug. 14, in double ring rites performed by the Rev. Henry Baker.
The wedding took place in the
private party room at Cumerford’s
allowed by a
restaurant and was fol
reception for 50 guests.
Palms, bouquets of white gladioli and candelabra formed a setting for the rites. Traditionalwed-

L De

(Vender Hoop photo)
was a \rtiitelinen suit with white
In double ring wedding rites
accessories. She carried a white
Bible with orchids. Her rhinestone Saturday at 4 p.m. in Western
earrings and bracelet were a gift Theological Seminary Chapel, Miss

from the groom. The matron

Mr, ond Mrs. Louis Jerry Kool

Graaf

(Jo*l's photo)

Miss Anna Mae Dreyer, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George
Dreyer, 14815 James St. became
the bride of Louis Jerry Kool,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Louis Kool
of De Spelder St., Grand Haven,
in a ceremony performed Aug. 3

Guards Prepare

For the ceremony Mrs. Dreyer
chose a navy blue dress with navy
accessories and Mrs. Kool, the
groom’s mother, selected a black

Mary Ann Knooihuizen

Wed

to Charles Bradley

dress with black accessories.Both
had red carnation corsages.
A reception for 125 guests was
held in the church parlors. The
guests, seated at tables decorated
in pink and green, were served
by the Indies Aid Society with
Mrs. H. Venhuizenas chairman.

of Myra Jane Saunders became the
Arrangements of white gladioliThe bride was graduated last June
honor wore a beige linen suit with
bride of Daniel L. De Graaf. The
and pompons accentings back- from Western Michigan College
white accessories and carried a
where she was a member of Sigbride is the daughter of Mrs. E.
ground of palms, ferns and candelcolonialbouquet.
ma Kappa sorority. The groom atin the basement of Fourteenth
W. Saunders, 57 West 21st St., and
abra decoratedWestern Theolog- tended University of Michigan and
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Strabbing.
Street Christian Reformed Church.
the late Ernest William Saunders.
ical Seminary Friday evening when
brother - in - law and sister of
served in the Air Force four years.
The groom’s parents are Dr. and
CAMP GRAYLING (Special) The Rev. E. Tanis read the double
Miss Mary Ann Knooihuizenbe- He is now attending Georgetown
the groom, were master and misring
rites
in
the
presence
of
the
Mrs. Garence De Graaf of 563 Hill- Supply Sgt. Albertus De Boe today
came the bride of Charles Bert
tress of ceremonies. Mr. and Mrs.
crest Dr.
Master and mistress of cere- Bradley. The double ring wedding University, Washington, D. C.#
began packing equipment for the immediate families.
Paul Kragt, brother - in - law
Attending
the
couple
were
the
The bride was given in marriage return trip of Holland’s National
monies were Mr. and Mrs. Peter was performed at 8 p.m. by the where he is enrolled in the School
and sister of the groom, served at
of Foreign Service. The bride will
by her uncle, Lawrence G. DeCook Guardsmen. Latest reports are groom’s sister, Miss Madge Kool, Dreyer, uncle and aunt of the
Rev. Elton Vn Pemis in the pre- be teachingin the fall at Falls
the punch bowl and also took of Grand Rapids. She wore a gown
and the bride's brother,Marvin bride. Miss Kitty Olin and Miss
that Co. D will leave early Satursence of 200 guests.
ding music was played by Miss charge of the gift room.
Dreyer.
of imported chantillylace featurDona Souder served punch and The bride is the daughter of Mr. Church, Ya. They will make their
day morning and arrive in Holland
Diane Tinholt and Miss Alyce TimAfter a wedding trip to Niagara
ing a high neck outlined with sometime Saturdayafternoon.
Mrs. Don W e e s i e
sang Miss Margaret Hoeve was in and Mrs. Ray B. Knooihuizenof home in Washington, D.G
mer sang "Because” and "The Falls, the newlyweds are now at
hand-clipped medallions and bodice
"Because"
and
"The
Lord's charge of the guest book. In the 504 Lakewood Blvd., and the groom
Halfway through the second
Lord’s Prayer.
home at 629 West 27th St.
of scattered hand appliqued emPrayer” accompaniedby Miss gift room were Mr. and Mrs. is the son of Mrs. Edward DeAttending the couple as best man
Both the bride and groom are broidered lace petals. The three week of their summer training, Barbara Kroeze. The room was
Russell Goeman, cousins of the Haan of 198 East Eighth St., and
the Holland Guards have qualified
and matron of honor were Mr. and graduates of Holland Christian
tier bouffant skirt of permanently
decorated
with
palms
and
ferns, bride. Guests were present from the late C. B. Bradley.
Mrs. Paul J. Slenk. brother - in - High School. The bride is employ- pleated nylon tulle over white satin 90 per cent of their men in indiThe annual summer picnic of the
bouquets of gladioli and candles. Grand Rapids, Grand Haven,
The bride wore a floor-length Home Economics club members
law and sister of the bride.
ed at Sprick’s Super Market and had a lace peplum effect across vidual arms and 87 per cent of
The
bride,
given
in
marriage
by
Battle Geek, Holland, Nunica and gown of imported chantilly lace
The bride's wedding ensemble the groom, at Essenburg Electric. the front, cascadingat the sides their crew-served weapons.
her father, wore a ballerina- Ohio.
appliqued on nylon tulle and em- and their familieswill ' be held
Also. 10 men from the company
into a chapel train. Her lace crown
length gown of white dotted swiss
The couple has returned from a broideredwith seed pearls and next week Thursday evening, Aug.
have
been
placed in division comedged in seed pearls held a scalover pink taffeta and a pink net wedding tr^p to the Straits of iridescent*. Medallions of lace and 30, at Ottawa Beach. The time is
loped fingertip illusion veil. She petitionfor the annual individual hat. She carried a bouquet of ros- Mackinac knd are now living at
delicate seed pearls were scatter- set tor 8:30 and each family is
arms
contest sponsored by the
carried a cascade of white feathMichigan Amvets. The contest is es. Her attendantwore a light 1044 Washington, Grand Haven. ed above the appliqued hand-dip- asked to bring all the supplies tor
ered carnations and Amazon lilies,
blue torso effect dress with full For going away the bride chose a ped lace of the bouffant skirt,
run each year among the 150 units
either a hamburg fry or a wiener
accented with stephanotis.
skirt and white accessories and a light blue dress of polished cotton which swept Into an extremely full
of
the
Michigan
National
Guard
roast. The committee will provide
Mrs. John De Weert of Holland
gladioli corsage.
with pink accessories.
train. The sweetheart neckline with potato chips and relishes.
attended the bride as matron of and determinesthe unit with the
Queen Anne collar was accentuat- Mr*. Oscsr Winter of
The fourth annual Waukazoo Inhonor. Bridesmaidswere Mrs. La- highest proficiency.
ed by appliques Which echoed the City spent a few days at the home
Master
Sgt.
Douglas
Mack,
a
vitationalTennis Tournament endmont Dirkse qf Grand Haven, sisdetails of the skirt. Her matching
of her sister, Mrs. Lester
ed Sunday afternoon when Mrs.
ter of the groom, and Miss Mar- long-time member of the Holland
chantillylace crown featured tiny
unit,
returned
to
Camp
Grayling
Veldheer, last week.
Done Carpenter of Del Ray Beach,
gie Hein of Princeton, HI., couscallopsoutlinedwith pleated tulle
Monday
after completing Officer
The Hoffmeyer family reunion
sin
of
the
bride.
They
wore
balFla., and Edwin "Sonny" Daly
Mrs. Albert Nye was guest of
By Arnold Mulder
and embroideredwith pearls and
was held at the town hall Friday
of Marshall, HI., defeated Helen honor at a surprise birthday party lerina - length gowns of white CandidateSchool at Ft. Banning,
Iridescent*.She carried an arm
evening, Aug. 17, with 70 persona
Rodgers of Chicago and Egbert Wednesday afternoon, Aug. 8, at nylon embroideredwith tiny cielo Ga. He is expectedto receive his
Readers in this community for his scholarship. Professional bouquet of snow white roses.
present from Grand Haven, HolGold, Jr., of Holland, in the finals. the home of Mrs. Roy Nye. About blue forget-me-notsover white taf- commission shortly and be assign- should just naturalb' be interested historians often go wrong when
Bridal
attendants
were
Mrs.
ed to a new unit.
in a relatively new book that is in they apply historicalmethods of Robert L. Sova as matron of hon- land, Zeeland, Overisel, Hamilton,
Trophies will be awarded to the 30 friends, relativesand neighbors feta. The wide square necklines
In platoon volleyball, the pri- part about them and their ancestwere
accented
by
big
puffy
elbowcriticism to fiction,as Walter Scott or and Mrs. Paul D. Bos of Mus- Graabchap and Albert
winners Saturday night at the sec- were present for the occasion, it
vates of the mortar platoon de- ors. The book is called "Netherthe Kuite
____
_____ families attending
pointed out more than a century kegon, Miss Kay Larsen of Hol- and
ond annual Waukazoo Tennis Club being her 83rd birthdayanniver- length sleeves. Accenting the waistlines were cielo blue taffeta cum- feated the sergeantstwice, 16-14 landers in America,”the author is ago.
sary.
Mrs.
Nye
is
in
fairly
good
Ball at the Inn, with more than
land ana
.ana
and «rs.
Mrs. uaie
Dale j.
J. uswam
Oswald of
or tr0m
***
merbunds with two-tierbustles in and 15-9. Since it was a challenge Dr. Henry Lucas. Now professorof
"Netherlanders in America” will Kalamazoo as bridesmaids. They **®l# "Tw pa?5d1'
health and able to be about her
100 guests expected.
back. Their headdresses were fa- match, the sergeants treated the history at the University of WashTournament entrants included home. She received many gifts
almost certainly take its place as wore identicalall white ballerina Mr. and Mrs. Dick Vander Wilk
shioned of matching cielo blue privates after the games.
ington, the author was brought up an authoritative story of how sabrina necklines and very
visited Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Walker of and cards in remembrance of the
looped taffeta with tiny pearls and
gowns aarcsiua
featuring lace bodices
with ^ac*c Nieboer last Wednesday evein Michigan,and of necessity he- those European nationalsbecame fti/TTtsa
vuuiic* WIU1
Hingham, Mass., Miss Helen Rodg- occasion. A beautifullydecorated
__ _____
-M ____
nintr
circulareye-lengthveils. They cardid much of his research work in loyal and prosperous citizens in princess skirts of yam dye taffeta, mn^•
ers of Chicago, Mrs. Phyllis Tell- cake, ice cream and lemonade
ried crescentbouquets of white
Holland, Grand Rapids, and other many sections of America. Per- Their crownless hats were of lilac Mr. —end Mrs. Albert Ives and
«i*u
ing of Hinsdale. 111., Edwin Daly were served by the hostess, Mrs.
daisy pompons and scattered
communities in this area. The book haps unfortunately,the story is too taffeta, matchingtheir shoes. They cMldron spent the weekend campof Marshall, HI.. Mr. and Mrs. Nye.
Hie
Rev.
B.
J.
Hoffman
of
blue pompons.
School Section Lake in
Robert Benson of Chicago, Miss At a recent meeting of the
was published by the Universityof heavy, too bulky, to appeal to the carried lilac baskets filled with
Donald Hillebrands attended the Qiymer, N. Y., occupied the pulOceana County.
Mary Rodgers of Chicago, Mr. Ganges Community Grange the groom as best man. Lamont Dirkse pit . here Sunday. Mrs. Donald Michigan Press.
general reader. But anyone who white and lilac pompons.
Margaret Knooihuizenof Detroit Mr. and Mrs. Manley Kuite and
and Mrs. Egbert Gold of Holland, Cinderella and Prince Charming was head usher and Robert SaunI suspect that the volume has has given many years of painstakBuiskool was the solist at the
and
CharleneKnooihuizenof Hol- children have returned from a
Herk Van Tongeren of Holland, with their alternateswere elected. ders, brother of the bride, and
ing
research
to
such
a
labor
of
love
up until now attacted fewer readSunday evening service.
Mrs. Richard Doyle of Cincinnati, They are as follows: Cinderella, Robert Brandt of Grand Rapids,
deserves the attention at least of land, nieces of the bride, as flow- week’s vacation trip to Kentucky
ers
than
it
should
even
among
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Brink and
Tony White of Lake Forest and Miss Carolyn Plummer: as alter- ushers. David Dirkse. the groom’s
the readers who, through their an- er girls, were dressed in similar and Tennessee. They visited Mamfamily and Mr. and Mrs. Henry those who form the raw material
white gowns. They wore lilac taf- moth Cave, The Smokey MounBill Lowry of Holland.
nate, Miss Margaret Jo Collins; nephew, was ring bearer.
Vander Wal and Carol are vaca- of the study; and this because of cestorsare the subject of the book. feta bands in their hair and car- tains, Cumberland Fall and other
The Daly family members have Prince Charming, Ralph Hollander
The chapel settingfor the rites tioning this week at Long Lake its bulk. It contains 744 pages of
ried lilac baskets filled with white places of interest en route.
now been joint winners two times, and his brother, John was elected included palms, ferns, double cantext, each page made up of more
near Traverse City.
pompons and lilac petals. Louis Mrs. Sarah Hassevoort, Gladys
Grand
Haven
Driver
as two summers ago, Barbara alternate.
delabra and bouquets of white gladMr. and Mrs. Renzo Vruggink words than are usually crowded
Knooihuizen. nephew of the bride, and Shirley drove to East SaugaDaly teamed with Dr. P. K. ChamThe Grange is making plans to ioli. Marking the pews were single apd Helen returned ro their home into two pages in other volumes. Jailed After Crash
was ring bearer. He wore summer tuck Friday evening where they
pion to win the crown.
enter a booth at the Allegan Fair gladioli with greens and white
here Tuesday evening from a four Besides that, the notes are almost
formal attire and carried the rings visited Mr. and Mrs. Alvin
In other activity at Waukazoo, again this year. The
bows. Kenneth Louis of Zeeland day auto trip to the Upper Pen- bulky enough to fill a volume by
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
on a white satin pillow.
Molewyk.
Jerry and Toby O’Shea gave a Grange has won first place in was organistand Mrs. Norman
themselves. Then there is a fore- Edward E. Verwey. 21. 214 Columinsula.
John Streur served as best man.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Nieboer were
sort of forewellparty Sunday night their division for four years con- Thompson of Grand Rapids sang
bus
St.,
Grand
Haven,
appeared
word
of
several
pages
and
an
apMr. rnd Mrs. Gordon Wabeke
Guests were seated by Delbert
for some 50 friends. Actually it secutively.
"O Perfect Love" and "Through and children were supper guests pendix of many more pages. Some in Municipal Court Tuesday after- S. Knooihuizen,Preston Bradley supper guests at the home of Mr.
•nd Mrs. Andrew
in
was a farewell to themselves, for
The annual bazaar of the Ganges the Years." Rev. Hains sang "A
readers may be scared away by noon on two charges. For failure and Wallace Bradley, brothers of Hamilton. Sunday.
the family is leaving to take up Methodist Church was held Satur- Wedding Prayer” as the bride and Sunday and spent the evening with
to
stop
and
identify
himself
after
the book s sheer bulk.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Wabeke.
the bride and groom. Mr. and Mrs.
permanent residence in Cincinnati. day at the social rooms of the groom knelt.
an accident he was sentencedto Charles Knooihuizen, brother and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Veneberg and
But the fact that "Netherlanders
family spent last week at a Lake
Last Saturday night, Hedley church. Over $300 was added to Mrs. Saunders chose for her Mrs. Gerald Kooienga spent last
pay $50 fine, $4.90 costs and serve
Hepworth,who just returned from the treasury of the W.S.C.S. There daughter’s wedding a sheath dress weekend with her husband at in America” represents the story five days in (he county jail. If the sister-in-lawof the bride, were City resort.
of the ancestors of a large major- fine and costs are not paid he will master and mistress of ceremon- Mr. and Mrs. Roger Bartels
England, presented his Dickens were fancy work booths, baked of brocade glazed cotton in ice Camp Grayling.
ies.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wilbur Van Meter ity of the people of this section of
have returned after spending a
program of dramatic studies.He goods, aprons and fruits and veg- blue featuring a wide cummerserve an additionalfifteen days.
The mother of the bride chose a few days at Silver Lake near Hart,
and
Ruth
left last Saturday morn- Michiganought to recommend it to
is one of the most popular enter- etables.
bund and matching accessories.
For failure to stop in the assured
V.’edgewood blue lace dress with
ing on a two weeks auto trip of attention here. Also because in itMich.
tainers to come to Holland and he
clear distance ahead he was senMrs. Lauren Paquin, a former Mrs. De Graaf wore a mauve lace
a sweetheart neckline. The flared
the
southern
states
going
as
far
as
self
it
represents
many
years
of
and his charming wife, Kathleen, resident of Ganges township ob- over taffeta dress with matching
Mrs. Sena Redder and John were
tenced to pay $25 fine or serve
skirt featured insets of nylon net.
research on the part of the author. 10 days in jail.
have made many friends at Wau- served her 86th birthday anniver- accessories. They wore corsages Florida.
supper guests at the home of Mr.
She
wore
matching
accessories
and
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Vruggink
Dr. Lucas was already working
kazoo.
Verwey was arrested by State a corsage of white cymbidium or- and Mrs. Jake Meeuwsen in Zeesary Wednesday, Aug. 1. She was of white cymbidum orchids.
The Bryn Mawr Community bom in Jackson County, Mich., the Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ter Haar of Zeeland spent Sunday afternoon on his research ten years ago when Police Aug. 19 after his car was chids. The groom's mother pin- land Sunday.
Church Club will bring between 50 oldest of eight children.She was were master and mistress of cere- with their parents, Mr. and Mrs. I was doing my work for "Ameri- involvedin an accidentwith a
Mrs. Lester Veldheer was hostned brown cymbidium orchids to
cans from Holland." Our paths jeep driv n by Caroline Molenand 60 young people to Waukazoo a former teacher having taught at monies at the reception for 225 Henry H. Vruggink.
ess at a party Saturdayafternoon
Mr. and Mrs. John Vander Wal crossed at that time, and presum- kamp, on the State Road in Crock- the shoulder of her tan and beige held in honor of her son Dale’*
for Labor Day.
the McDowell, Hadaway, Glenn guests in the chapel Commons
ensemble.
and
children left last Saturday ably he kept at the job until 1955 ery Township.
Room.
Others
assisting
were
Mr.
and Belknap schools,
Music for the ceremony was pro- 11th birthday anniversary. Games
morning
for
a
trip
to
the
upper
when his book was published.It is
Gifford Graham. 50. Milwaukee,
The J, U. G. Club met Friday and Mrs. Neil Van Heest and Mr.
vided
by Miss Ardyth Hansen of were played and prizes were
peninsula.
Reserve Police Captain
hard to believe that he can have is spending15 days in jail unable
afternoon,Aug. 10, at the home of and Mrs. Howard Van Dahm, who
Muskegon
as organist and Willard awarded. Lunch was served by
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Paskey, overlooked a single fact about the to pay $50 fine and $6.10 costs
served punch; Mr. and Mrs. DonMrs. Veldheer and Gloria. Dale is
Mrs.
Frank
Mosier.
Appointed by Van Hoif
Rodger and Marijane, viaited Sun- Netherlandswho settled in Am- imposed by Municipal Judge Jacob S. Fast who sang "How Do I at Camp Jack and Jill In Cedar
The Ganges Bridge club will ald Van Hoeven and Mrs. David
Love
Thee"
and
"Wedding
Prayday afternoon with their parents, erica a century ago.
Ponstein Tuesday afternoon for
Springs this week.
Chief of Police Jacob Van Hoff meet Monday, Aug. 20, at the sum- Haas, who arranged the gifts;
er."
Mr. and Mrs. John Poskey.
The main outline of his story simple larceny. Accordingto city Mr*. Roger Wiersma were in All school childrenare invited to
Wednesday appointed A1 Brandsor- mer home of Mrs. Rena Goodrich Mrs. Norman Gysbers,in charge
Mesdamea Henry Klamer, Lloyd was almost inevitable— the early police, Graham stole a bicycle vaof the guest book; Mrs. Lawfer as captain of die Holland on the County Park road.
The reception following the rites attend Daily Vacation Bible School
The young people of the Ganges rence G. De Cook and Mrs. Hero Kunzi, Harold Vruggink and Henry settlements before the nineteenth lued at $40 from his ex - wife, was held in the chapel Commons which will be held next week at
Police Reserve Unit.
The appointment followedcity Baptist Youth Fellowship enter- Bratt, who poured coffee, and Vander Wal and Misses Cornelia century, the story of the immigra- Helen, in Grand Haven on Aug. 18. Room. Miss Marlene Koning and the North Holland
of the Mrs. C. V. Miller, who cut the Zwyghuizenand Hermina Avink at- tion to Michigan, to Iowa, to the
council recognition of the group tained the
charge of the gift room and Mr. Church. It will be conducted by
wedding cake, assisted by Mrs. Ot- tended a party last week Tuesday central and eastern states; the
last week and the approval of rules BloomingdaleChristian
and Mrs. Les De Free and Mr. John De Vries of the Hi-way-BiSons
of
Revolution
youth group at a beach party, to Van Dyke and Mrs. Charles evening at the home of Mrs. Wil- later settlements in many sections,
and regulations.
and Mrs. Frank Fendt of East way Mission Association.The bus
Gasser.
lard Van Harn in Zeeland.
including the South, the East, the Honor National Officer
The new captain appointed Wednesday evening, Aug. 8, at the
Lansing served at the punch bowls. will agtin pick up the children at
The newlyweds are now honeyMr. tnd Mrs. Claus Zwyghuizen Midwest, the Far West, the SouthArthur Keane as lieutenantof the County Park. Devotions were led mooning In northern Michigan. For
Miss Joan Tan* of St Johns was the school as In previous yean.
spent a few days sight seeing in west, and Canada. This is followed
At a special dinner meeting in charge of the guest book. Asreserve* who will act as second by Miss Carolyn Plummer. Games
going away the bride wore an Ital- the upper peninsula.
were played and a treasure hunt
by a sectionon the Dutch qualities Tuesday evening at Dutch Mill sisting about the rooms were sorin command.
ian silk print sheath dress in varyBoy, 13, Injured
and contributions,with specialat- restaurant, Holland Chapter, Sons ority sisters of the bride, Misses
Hie reserve unit was formerly enjoyed followed by refreshmentsing shades of browir with matchtention given to the Hollanders’ of the Revolution,entertained Mr. Marilou Hindert and Shirley Poll Jarvis Post, 13, of route 1, West
known as the police auxiliaryun- of barbecuesand watermelon and ing accessories and a corsage of Cobo Will Help Escort
Olive, received a cut on his head
cold drinks.About 30 were present
religion,their press and politics, and Mrs. George Wiedon Gardner of Holland, Bonnie Benkelman of
til its recent reorganization.
white Amazon lilies.
of SL Louis, Mo.
Friday evening when the car in
Ike to Platform Tonight
Hines,
HI., Janet La Plante of
their
education
and
character.
Applicationsfor admission of for the occasion.
After Sept 1, Mr. and Mrs. De
Gardner, who is national secre- Kalamazoo, Louise Shapley of which he was riding ran off the
Hie
Senior
High
Class
of
the
It
so
happens
that
Dr.
Lucas
prospective members will be availGraaf will be at home in Grand
Ganges Methodist Church enjoyed Rapids, where they will be teach- By Esther Vaa Wagoner Tufty does not like my novels about the tary of the Sons of the Revolution, Battle Creek and Mrs. Bruce Crow- road and hit a sand pile, bumping
able in the near future.
SAN FRANCISCO (Special)
spoke to the group on subjects ley of South Haven. They wore his head against the windshidd.
a beach party Thursday evening ing school. The bride, a graduate
Hollanders, or the novels of most
at Pier Cove. Robert Stillson is of Holland High School and Hope Detroit Mayor Albert ^obo, Re- of the others who have made the relativeto objectivesof the organ- identical lavender dresses with Driver, of the care was Terry
publicancandidatefor governor,
ization. and maintaining American
Don’t Dump Those Lawn
teacher of the class and 12 mem- College,attended the University of
trim to carry out .their sorority Brower. Jr.. 19, of 636 Michigan
will be in the group escorting clash between immigrant and na- tradition.
Ave., Sheriff’sofficen estimated
bers
were
present
Refreshments
Coloradolast summer and taught President Dwight D. Eisenhower to tive cultures the subject of their- Members from Holland, Sauga- colors.Mrs. Douglas DuMond as- damage to the car at $70 to the
Clippings at the Curbs!
sisted
the
bride.
Mrs.
Wallace
and games were enjoyed.
the past year at Ames, Iowa. The the platform to accept the party's work He charges that those writ- tuck, Douglas and Ganges atBradley and Mrs. Ddbert Knooi- front end. The accident occurred
City Manager Herb Holt today Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Babbitt, groom, a graduate of Holland presidentialnomination at the Re- ers have "travestiedthe Hollanders tended.
huizen poured at the buffet table 500 feet west of Lake Shore Dr., on
son
David
and
daughter
Carol,
enreminded local residents that it’s
Christian High and Hope College, publican National Convention here in America." Speakingfor myselt
and Miss Phil a McIntyre of Port Lake St
against the law to dump lawn joyed a week on a trip through attended the University of Michi- this afternoon.
alone, I plead not guilty to the inMr. and Mrs. Peter Verburg of Huron, aunt of the bride, cut the
clippings,etc. at the curbs in the Northern Michigan, visiting Mack- gan and the University of London
The move is designed to offset dictment; my admiration for the 946 Lincoln Ave. left
Holland Horizon Club has been
inac
Island,
Saulte
Ste.
Marie;
city.
and was just eleased from active some of the nation-wide coverage Dutch pioneers is great, but I morning for the clinic and hospital wedding cake.
Piano music during the recep- awarded a Certificateof Honor by
Recentlythere have been cases Copper Harbor, Tahquamenonservice in the U. S. Navy.
Go**. G. Mennen Williams got lut have never been blind to the un- at Excelsior Springs Mo., where tion was played by Miss Judy Ar- Parents Magazine In its
19554.6
where such clippings and other Falls and other points of interest.
week at the Democratic National bending Puritanism of their imper- Mrs. Verburg will undergo treat- nold of Grand Haven
Youth Group Achievement Award
junk have been dumped at the
Over $40 was earned at a baked Red Gross Gray Ladies who vis- Conventionin Chicago.
fectly Americanized second and ments. She will be there two or
For their eastern wedding trip, presentations.
,
—
Ten youth groups
curbs and when it rains, such as goods sale held Saturday at Fenn- ited VA Hospital at Fort Custer
third generation. I* submit that three weeks.
the new Mrs. Bradley changed to ceived $1,000 awards tor
during last night, the stuff dogs ville by the women of the Baptist Monday were
A celebrationof the Holy Com- honest criticismis not slander.
a beige and black sheath dress in*
'
community service. The
the sewers.
Church.
Huyser, J. De Weerd of Hudson- munion is scheduled for 10 a.m.
But his portrayal of what he
The daughterbom at Holland with black accessories and a cor- land
"It’s a big headache for our
Billy Nye broke a toe on his right ville,M. Welton, C L. Kirkpatrick,
Friday, St Bartholomew’sDay, at calls "American Hollanders as Hospital Wednesday to Mr. and sage of green cymbidium orchids. teen
crews when the sewers get dog- foot Saturday evening while at J. Westehbroek and F. Galien of
Grace Church with the Very Rev. Seen by Recent Writers" does not Mrs. Harvey Bnjiker, M-40, route Both the bride and
ged," Holt said.
k
play at his home.
Holland.
William
Warner as celebrant cause me to have leu admiration 5, has been nanied Barbara Mat. graduates of Holland
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Sundau School Ex-Major Leaguer

Christian

Lesson

Endeavor

Sunday, August 26
Through Trial
James 1:2-18

Directs Legion

IMg*

Sunday. August 26
Marketplaces of Significance
Matthew 20:3-7; Mark 12:38-40;
Acts 16:19-21
by Darrell Franken
To the leader: School is a marketplace.It is the place where individualsreceive that merchandise

By C. F. Dame

Basebal Program

(Based on copyrightedoutlines
produced by the Division of Chris-

Although LoU Brissie, directorof
tian Education, National Council of
the Churches of Christ In the American legion baseballthroughU.SA. and used by permission.) out the nation won't be in attenA lesson such a* this one is for dance at the All-Star game here
called ‘'knowledge'', which has
been purchased through the taxes
every one for we all meet trials
Thursday night, the terrificimyour parents pay. The apostle
and troubles in life. The person
The Ht»* •« Mm
Paul spent a lot of lime in the
who thinks that Christians do not pact he has made on sellingthe
Holla ad City Now*
have difficulties in life is greatly program around the country will
, PublUhed tvery Thun* marketplacesof the Roman Emmistaken. It is through trials that be felt.
Jjay by The Sentinel pire, speaking with men of his wisIprfntlM Co. Office 54-56 dom and intelligence.Youth also
strength Is gained.
Brissie, the hulking former pitchWe«t fighth Street. HolI. Life’s trials test The next er for the Philadelphia Athletics
spent a lot of time in their marland. Mich.
three lessons are from the Letter and Cleveland Indians, has unEntered at tecond daai matter at ketplace— the school, talking to
the poll office at Holland.Mich., their friends. As youth you can l>e
of James, the brother of Jesus. He der his wing the largest single
under tha Act of CongreM. March 3.
grew up with Jesus in the home in youth sports program in the couninfluential as Paul was, if you will
Nazareth but he did not become try.
use some of your words to tell
W. A. BUTLER. Editor and Publlther others about your church, your dea disciple until after the resurrec- Right now more than 17,000
tion of Jesus. For about twenty teams, not counting Little League
nomination and your faith.
Telephone — Newt Items 3193
Advertising and Subscriptions 3191
yean he was the leader in the and Babe Ruth groups, involving
Ideas for Your Meeting
Crowle is state chairman for the Facility.Serving dinner were
SEVENTY VETERANS FROM Michigan Veterans Facilityin
church in Jerusalem where he about one million kids come under
The publishershall not be liable 1. Invite your minister to speak
Mesdames John Hui/enga, chairman, James Crowle, John Serier,
Grand Rapid f were entertainedat a picnic here August by.
was held in high esteem and be- Brissie’sjurisdiction.
for anv error or errors In printing to you about witnessing.Have him
Cameron Cranmer, Jacob Rusticus, Jacob Jacobs. Ben Keen,
any advertising unless a proof of show you exactly how you might
Mothers of World War II, local unit No. 36. The veterans were
came known as "the Just" At the A couple of those teams are slatsuch advertisementshall have been
Thomas Kane. Rufus Cramer, Richard Ellison and FlCyd Ketchum,
guests of Ernest Wingard for a ride on the Woverine Ferry and
Apostolic Conferenceheld in Jer- ed to meet in the All - Star game
obtainedby advertiser and returned witness to differenttypes of :>eoassisted by Einda Vis. Melva Ann Rowan, Ben Rowan and Richard
usalem in regard to admitting here.
then were served dinner by the Mothers at Kollen Park Miss
by him in time for corrections with ple in different circumstances.
such errors or correctionsnoted You could give him The Christian
Ellison. Mr. Wingard will take another group for a boat ride Sept
Gentiles James presided. He was
Margaret Hartneck, specialsendee officer, accompaniedthe men.
The Holland nine to 12-year-olds
plainly thereon;and in such case if
(Penna-Sasphoto)
killed by Jewish fanatics in A.D.
Mrs. Jacob Rusticus is presidentof the local unit and Mrs. James
any error so noted is not corrected Endeavor World to use as a gu de
will face a similar unit from Fre62. This letter is addreued to
publishers liability shall not exceed for a short meditation, or let him
mont at 7:30 p.m. at Riverview
such a proportion of the entire space discuss it as he wished.
"the twelve tribes which are of
Park.
occupied by the error bears to the
the
Dispersion"—
to
the
Jews
who
2.
Another
way
of
learning
to
whole space occupiedby such adverDonations here will go toward
were scattered throughout the construction of a couple Little
understand how to witness in the
tisement
ffet
Roman Empire. It was written League fields at the 19th St diamarketplaceis through group disTERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION
about the year 50 A.D. Its teachOne year. 83.00; six months. •3.00; cussion.You might discuss tne
mond.
three months. 81.00; single copy. 10c. question: "How does one witness
ing is decidedly practical.
Brissie,who rose to the majors
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James tells his readers to count through American Legion junior
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If
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when
they
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into
varrenewed.
baseball,lists 260 of the 400 major
Beechwood Jub Scouts defeated Lt.- Comdr. Peter Bol, who still
Subscribers will confer a favor by sion type of meeting, and you have
Jim Wellington won the modi ious temptations.The word "temp- leaguers, as coming out of the
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somea
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or
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in elivery.
tied feature and Larry Herbert the
Legion’s baseball program. Orgamaintain the lead in the Cub Scout ! considers Holland. Mich., his home
times means trials and at other
in a circle. When this is done
stock feature in the Saturday night times the solicitation to do evil. In nized baseball as a whole has
everyone has a better chance to s°ftba11 league. The Beechwood , town, is living in weather quite
5,000 ex-Legion players.
YOUTH
races at Airpark Speedway, two the first verse it means trials. The
participate,because no one has nine now has won 10 games and ' d;[ferentfrom the warm summer
Brissie makes a lot of speeches
Youth is being raised to a pindropped
|
breezes
that
sweep
western
Michreason why believers should rehis or her back turned to another
miles south of Douglas.
throughout
the nation to bolster
nacle of idealizationin the cur- person. It has been proven many
In other games Hamilton stayed jgan these days
joice in trials is because they teach
The
track Vas wet and prevented us patience. It is by the trials of the program, emphasizing the adv •
tied
with
Jefferson
for
second
Chaplain
Bol
'.s
with
men
of
the
times
and
in
many
places
that
if
rent political campaign that must
tages to be obtained from Legion
place with a la-6 win over Long- Navy's Special Mobile Construcdrivers from attaining top speed life that we learn to know the
make the several million newest the group sits in a circle everybaseball.
one will feel more like offering fellow; Montello stopped Zeeland. tion Battalion spendingthe long
strength
of
our
faith. We become
and no roll overs or injuries were
He makes one of the big points
voters a little dizzy. The old
comments or asking questions. 19-12; Washington ran over Wau- ' winter night in Antarctica apperfected in character through
of his speech — that of overcoming
reported.
politicians with polished domes and You may also like to try sitting kazoo. 26-6 and Lakeview defeated1 proaching two more months of total
life’s trials. We reach spiritual maphysical handicaps.
! St. Francis.
darkness with temperaturesdropNext Saturday
powder-puff turity only through discipline.
artificialteeth are telling the world around a
Brissie is a good one to talk
in a discussion meeting be sure ; League standingsthrough Aug. pjnK as iow as 80 degrees below
that their party must lean on
derby has been planned for the Light loads do not cause strong about that. He was given up for
to have several questions ready to 20.
youth.
zero and with winds reaching velowomen with a trophy for the win- muscles.
dead during World War II on one
n. Prayer helps the Christian.
Mrs. Roosevelt, who has always stimulate your group's thinking.
cities of up to 100 miles an hour.
ner.
of Europe's battlefieldswhen he
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were Mr. and Mrs. Mike De Jong
Hollis Northuis, and two brothers.
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dren of God. What about the rich
daughter. Ruth Eleanor, to Lavern Howie Van Dyke. Herbert.
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and
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in
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and
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spirit
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lowliMarinus Van Wyk of 548 West 32nd
Democrats, they are sure to call
and Mrs. Orval Sampsor and famRapids. His wife, the former Franset-up or atmosphere for it. That
ness. Whether a Christian is poor
St. A December wedding is being
upon the names of Jefferson and
ily, Mr. and Mrs. Dean Dannefeid
is why it was suggested above to
South Blendon Reformed Church ces De Free of Holland, and their planned.
or
rich
he
is blessed through his
Jackson and Woodrow Wilson and
and Mrs. Fanny De Jong. Mrs.
sit so that all are facing each ; was the scene of the wedding of son. Michael, are living in Arcadia,
faith which makes it possible for
Franklin Roosevelt; if Republicans,
other. (2) Very often too. they I Miss Elaine Vruggink and Rich- Calif., not far from Los Angeles.
him
to
overcome
life's circum- Simon Grasman was discharged
they are just as sure to appeal
from St. Mary's Hospital on SunChaplain Bol. a graduate of Hope
fail because the issue they are try ard Spieldenner on Friday evenstances.
to the memories of Hamilton and
ing to discuss is not vital enough. ing. The bride is the daughter of College and New Brunswick TheoHI. God does not tempt any one. day and is convelesingat her
Lincoln and Theodore Roosevelt
For example,it is much more diflogical Seminary,is with the winJames calls the man blessed who home.
By implication they would solve ficult to have a lively discussion Mr. and Mrs. Herman G. Vruggink tering-overgroup at Little AmerPvt. Willard Kloosterman will
endures
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of
Hudsonville
and
the
groom’s
H. J. Bylan. presidentof the
all the problemsof today In terms
on Missions in Asia than it is to parents are Mr. and Mrs. Lewis ica-5 on Hainan Bay in AntarctiJames
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it clear that God undergo surgery this week at the
Great
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of
American
of the precepts enunciated by those
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ca. Little America is the main
Hebrew Congregations, was the does not tempt any one to do evil. Army Hospital at Fort Knox. Ky.
former statesmen who now lie close to home as witnessing in our Spieldenner of Chicago.
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Rev.
Gradus
Aalberts per- science stationfor the Internationspeaker at the Rotary Club lunch- We are born with physical appepeacefully in their graves.
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the double ring ceremony al Geophysical Year on the world's
eon
at
Castle
Park
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But youth, living in the present
Here is a list of the advantages before an altar decorated with southernmostcontinent. Personnel
cialist Tm. Bn.. U. S. A. T. C.
In his speech on "Freedom’s the sex urge, the ambition to
knows intuitively that those oldtim of a Discussion type meeting.
achieve and these things are not Class 122, Fort Knox, Ky.
palms,
white
gladioli and double stationed at this remote base are
Heartbeat
in
the
Middle
East,"
er. cannot be depended upon to
Mrs. Gerrit Berens and Mrs.
1. It encouragesmore people to candelabra. John Moelker, uncle of all volunteers. After passing rigid
the Rotarian emphasized that he evil in themselvesbut they may
cope with the problems of today participate.
Herman
Berens presented special
lead
to
evil
when
uncontrolled.
God
physical
tests
they
accompanied
the bride, played the traditional
"is not going to praise Jews or
Those men, many of them, were
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calls upon all tempted people to music at the Sunday evening servships of Task Force 43 to the Antwedding
music
and
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bury
Arabs"
but
give
factual
inyoungsterswhen they developed speak constructively.
ice. They sang "Ashamed of Jesus"
Miss Nelvia Yonker of Orange arctic last fall and began conformation as "an American inter- fight and do the right and shun
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"Nothing but Leaves".
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short Antarctic summer.
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given
in
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by
The scholar who had almost
bered today for the simple reason
4. It gets people involved,resultof Mrs. Marcia De Jonge have
When ships left the Antarctic
her father,wore a gown of Chantoured the world in successive vis- and cause them to conquer.
that they were not afraid to re- ing in personal benefit.
1. Some prosperous fathers been received from the Jamestown
tilly lace and nylon tulle over satin. last March, Seabees stayed behind
its
to
Europe,
South
America.
fuse the dictates of the oldtimers
5. It is geared to the level of
Reformed Church to the local ReThe bodice featured a lace man- to finish construction of the base
Egypt, Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, blunder when they withhold all formed Church and the memberof their own day and strike out understanding of the group.
troubles
from
their
children.
darin collar above a sheer yoke at Littl* America and to preI^ebanonand Israel summed up
for themselves.
6. It is democratic and group2. God wants his children to be ship of Leon Ohlman has been
of pleated nylon tulle edged with pare equipment and supplies for
basic causes for the present turAll those old statesmenof the centered.
transfered to the Jamestown Redisciplined.
sequias and embroidered medal- the tractor train operations schedmoil in the Middle East.
past deserve the honor that clust7. Those participatingare more
3.
God
promises
rewards
to formed Church.
"The vast oil reserves which the
ers around their names. They re- ready to accept the solutions of the lions. The bouffant skirt terminat- uled next October. These tractor
The Golden Chain Union Meetconquerors.
Vest
wants to acquire and the East
presented the best of America of problem if they had a hand in ed in a chapel - length train and train operations will be climaxed
Miss Betty Jone Timmer
4.
Every
person
is responsible ing will be held Aug. 23 at 8 p.m.
her fingertip veil, edged with lace, with the building o/ Byrd Station
wants to dominate,"he said, "is for his temptations.
their own day. Democratic and making them.
at the First Reformed Church of
Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Timmer of
Republican; and they are the heriFor more content on "Market- was secured to a bridal crown. in Marie Byrd Land at 80 degrees 131 West 28th St., announce the the most importantcause of dis5. Trials make us either bitter Zeeland. The new officersof the
putes in the area." Russia’s ef- or better.
tage of both Democrats and Re- places" see your Christian She wore a sweetheart necklace of S, 120 degrees W.
Golden Chain ExecuJcve Board
seed pearls and rhinestones,a gift
Men of the Special Mobile Con- engagement of their daughter. forts to Communize Arabs
publicans of today. The Republi- Endeavor World.
will be in charge. The "Sun6. We should always strive
Betty Jane, to Harold Holtrust,
of
the
groom,
and
carried
a
white
struction Battalion will return to
cans own Jefferson and Jackson
shineaires’’will present special
son of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Holtrust strengthenedby social structure, do God’s will.
Bible with pink rosebuds and the United States upon completion
and Wilson as much as do the
ignorance, and prevailing disease
music.
of
290
Birch
St.
Ela D. Arnold Dies
white carnations.
of the second phase of Operation
Democrats; > And the Democrats
are also potent factors in the exThe annual outing of the Young
Shirley Vruggink, sister of the Deepfreze, the Navy's support misRcveiiic Finishes First
own Hamilton and Lincoln as much Unexpectedlyat
isting conflict.
Peoples Society of the Christian
bride, was maid of honor. She sion for the InternationalGeophy- Spring Lake Man Dies
as do the Republicans.
Bylan is of the idea that the In Annual Yacht Race
Reformed Church will be held
But today is a new page, a new
Ela D. Arnold, 80. died unex- wore a gown of turquoise rrystal- sical Year 1956-58.
endeavors of the west to transplant
Friday evening at Tunnel Park.
In
Boscobel,
Wis.
In all. the personnel will spend
chapter, in the/Book of America pectedlyFriday morning at his ette styled with a sweetheart neckdemocracy in an area still retainAndrew Gelder, Jr., and Miss
Revenge, skipperedby Chuck
line and a bouffantballerina - 18 months away from the continenAnd youth is better able to read home, 3M Howard Ave.
GRAND HAVEN (Special! ing a medieval mentality are also Bisseli of Macatawa Bay Yacht Madelon Oosterhouse will be united
it than the party oldsters who have
Mr. Arnold was born in Ottawa length skirt. She wore a picture tal United States:almost 15 months Charles W. Rose. Sr.. 81. of 15797 to be blamed for such disturban- Club, was the fir : boat across the in marriage Thursday evening in
become set in t heir w'ays. The Center to the late Mr. and Mrs. hat and carried a colonial arrange- of it in the continent of Antarcces in the Arab world.
finish line in the annual Macatawa the Neland Ave. Christian Reformtica. and five months of that time i Railroad St., Spring Lake, died
appeal to youth is wholesome for Alexander Arnold and had lived in ment of gladioli.
The speaker gave a bird’s eye Bay to White Lake race Saturday. ed Church of Grand Rapids at 8
Mrs. Nelson Stegeman and Glo- in total
j Saturday morning at Boscobel Hosboth parties.We need to have this community all his life. He
view about the social situationin
The Revenge crossed the line p.m. Rev. Floyd De Boer, pastor
more young people busy. Idle was employed as a mechanic at ria Vruggink, also sistersof the When tornadoes hit Western pital in Boscobel. Wis. He became Israel and
full background at 6:20 a.m. followed by the Hilar- local church, will perform the
hands create many problems for Holland Furnace Co. until his re- bride, wore dresses identical to Michigan last April. ChaplainBol
about sufferingsinflicted by Hitler ia. skippered by Hugh Schaddelee, marriage rites.
ill three weeks ago while visiting
old and young alike. Mr. Hoover tirement 13 years ago. For the the maid of honor's in yellow crys- v as one of the first outsiders to
on Jews. He drew a lively por- also of Macatawa Bay, which Friday will be "Clean - Up" day
believes in more work. So do we. last 11 years, he had spent the talette. Jacquelyn Stegeman, niece communicate with relatives here his son, Donald, in Blue River, trait of the Jews crowded in trains crossed at 7:40 a.m. and Whisper, at the Christian school beginning
winters in New Port Richey. Fla. of the bride, as flower girl, wore to determine whether his family Wis. Mr Rose, a carpenter all his on their way to gas chambers. He another Macatawa Bay boat and at 9 a.m. Lunch will be served
at noon.
He was a member of Third Re- a dress of yellow crystalettewith was safe,
life, was born in Kent City April expressed most satisfaction that owned by Hollis Baker, which
crossed
at
7:55
a.m.
formed Church and the Bible Class. a long, tiered skirt.
25, 1870. and was a member of they have returned to their promWayne Berens of Patterson. N.
Most of the other boats were Two Cars Damaged
Surviving are the wife, Jennie;
the Spring Lake Presbyterian ised land.
Darlinda
Sundin
Feted
a daughter. Mrs. John (Eola) Van- J. attended the groom as best
,
Bylan expressedhope that the still out in Lake Michigan,officder Veen of Grand Rapids; a man. Seating the guests were On Seventh Birthday
Besides the wife, Clara, he is "very undesirable,regretable,and ials at the White Lake Yacht club In Collision Saturday
granddaughter, Sondra Vander Wayne Olson of Gary, Ind.. Junior
survived by four daughters, Mrs. unfortunate incidents of the bor- in Whitehall reported at 10 a.m.
Two cars were damaged SaturVeen; two brothers, Leonard A. H and Donald Vruggink, brothers Darlinda Sundin was honored at Harry (Frances) Farmquist of ders between Israel and Arab There wasn't much wind, race day afternoon when they collided
of
the
bride.
a lawn party on Wednesday, Aug. Fruitport,Mrs. Fred (Beulah) Tie- contries would come to a halt officials said.
and Frank Arnold of Holland.
at the Intersectionof 18th St. and
Season attendance at the HolThe bride'smother wore a navy 15, in celebration of her seventh man and Mrs. Sidney (Lucy) DobCorrected times won’t be availand that the maritime blockade
Maple Ave.
\*nd State Park passed the one
dress of nylon lace with pink ac- birthday. The party was given by son of Spring Lake, and Mrs. Auaainst Israel would be ended. He able until all of the boats are in.
The 1948 model car driven by
million mark during the weekend, Mist Louise Bartlett
cessories. the mother of the groom her mother. Mrs. Don Sundin. who
stin (Pearl) Dobson of Grand showed great sympathy towards The yachts left die pierheadsat James Eugene Mokma, 19, of 221
although the cool and rainy weathselected a wedgewood blue dress was assistedby Mrs. Tom Hebert. Haven; seven sons. Donald of Blue
Holland at 7:30 Friday night.
Howard Ave. was damaged to the
Dies in Grand Rapids
the refugees in the displaced perer held the crowds down Saturof peau de soie with pink acces- Gifts w.re presented to the guest River, Wis., Robert of Austin,Tex,
extent of $150 and police estimated
sons camps, and hoped that they
day and Sunday.
of honor and lunch was served. Leonard of Clare, Lesfer of Chica- would find some permanent solu- Minor Damage Reported
Miss Louise Bartlett.48, of 111 sories.
damage to the 1947 model car drivOnly 23,149 people visited the East 14th St., died at Butterworth Mr. and Mrs. Paul Pauzenga All decorations were featured in go, Charles. Jr. of Grand Haven,
en by Martin Van Beck, 44, of 176
tion for their acute problem.
beach on Friday, Saturday and Hospital in Grand Rapids Sunday acted as master and mistress of pink. Games were played a nd Vernon of Muskegon and Kenneth
West 19th St. at $25.
Four possible solutionsBylan As Two Trades Collide
Sunday, but they were enough to afternoon.She entered the hospital ceremoniesat the reception.Shar- prizes were won by Connie SuzeVan Beek, going south on Maple
of Spring Lake; two sisters, Mrs. suggested for a fair settlement bepush the summer total to 1,035.071.
Minor damage resulted at 10 Ave., said he saw Mokma's car
last Monday and submitted to sur- on Vruggink,niece of the bride, naar, Virginia Hebert, Billy and Kate Dickerson of Pontiac and tween Arabs and Israeli;
Friday'sattendancewas 8,691, gery on Friday morning.
a.m. Friday when two trucks coming south on 18th SL Van Beek
was in charge of the guest book. Laurie Van Wieren.
Mrs. Charles Salisbury of Spring
1) Both sides should have genSaturday's 6,821 and Sunday's 7,The invitedguests were Barbara Lake; two brothers, Calvin of uine desire for peace to enable the collidedat the intersectionof 96th stopped short of the center of the
Miss Bartlett wat born in Alle- Mrs. J. H. Vruggink of Zeeland
637. Park officialssaid that the
intersection and Mokma skidded
gan and educated in the Allegan and Miss Julie Herrick of St. Jo- and Ellen Hemwall, Pamela and Coopersville and John of Spring United Nations to find a permanent St and Taylor Ave.
heaviest activity was in the middle public schools. She came to Hol- seph were In charge of the gift Eileen Nicols, Billy and Laurie
TYte right front of a 1955 van into him, police said.
Lake; 26 grandchildren. and four solution; ^
of the week, before the weather land with her family in 1926. She room. Serving at the punch bowl Van Wieren, Virginia and Linda great - grandchildren.
driven by Claude Morgan Beitydt,
2) Israel should be granted by
cooled off. Total attendancefor had been employed by the Home were Misses Dorah Break of Mus- Hebert, Connie Suzenaar, Joy
36, Jtnison, was damaged to the
the West more arms and a securthe week was 57,900.
kegon and Virginia Hartsema of Stewart. Martha Wilkinson, Janice
extent of 550 and $50 damage was Two More Accidents
Furnace Co. since then.
ity
pact;
Shavings
reported to the dump truck driven At US-31 and M-21
Israels. Muriel Hickman, Patty WilSurviving are her mother, Mrs. Fremont.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)-The 3) The problem of the displaced by George Fetter.
Assisting about the rooms were ters, Darla Knapp and David SunKate Bartlett,and a sister, KathTwo Persons Sentenced
persons in camps should be solved
Two accidents 20 minutes apart
Misses Helen Vruggink, Adelaide din.
Grand Haven Fire Department reNo tickets were issued. Deputies
erine Marie.
as quickly as possible, giving them
Thursday
at US-31 and M-21 exGeers, Mary Ann Petroelje,Barsponded to a call from the Eagle
On Drinking Charges
reported Beitydt came out of a
tensively damaged four vehicles.
bara Kruizenga, Mrs. Phyllis WarOttawa Leather Co. at 3:30 Sun- as well as the Arab countries lin- aide road on to 96th St.
ing with the West more economic
At 3:20 p.m. a car driven by
Owner, Driver
Two persons pleaded guilty
nock and Mrs. N. Aldrich, who Marriage Licenses
day morning where they found aid;
Henry Pyle, 26. route 1. Zeeland,
Municipal Court to charges
Ottawa County
Richard Francomb of 176 West cut the wedding cake.
some shavings burning in the shavand a stake truck operated by
drinking in public places in the 10th St. was given a summons by
The bride chose a navy sheath Stuart Westing, 23, route 5, Hol- ing department. Th* fire apparent- 4) Water projects on Jordan Rolls Car Over on US-16
River
should
be
carried
out
for
Jerold
Fontana, 24, Chicago, colcity recently.
GRAND
HAVEN
(SpeciaD-Lee
land,
and
Karen
Voetberg,
25,
Holland police Sunday for allowing dress with white accessories for a
ly started when sparks from the
Charlotte B. Mackenzie.54, of an unlicensed person to drive his wedding trip to the Wisconsin Dells. route 4, Holland; Leo Clifford Price shaver blower blew into the bin the benefit of both Israeli and S. Kehnek, IS, of Grand Rapids, lided in the northbound lane of
Arabs.
was treated in Municipal Hospital US-31 resulting in $800 damage.
2475 Palisade Ave., N. Y., paid fine car. Driver of the car. Sally KoBoth Mr. and Mrs. Spielden- 52, and Dorothea Langston Archer, where the shavings are stored beJohn A. Collins, DistrictGover- for injuries he receivedat 4:30 Twenty minutes later a car
and costs of J89.70 on Aug. 20 for lends, 14, of 914 College. NE, 4ier are graduates of Hope College. 54, both of Marine; Charles Hobart fore being emptied. There was no
nor, introduced the speaker to the a.m. Sunday on US-16, west of 56th driven by Sandra Otte, 29, Zeedriving a motor vehicleon Aug. 18 Grand Rapids, also was summon- The bride will teach In Vicksburg Bell. 51, route 1. Spring Lake, and damage.
gtoup advocatingthe importance St Kehnek told sheriff's deputies land, and a truck operated by
on River Ave., while under the in- ed for driving without an opera- High School. The groom is doing Marion Rose. 44, Grand Rapids;
fluence of intoxicating liquor.
Manufacturingsupplies about a ?f cooPer#Uon *nd understanding that he was blinded by oncoming Freddie Webb, 23, Grand Rapids,
tor's license after she turned into graduate work at Western Michi- Ronald R. Rickert, 28. route 2,
Oliver Hudgens, 45, of Orlando, the wrong lane on Washington gan College and will begin teaching Spring Lake, and Donna Green. third of all non-farm wage and between nations which will make lights as he turned to go into a collided in the same intersection.
cottage at Spring Lake, causing Damage was estimatedat $600.
Fla., was sentencedSaturday to Blvd. at 10th St. and bounced in February.
22, Grand Haven, John Edward salary jobs in the United States; a rao.e peaceful world.
him to roll his 1952 model con- Ottawa County deputies said
serve five days in the County Jail off the curb onto a lawn. Slight
A rehearsal dinner was given by Busman, 24, Coopersville,and transportation, communication,
It is estimatedthat one-aixth of vertible over. He received a nose three accidents occurred at this inhe was found Intoxicated damage was reported to the grass, the groom’s ^arenta at the Eten Joyce Mary Schultz, 22, Grand trade and finance, combined, anSt. and Lincoln Ave
Haven; LaVerne Van Beek, 24, other third; and all other activi- the rrjin that faHj on the United Injury and had two stitchesin his tersectionThursday. A picture of
worth of damage was done House Thursday ^evening.
and details are
17. He was also charged
ties, including government, the S tatty is absorted by vegetation leg. The car was declared a total the
1947 model car, police reThe newly-wed* will reside at route 2, Spring Lake, and
or sinks into the ground.
loss. No ticket was issued. •
at the same place,
Van Coevering, 22, Grand Haven final third.
319 Main St., Vickaburg.
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Hilltop
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Farm Defeats

Grand Rapids Legion Nine First

Trap Shoot

Mrs. Peter De Free visited at
Hilltop Farm walloped Kimball
the home of her children,Mr. and
Mrs. Samuel De T ee in South Aces of Grand Rapids Saturday
Rain to
13-3 at Lamar Park to even up
Beri, Ind. from last Thursday
the season's series at one-all in
until Sunday afternoon. On Satur- 12-15 year-old Legion action.
Rain Saturday washed out plans
Harold Van Den Bosch k wf. to Fish in
day evening they enjoyed a De
Dave Wehrmeyer wa* the win- for the first trap shoot at the
Tulip City . Rod and Gun Club
Harold Bremer A wf. Lot 21 Legion
Free family reunion In South Bend ning pitcher and several outstandrounds on Riley St.
ing
plays
were
turned
in
by
th&
More than 225 Holland area and the following were present:
Park Sub. Twp. Holland.
But rain or thine, a shoot will
outfield and infield.
Edward W. Tanis A wf. to Board youngsters took part in the third Dr. and Mra. Leon De Free and
Earlier in the season, Kimball's be held Saturday, Aug. 25 at 1
p.m. at the club grounds.
of Education Hudson ville Lot 25 annual fishing rodeo Saturday af- Miss Smith of Chicago,Mr. and had stopped Holland. 5-1.
Don Schaafsma, tfapshoot chairPleasantView Sub. Hudsonvllle. ternoon at Kollen Park and caught Mrs. Howard De Free and three
Wednesday, Hilltop Farm will
man,
announced today that a shelplay
Fennville
at
19th
St.
and
SatKate Longdon to Clarence Ooit- a record number of 30 fish, includ- childrenand Mr. and Mrs. William
urday
will play a return game with ter will be erected for the shootBaranowskl and two children and
ing A wf. Lots 263,265 Diekema ing eight different species.
H. E. Morse, of the A league, at ers and also plans call for a shelThe Intermittentrtln, which Mr. and Mrs. Sam De Free of RiverviewPark.
Homestead Add. Twp. Holland.
ter for the on • deck shooters and
South
Bend;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ivan
John Franzburg to Bert Vande caused the event to start one-half
spectators.
Wege A wf. Lot 221 Howard B. hour late, didn’t bother the young- De Free and children, Bob and
Trophy matches have moved
Beverly, of Mishawaka, Indiana,
Dunton’s Sub. Twp. Holland.
ahead to Oct. 13 instead of Oct. 27,
sters and they went at it in many and Mrs. De Free of Zeeland. Mr.
Jay Zichterman A wf. to Nick kinds of rain regalia.
because hunting season opens Oct.'
Dykema A wf. Pt. Lot 3 Ohl- Danny Dorn, a 12-yeaiM>ld,was and Mrs. Harold De Free and Pete Sears
20.
daughter, Nancy, of Holland and
man’s Plat No. 2, Hudsonville.
successful
catching the first T'irtnce De Ptee of Hollywood,
Cornell Visscher A wf. to Board
fish, a 15K*ounc« aheephead while California, were unable to be preof EducationHudsonviUe Pt.
Sailors
Gerry Van Golderen, 15. caught
Ntt SEtt 32-6-13 Twp. George- the largest fish, a 26-ounce aheep- sent.
Last Monday afternoon and eve•
Peter Scars was the only double
head.
ning, the Janssen family reunion
Frank A. Hellem A wf. to Harm
Jerry Van Wieren, 13, caught a was held at Townsend Park in winner in the weekend tailing racH. Rosema A wf. Pt. NEK NEK
30-ounce sheephead for the second l ent County. Games were played es at Macatawa Bay Yacht Club.
Golf
17-5-16 Twp. Spring Lake.
largest fish and Dorp was third. and a ball game enjoyed. At the
Sears won both Saturday and
Mary Dornbos to Clarence Rooks
Ruth Homstra, 9, a 24-ounce election of officers,Jay Janssen
A wf. Lot 27 Parkhurst Plat,
Bernice Fogerty retained the
sheephead had the largest fish was elected president and Mrs. Sunday In the 110 competition.Joey
Street Scene in Bergen, Norway
Spring Lake.
championshipof the Women’s Golf
among the girls and Elaine Peer- Jay Jans n was chosen secretary. Good took first in the Saturday
William F. Winstrom A wf. to
Association of the Saugatuck Golf
bolt, 13, with a 14-ounce bullhead Those present were the Rev. and Nipper race but on Sunday all 19
Clarence Tamminga A wf. Lot 59
Club in finals completed Thursday
was second and Ann Rtksen was Mrs. Herman Janssen and chil- Nippers were disqualifiedfor gofortified this part of the town and Pine Hills Sub Twp. Park.
at the club. Mrs. Fogerty defeated
dren
of
Saginaw,
the
Rev.
and
ing
around
the
right
side
of
the
third
with
a
12
ounce
bullhead.
erected vast storehouses holding
William F. Winstrom A wf. to
Marion Nies 3 up in the ChampMrs.
Wm.
Janssen
and
children
of
buoy rather than on the left.
Van Gelderen caught the first
grain, spices, furs, cloth, silks, Peter Heemstra A wf. Lot 60 Pine
Fjords in
ionship flight.
Norma),
Dl., the Rev. and Mrs
Eric
Collins
won
the
Sunday
bullhead
and
Rickey
Hey,
7,
the
wines and liquors. In addition,the Hills Sub. Twp. Park.
In the first flight Dorothy KlompVirgil
Janssen
and
children
of
Lightning race but rain Saturday
buildings were used as sales and
City of Grana Haven to High- first sheephead.
Palmyra, Mr. and Mrs. 1 John prevented the Lightnings from rac- arens defeated Irene Hensley 1
Offer Tourists Beautiful
Five
year
old
Mark
Klungle
sample rooms, as well as living land Park Assn. Lot 121 Highland
up.
brought home the first perch and Janssen and family of Rockford ing.
quarters for the master and his Park Add. Grand Haven.
Second flight winner Isabel
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Al
Janssen
and
chilSaturday'sResults — 110's —
Matt Wilson
to work. The main crops seem to apprentices.Tbe apprentices were
Richard Teunis et al to Anna his brother Jim Klungle, 9, caught dren. M.\ and Mrs. Jay Janssen
Ketchum defeated Millie Cook.
Sears. Jim Boyd, John Beeman
We left Tromso, Norway on a be hay and potatoes. The hay is treated almost like animals. They Ordway Lot 5 Otto's Sub Grand the first speckle bass.
and children, Mrs. Lena Janssen Nippers — Goods, Leslie Verdier, Third flight winner was Bobble
steamship through the fjord to cut by scythes and anyone who
Bobbie Hamm, 6, caught the first
were poorly fed and clothed and Haven.
and the Misses Catherine and Mary Lynn Wood. Jim Spencer Boer over Beth Wessels.
black bass and Billy Boersma, 10,
Bergen and I took a picture of can handle a rake is out raking they were beaten for infractions
Sena Baker to Walter Van Asselt
Geneva Janssen, all of Zeeland.
Sunday's results — Lightnings In regular play Thursday mornthe midnight sun at 12:35 a.m. the grass into rows. Then this is of the laws of the master. At A wf. Lot 10 Blk 19 Akeley’s Add. the first bluegill. Bennie Phillips
M'ss Lila De Free, daughter of - Eric Collins, Paul Harms, Jane ing, a low foursome was played
Many Boy Scouts, looking very carried by hand to wires strung night they were locked in the Grand Haven.
caught the first sun fish and EdMr. and Mrs. Adrian De Free of Boyd: 110's — Scars, Jim Boyd, and won by Gerrl B"gladi. Gerry
clean and neat, with their knap- between posts and hung there to
ward Lee the first smalimouth
Paul
E.
Kleinheksel
A
wf.
et
al
closets which held the beds.
South Centennial St., was honored
Van Putten, Lucille Williams and
Jim Field.
sacks, bed rolls and other camp- dry.
In time the merchants became to Conrad Bradshaw Pt. Gov. Lot bass.
with a miscellaneous shower at the
Kate Delke. low putt winner was
It is so damp that if it is left
ing accessories came aboard and
The
rodeo
was
co-sponsored
by
Sec. 16-6-16 Twp. Port Sheldon.
home of Mrs. Edward Poest, last
so strong that they ruled Bergen.
Beverly Nieusma.
There
are
more
Indians
in
North
at every stop to Bergen others to dry on the ground as in the They cheated whenever they could John Schreibei A wf. to Conrad the Holland Recreation Depart- Friday evening. Miss De Free will
came on until we had 199 with U. S.. it will rot. The hay is put and in buying fish from the sail- A. Bradshaw SK SWK 1-646 Twp. ment and the Holland Fish and become the bride of Dr. Kenneth Carolina than in any other state Thursday’splay this week will
be a tin whistle tournament.
into bams and is used to feed catscoutmasters.
Game club and prizes were donat- McCormick of Columbus,Ohio, on east of the Mississippi.The most
ors, they used short weights on Port Sheldon.
populous
tribe
is
the
eastern
band
They were to attend a big jam- tle during their long and dark win- the scales. The sailors, in turn,
Tillie Correll et al to Consumers ed by Holland merchants and Na- Sept 4. Games were enjoyed and
of Cherokecs, of which about 4,000
The average pair of men’s
boree at a town some distance ters. Milk is the final product. In
prizes awarded and a two-course
became smart so they would fill Power Company Pt. SEK SWK tional Better Fishing, Inc.
I ve within the Qualla Boundary shoes
contains 100
pieces of
from Bergen and later we saw the order to supplementtheir income,
3-6-16
A
SEK
SEK
34-7-16
Twp.
lunch
v
s
served
by
the
hostess.
the fish with stone." or water. This
in the Great Smoky Mountains.
steel.
camp which had more than 7,000 many farmers are also fishermen
Those present besides the guest of
sort of reminds me of the scan- Port Sheldon A Grand Haven.
Scouts from eight or nine coun- and catch herring, sardines (for
honor were: Mrs. Bruce De Free,
Frank E. Voss A wf. to Condal a few years ago when some
tries including the U. S. and Can- which Norway is famous) and salMrs. Gordon De Free, Miss Delia
poultry merchants in Chicago in- sumers Power Company Pt. EK
ada. The only trouble was that mon. Farmers along the lake reDe Free. Mrs. t^vi Meeuwsen,
jected water under the skins of the SEK 2-6-16 Twp. Port Sheldon.
by
Peter Boggs
Scrappy sayi:
gions,
where
there
are
no
salt
wathey had no cabins and as a reMrs. S. Schipper, Mrs. J. Vander
Conrad A. Bradshaw to Consuturkeys
before
deep-freezing
them.
A
Dog
Trained
Too
Well
sult they had to sleep on the ter fish, take to lumbering as their
Mrs. Al Pyle. Mrs. Robert
L/P buys and markets used surplus
We left Bergen on Bennett's mers Power Company SK SWK P. L. Anderson,of San Diego, Welie,
decks, and with only four or five side line.
Gart. Mrs. A. Wildschut,Mrs.
1-6-16 Twp. Port Sheldon.
decided
after
he
had
purchased
a
six-day
fjord
tour,
which
we
felt
We got off the ship at many of
washrooms with toilets aboard it
machinery and surplus inventory items
Erwin
Poest
and
Miss
Stella
KarWilliam Jeske to Consumers
sort of complicated things in the its stops, but Trondheim was the ranks as one of our finest tour Power Company Pt. SWK 10-646 young fox terrier, that he was go- sten.
from industry.
ing to make the dog one of the
morning. The boys were nice most interesting place between experiences. This tour, which was Twp. Port Sheldon.
t
Miss Thelma Hulzenga, daughter
best
watch
dogs
in
his
locality.
He
partly
by
small
steamer
and
mostlooking and well behaved lads and Tromso and Bergen. It is the third
George Edward Smith A wf. to spent hours teaching the dog to of Mr. and Mrs. Dick Hulzenga of
ly by bus, owed its success largethis was a real experiencefor largest city in Norway and it is
Consumers
Power Company Pt. bark and growl whenever strang- South Maple St., was chosen acalways buying
materials
companistfor Miss Carol Jaeger,
them since most people seldom where the present King Haakon ly to an extremelyfine young wo- WK NWK 14-6-16 Twp. Port Shelers entered his yard. This super
was
crowned
in 1907 when Norway man who was the tour director
violinist,
in
her
degree
recital
travel more than a few miles
don.
training of his dog almost cost
and also to a fine, careful driver.
which was held in Angell Hall
from their home towns or farms. separated from Sweden. Since NorWilliam R. Black A wf. to Con- him his house.
There
was
a
very
nice
group
of
way
had
no
line of royal succesAuditorium at Ann Arbor. Miss
The fjords, or inlets, from the
sumers
Power
Company
NK
NWK
A few months ago Mr. and Mrs. Huirenga is a graduate student at
sion, the Norwegians went to Den- 20 Americans. Ou luggage was
120 Rim Av«.
sea are several thousand feet deep
Holland, Mich.
10-6-16 Twp. Port Sheldon.
Anderson went out to the movies the University School of Music,
always deliveredto our rooms
and any ocean liner can navigate mark and asked for a ruler from
Emil
R.
Bauch
A
wf.
to Conand
left
their
dog
alone
at
home.
their royal family to become the without having to worry about it
through them. As a result, there
sumers Power Company Pt. NK A neighbor noticed a wisp of studying piano with Benning Dexking of Norway. Prince Haakon or look for it. Stops were made
are many cruises that take in the
SK
NWK 15-6-16 Twp. Port Shel- smoke coming from an upstairs ter.
accepted, providing that the Nor- every morning for coffee and
Miss Sien Vander Zwaag of The
fjords and travel many miles up
don.
window and called the fire depart- Netherlands is visiting at the home
SPECIALIZE IN
wegian people have a secret bal- cakes and in the afternoon for tea.
them. From the edge of the water
Exec. Est. Anne MacDougal, Dec
ment. As the firemen broke open oT Mr. and Mrs. Henry Vlsser,
The meals and hotel accommodathe land goes up quite abruptly lot to see if all of them wanted
to Ida Wierda Pt. LoU 15. 16,
the front door the terrier ran outtions were superb. American hotel
to mountains which are several him for their king. This was done.
Buwalda's Add. City of Zeeland. ride. He then went to work, do- Sanford Ct. She also visitedother
In
accepting their offer, he took managers could learn a lot about
relativesand came from Canada
thousand feet in height. As you
William Beekman A wf. to Coning the one thing hit master had where her brothers reside.
can imagine, the scenery is mag- a Norwegian name and his young cleanliness,friendlinessand cour- sumers Power Company Pt. NK
taught him so thoroughly— guardtesy from these innkeepers. The
son did likewise.Mrs. Edward Schuitema and
nificent.
SK NWK 15646 Twp. Port Shel- ing the premises.
Trondheim is another medieval meals were excellent and more
Mrs. Leon Faber of this city,
With so much rocky land and
don.
The fi.f men were strangers and attended the American Legion Auxcity with a cathedral which dates than ample and they varied a lot
mountains, the farms are all found
when they didn't seem to heed iliary Conventionwhich was held
back
to 100 A. D. The older por- at each stop. Wc had delicious
clustered along the edge of the
his warning barks and growls, he at Lansing last week.
water and there is not much land tion is pure Norman style with all strawberries,raspberries and
began to nip at their legs. Each
Mrs. Margaret De Free and son
its austerity,but then as French cherries. In addition to the ineviand English workn en were hired table boiled potatoes we now had
Admitted to Holland Hospital time a fireman started toward the John J. of North Church St., are
to complete the cathedral, the other vegetables. The fresh brook Friday were Mrs. Henry Barne- house the dog drove him back. For enjoying an eastern trip to New
344 WEST I6TH
PHONE ft-6660
narrow pointed windows and door trout were delicious and we had veld, 235 East 13th St.; Barbara over ten minutes the dog delayed York City and other points of inarches became apparent. It is not them boiled with drawn butter one Bogema, Rest Haven; Jane Jonk- them in their efforts to combat the terest.
Mr. and Mrs. Don Wyngarden
quite Gothic, but similar to it. day and baked in butter another er, 202 West 15th St.; Mrs. Frieda blaze.
It was only after someone threw and children have moved from
This church would be an archi- day.
Kruger, 401 Howard Ave.; Mrs.
athomiand
The scenery changed each day Frank Fowler. 261 West 22nd St. a coat over the dog and locked Zeeland to Marian. Ind. The home
tect’s or artist's paradise. It has
magnificent carved stone work and we traveled fjords, sailed on
Admitted Saturday were Ken- him up in a neighbor’sgarage that they vacated on Division St. has
been purchased by Mr. and Mrs.
stone filigrees of heads of animals them and crossed high mountains neth O’Meara,512 GraafschapRd.; the firemen were able to go about
Ronald Van Hoven.
lovely stained glass and a beauti- with lots of snow and frozen lakes. Lawrence Bakker, route 2. Ham- their business.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Rybarzyk,
The
skiing
is good only in July and ilton; Mrs. Herman Medema, 94
Ha enjoys a cool gloss of MAPLE
ful Altar. The churches, which were
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bosma and
formerly Catholic, are now Luth- August because of very high winds East 28th St.; Mrs. Ellen Nash, Your Dog’s Intelligence
GROVE
Milk right along with tho
A survey was recently made re- Mary Ann are resorting for a few
eran, We walked miles through in the winter. We saw hundreds 51 West 17th St.
rest of the family. Ho likes its
of rivers, lakes and beautifulwaDischargedSaturday were Mrs. garding the Intelligence of the dog. weeks at a cottage on Lake MichiTrondheim’s old and na:
terfalls. At Leon we visited the Robert Beckman and baby. 1996 Extensive tests were given a gan.
rich, creamy smoothness,
streets and were surprised at the
Kendajl Glacier and had a little West 32nd St.; Mrs. Thomas group of dogs at a well-known univery modem and well - stocked
feels secure buying
picnic with our guide and chaffeur Speake and baby. 22 East 29th versity.
YOUR HOSTS;
Matcalar Dystrophy
stores in the business section.
serving us raw salted or smoked St.; Mrs. Clarence Nichols and
GROVE'S TEMPERATURE-CONThey used a device called a
Arriving in Bergen, we spent the
PAUL AND IDNA VAN RAALTI
lamb. We were taught several Nor- baby, 352 West 14th St.; Mrs. “psychogalvianometer."
After the Drive Began by Group
TROLLED MILK.
morning doing the various things
Donald Teusink and baby, 111K tests were over, they said the
ACROSS FROM POSTOFFICI
which pile up on a five or six wegian folk songs and that night East 18th St.; Mrs. John Slenk
At
a
regular
meeting
of
the
we saw some Norwegian dances.
average dog had as much sense
day trip. In the afternoon we took
ZEELAND
Eaglei Auxiliary Friday evening
The
last part of the trip was and baby, 428 Central Ave.; Mrs. as a 12-year-oldchild.
a short bus trip to the home of
(aad Soda Bai)
Kenneth Hulst and baby, route 6;
at the lodge hall, Mra. Jeanette
Personally
I
think
the
machine
through
broad,
green
valleys
and
CLOSED SUNDAYS
Edvard Grieg whose music exem171 MICHIGAN
PHONE 2937
rich farmland. Arriving in Oslo in Mrs. Frieda Kruger. 401 Howard was in error. Sometimes. I think Raffenaud opened the 1956 drive
plifies the country of Norway with
Ave.;
Mrs.
Frank
Fowler,
261 West
for the Muscular DystrophyFund,
early evening, we concludedthis
dogs show more common sense
HMMO—
its lakes, mountains, fjords, woods
22nd St.
than most human beings of any one of the auxiliary'smajor proand streams. Although his early delightful journey.
Admitted Sunday were Mrs. age. A dog won't eat when he is jects. It was announced that this
Oslo, the largest city and the
life was a hard struggle for recogFrank Balkovitz,route 4; Richard not hungry and he will relax and year the drive will be conducted
capitalalso dates from 1200 A. D.
nition, he lived to become famous
Rhem, 19K East 14th St.; Julian rest when he has nothing to do. among members only and the goal
and to e njoy many years free but many of its old buildingswere Brown. 162 West 19th St.; Warren
And above all. he profitaby his is to top last year's collectionof
from want. His home became a destroyed during the German in- Westerhof, route 1; Mrs. Francis
157.
experiences and doesn't very often
vasion but they are being restored.
meepa for visiting musicians, comPolack, route 4, 470 Lakeshore
do something a second time that Twenty-one members attended
posers and artists. Ole Bull, the This is a very modern and inter- Ave.; Mrs. Lawrence Nicol, 431
the meeting. Final plans were
esting city. Frogner Park and the East Eighth St. Discharged Sun- got him into serioua trouble the
great Norwegian violinist, was the
made for the Auxiliary picnic on
Maintain
first
time
he
did
it.
VigelundStatues are outstanding. day were Mrs. Chester Harper,
first to recopize Grieg’s ability
Wednesday,Aug. 22. Members will
Tours
also included a museum of 259 East 11th St.; Daniel Van
and helped him to success.
leave Kollen Par'.: on the 5 p.m.
It's Probably Hives
High Quality
ThroughoutNorway, there are a Viking ships, the S. S. Fram, used Dyke, route 5.
A
number
of readers have writ- ferry. Each will provide her own
for Polar explorationsand the Kon
Hospital
births
include
a
daughnumber of very old, wooden
lunch.
Dessert
will
be
provided.
tiki raft.
ter, Hope Nanette, born Friday to ten in asking if dogs are ausceptTasty Products
churches known as “Stave churchIn case of rain, the picnic will be
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gaiowski, ible to ivy poisoning. Some have held at the hall.
es" because of their construction.
1086 Meadow Lane; a daughter, deacribed symptoms in their dogs
At
They are quite small and today
Mrs. Anna Bosch was initiated
like those suffered by victims of
Beth
Michele,
bom
Saturday
to
Mr.
they have been removed from their
as a new member.
and Mrs. Edward De Jong, 1368 poison ivy.
original sites so that they are
FAIR
Birthday hostesses were the
The house on the Sofkowlakes- Waukazoo Dr. ; a daughter, Nancy, Dogs are not susceptibleto Ivy
more secure from fire hazards.
Mesdames
Lucille
Roth,
Marie
tate across the street from the bom Saturday to Mr. and Mrs. poisoning. The dogs with such
ARE YOU SURE that your water They date from 1050 A. D. and
symptoms are apparently victim* Huizenga, Mae De Witt, Bina Nead
are built of small staves of wood Pullman CongregationalChristan Max De Free, 279 Division, Zeeof hives— the same kind of hives and Hazel Veldheer. After serving
supply it pollution free wliea your
which overlap and soar up into a Church has been purchasedfor a land; a son, Philip Jon, bom Satlunch, the hostesseswere in charge
urday
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Willis we humans suffer from. To treat
sharp top. All of the work was done
parsonage.The pastor, the Rev. Klaasen,685 Apple Ave.; a son, such a condition do the following; of games. Prize* were won by
water well is ee the "septic teak"
by hand and the eaves are carv384 CENTRAL AVE.
John Willis and family will move Daniel Lee, bora Saturdayto Mr.
PHONE 2677
Keep the dog quiet and out of Mesdames Elsie Ver Hey, Evelyn
ed to represent some weird anilevel. FOR HEALTH'S SAKE ceethere soon, trustees recently rent- and Mrs. Abram Van Hoven, the sun, restricting him to a milk Grabofski, Jean Kuhlman and
mal to frighten away the devil. ed the lot pending the settlement
Gsra Etsebagger.
route 1, Zeeland; a daughter, Kar- and meat diet in rather small
suit us abeut a pure, fresh supply
There is only a small window near
of the Sofkowlak estate.Donald en Lynn, bom Sunday to Mr. and •mounts. This la a simple treatthe roof so that no evil spirits can
ef water ead well censtructioa end
Gunder is executor of the estate. Mrs. Robert Wierda, 333 Central ment, but under this treatment,
come in. One church had a small
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Jennings of Ave.; a daughter, bom today to the rath will clear up and the
puatp installation occordinp to opening through which Communion
Douglas who left this morning for Mr. and Mrs. Santaro Muniz, 16 hives should disappear within s
was passed to the lepers who were
Mesa, Ariz., Mr. and Mrs. Louis South River Ave.
couple of days.
peMic hoetth rules.
not allowed within the church. InBurrows and Mr. and Mrs. Louis
cidently,there is a Leper HospiBurrows, Jr., and daughter of
Construction of America’s first
Get Mere deplete protection at lev cost with ,
i
tal in Bergen where Dr. Hansen
Vanier Yacht Reunion
'« '
Bangor were Sunday evening
great national highway was proworked and today the disease is
eev honeeveert’4-IR-1 POLICY
luncheonguests of Mr. and Mrs. Held at Rotten Park
vided for in the Ohio Enabling Act
known as Hansen’s disease.
of 1802. The first comprehensive
Ray Overhlser and mother, Grace
Along
the
waterfront
are
muMFG. & SUPPLY CO.
The Vander Yacht family had a plan for a national system of
Burrows, of East Casco.
seums preserving the buildings of
•COVDtS YOUt HOMf
Mrs. K. Overhlser of East Casco reunion at Kollen Park Friday highways and canals was put forthe
Hanseatic
League.
This
league
Provkta to and «l»r covwaow.*
F.O. IOX 212
All THESE f
ward aa early as 1808 by Albert
has returned to work after a few evening.
was formed by German merchants
After the picnic lunch the group Gallatin, Secretaryof the Treadays
illness.
Pheee 44SS4, an M-21
in the 15th century to protect
A novtdM coveraoe m Midi
COVERAGES
Calvin Burch of route 1, Pull- went to the Wayne Vander Yacht sury, with the collaboration of
Whethar bafort or after tho
| D'OMrtyawywfctoIn to
themselvesagainst pirates. They
Thomas
Jefferson.
home
for
a
social
evening.
man, is still seriously ill.
0HE
thoatro, or for o aandwlch at
YOU* LKGAL
Those attendingwere Mrs. Grace
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Haynes, Mr.
*Sj5SyY
and Mrs. Maurice Burrows of Vander Yacht and Clifford,Mr.
P;oi*ct»yov in com of occidenti
POLICY!
noon, onjoy our eonvanlant
* on of of your pracitM.*
South Haven and mother, Mrs. and Mrs. Len Mulder and family,
•COVERS
CRIME
KJUIS
Grace Burrows, visited their sister Mr. and Mrs. John Vander Yacht
ly located Bier Kelder for
Providt!TWt iMurone* on ymr
and husband,Mr. and Mrs Floyd and Carl of Muskegon. Mr. and
ton#— your (Mnonol property—
your
favorite
boor
or
wino.
ot
taM or owoy .•
24
Jennings, Monday evening before Mrs. Andrew Vander Yacht and
they left Tuesday for Mesa, Ariz. Duane, Mr. and Mrs. Bill Vander
HOUR
Open noon until midnight
Mrs. Jennings is the daughter of Yacht, Mr. and Mrs. Harvey BlueSERVICE
H Pays To Know Your STATE FARM Agent
Mrs. Burrows. Other guests were kamp and family, Mr. and Mrs.
Richard
Vander
Yacht,
Mary
Anne
Phene
Loyal and Jake Jennings of
BEN VAN LENTE, Agent
and Terry, Mr. and Mrs. Wayne
Douglas.
Quality .
7S741
177 College Ave.
Mr. and Mrs. Max Britton of Vander Yacht, Mr. and Mrs. Derek
Kalamazoo spent the weekend at Vander Yacht, Mr. and Mra. Floyd
CHESTER L BAUMANN, Agent
the farm home southwest of Pull- Koster, Mr. and Mrs. Leon Vander
135 E. 35th Si.
STAMPS
man with her brother, Julius Yacht, Mr. and Mra. Dick Vander
avi.
Flickenstineand wife who sfr va- Yacht. Mr. and Mrs. Lester Van-1
cationing there.
dar Yacht and family of Zetland. <L
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Teenaged
Will

Killer

Appear

Oct.

8

OnMurder Charge
Held Without

Bond

After Hearing Here

Tuesday Afternoon

isii

Mrs. Helen Thomas, accused of
murder in the shotgun
death of her husband Aug. 13, was
bound over to Circuit Court, where
she will appear on Monday. Oct.
8, after preliminaryexamination
in Holland Municipal Court Tuesday afternoon. She is now being

first degree

Holland
in 1918

NEWS,

THURSDAY, AUGUST

23, 1956

Several Persons

mi
Assessed

(Following is another in a series
of news taken from articles in the
Holland Daily Sentinel published in
1918).

So well pleased were the attending members of the Chamber of
Commerce with the report given
by the officials of that body that
they voted unanimouslyto return
all the old offices of 1917 to do
service in the year 1918, began
a story in the Tuesday,Jan. 29,
issue of the Holland Daily Sentinel published in 1918. Officers are
J. F. White, president; Attorney
T. N. Robinson, vice president;
Bert Slagh, secretary; Alex Van

Fmes

Injustice Court
Many

m

persons appeared recent-

ly in Justice C. C. Wood’s court.

Those pleading guilty and paying
fines and costs included;
Arthur J. Unruh, 222 West 11th
St., expired operator's license,
59.30; Donald J. Schuiteman,40
East Lincoln. Zeeland,speeding,
514.30; Ronald Kuite, 1215 West
32nd St., red light, 59.30; Jerry
Zanten, treasurer,and S. L. Hindrickson, Grand Rapids, speedHenkle, C. J .Lokker, G. Cook, ing, 519.30; Lawrence T. Riordan,
G. Van Schelver and Andrew
Wausau, Wis., red light, 510; WarKlomparens,directors.

afj| O H
n <?
'

held without bond.
Seven witnesses testified at the
one hour and 40 minute examination, giving their impressionsof
ren Kobistal,Cicero, 111., red light,
what happened on the night 17- A piano recital of the pupils of
Miss
Henrietta J. Warnshuis,as- 510.
year-old Mrs. Thomas shot her
husband, Emmerson Kenneth isted by MisS Henrietta Bloemen- G. Edward De Jong, Jr., 174
Thomas, 24, with a 20 - gauge dal was held at Miss Warnshuis’ West 15th St., passing over double

mm'
Pi

shotgun she said she had never home.

. E. E. Fell spread the gos-

fired before.

p:

T

*&>

.

iii

m
H

yellow line, 514.30; Owen La Fountain, Plainwell,disorderlyconduct,
59.30; Eddie La Fountain,Wayland, disorderlyconduct. 59.30;
Roger Plasman. 357 Maple Ave.,

.

'

f the P.
clubs in St
Joseph Friday at the meeting of
did not take the witness stand,
sat with her attorney, Randall Dec- the Berrien Cbunty Teachers’ Inker, and conferred with him only stitute at which he was the speak- speeding, 519 30; Casimir John
twice. She was dressed in a dark er.
Paprocki, Alexandria,Va., stop
Some time next week the draft sign, 57.30.
gray suit with white piping and
two rhinestone buttons on the col- board of the second districtof • Jack Shoemaker,10628 Paw Paw
lar. She carried a light blue hand- Ottawa County will call up for ex- illegal parking, 5; Gerald W.
kerchiefwith which she occasional- amination the first batch of re- Timmer, Grand Rapids, improper
ly dabbed her eyes. She wore gistrants under the new question- left turn, 59.30; George V. BenMrs. D. Nolon Koiser
black, open-toed sandals with no naire system.
ham. Jr., Grand Rapids, speeding,
every corner to make sure no dirt or grease
(Bulfordphoto)
A number of donations have 514.30; William G. Brouwers, WEAPONS READY FOR INSPECTION — Every
stockings.
weapon and piece of equipment belonging to
remained. Left to right (standing) PFC Irwin
Russell Jesiek of 742 Park Ave. been made to the local Red Cross Grand Rapids, speeding, 59.30.
the Holland NationalGuard unit had to be in
Boersema, SP 3 Henry Vander Wal and Sgt.
in Jenison Park, owner of the small by persons and organizations.In
Jerry F. Williams, Hudsonville,
spotless condition when inspection time rolled
frame house in which the Thom- each case the materialand the stop sign, 57.30; Edward C. ShidErnest Prince. Around the .30 caliber machine
ases lived, was the first witness labor to make the articles were the ler, 143 Glendale, noisy muffler,
around Saturday morning. The inspecting
guns are PFC Vern Edewaards, SP 3 Ron
called by Ottawa County prosecu- gift of the donors.
57.30; Elmer C. Kloosterman,
officers use a white hankerchief to probe into
Appledorn and Sgt. Kenneth Ver Hoeven.
ting attorney, James W. Bussard.
The Century Club of this city route 2. Zeeland, failure to stop
(Sentinel photo)
Jesiek said that on the evening has been sampling “war bread” when doming out of a private drive,
of
the
shooting,
Mrs.
Thomas
came
and
has
found
it
good.
Not
only
tendant's
gown
was
light
blue
and
Miss Nancy Joanne Hagans,
57.30; Robert P. Lang, Grand Radaughter of the Rev. and Mrs. the bridesmaids,'medium blue. All running into his house and told was it “war bread” in which the pids, reckless driving, 529.30;
John 0. Hagans of 69 West 10th wore small picture hats to match him, “I just shot Kenneth. Will j club members were fed but it Wayne Cummings, Grand Rapids,
was “southernwar bread.” The speeding,514.30; John Straayer,
St, and D. Nolan Kaiser of Pon- their gowns and carried colonial you see if he’s all right?"
Jesiek said he then called the recipe for the bread was brought Grand Rapids, 529,30.
tiac spoke their marriage vows bouquets of pastel carnations and
Holland police and went out to to Holland by Prof. J. B. Nykerk
Friday evening in a candlelight roses.
Jack Bryan Stewart, 958 South
jORegmv
Mrs. Hagans chose for her the Thomas home where he found and was furnished by Mrs. J. C. Shore Dr., expired operator's liaervice conductedin First MethKenneth
lying
on
his side partially Pelgrim of Frankfort, Ky.
odist Church by the bride’s father daughter's wedding a beige sheath
cense, 59 30; Gordon D. Volkers,
v
in the bathroom.He said Thomas
Allegan county schools have all 57 Aniline, speeding, 59.30; Wiland her uncle, the Rev. Stanley dress of embroideredpolished cotwas
groaning
when
he
arrived. been closed in order to save coal.
>
ton. styled with draped neckline
Buck, of Benton Harbor.
liam L. Kornoelje, Grand Rapids,
The shotgun was lying on the liv4, a.
The groom is the son of Mr. and cummerbund. Her accessories mcing room floor, partly broken, The fuel thus derived will be dis- speeding, 59.30; John Balhorn, Detributedamong the needy by E. D. troit, speeding, 529.30; Rexford J.
were
pink
and
beige
and
her
corand Mrs. Carlton D. Kaiser, 740
he said.
Frost of Allegan.
sage was of pink roses. Mrs. KaisKarl, East Lansing, speeding,
Ledyard,Pontiac.
J
Under questioning by Dekker,
Th^ annual stockholders meet- 529.30; Ted Sternberg,route 5,
er, the groom’s mother, wore an
The double ring rites were read
Jesiek said Mrs. Thomas appeared
ing of the Holland Furnace Co. Holland, expired operator's liaqua lace dress with pink accesat 8 p.m. before the altar banked
very excited and upset. She seemwas held Tuesday, Jan. 29, and
sories. She had a corsage of taliswith white gladioli and zinnias.
ed concerned about her husband’s the report of Manager A. H. Land- cense, 59.30; William E. Vender
man roses.
Hart, Ithaca, speeding, 519-30.
Mrs. Claude Lamoreaux arranged
condition,he said.
wehr showed that the year just Henry Vander Werp, Grand RaMr. Kaiser attended his son as
Mrs. Thomas’ sister Buelia
the flowers. “0 del mio dolce,”
closed has been a very prosperous pids. stop sign, 57.30; Frank A.
best man. Serving as ushers were
Mays, U, who apparently saw the
Gluck, and “Sheep May Safely
Joe Serra of Detroit.Alden Burns shooting,was extremely upset, and one not only, but that already dur- Hendges. Dorr, speeding. 529.30;
Graze,” Bach, were sung-bcforethe
and Lee Parkinson of Grand Rap- he considered calling a doctor to ing the present year the- indica- John B. Leighton. Des Plaines,111.
ceremony by David Sennema of
tions for business are such that shooting firecrackers, 510; Richard
ids and Jack Chettleburgh of Poncare for her, Jesiek said. Buelia
Grand Rapids. During the service,
1918 will probablystack up very A. Nordgren, Stewart Manor, N.Y.,
tiac.
was waiting outsidethe courtroom,
Mrs. Arthur Placeway of Lapeer,
Five hundred guests attended the but was not called during the ex- well with the year just closed. shooting firecrackers,510; Donald
aunt of the groom, sang “Entreat
This news story appeared in the Topp, Sr., disorderlyconduct, 525.
reception in the church parlors, amination.
Me Not to Leave Thee,” Gounod.
with the Woman’s Society of Julius Kleinheksel of the Dyk- Wednesday, Jan. 30, issue.
Donald Schepel, 172 Reed, stop
Organist was Carl Sennema of
Another spruce divisionconsist- sign. 57.30; Jacob A. Beverwyk,
Christian Service of the church in stra Funeral Home, who brought
Grand Rapids. The recessionalwas
charge. Mrs. Stanley Buck, the Thomas to the Holland Hospital, ing of Holland and Zeeland boys Grand Rapids, 57.30; A. C. Whitespecially written for this occasion
bride’s aunt, cut the wedding cake, said that Thomas was still alive left Wednesday noon to shoulder worth, Toledo, O., speeding, 59.30;
by Anthony Taffs, teacher at Alassisted by her daughters. Patri- when
ambulance arrived at the ax for Uncle Sam. They will Henry Elihue Redd. Florida, stop
bion.
cia and Liane Buck. Misses Dor- the hospital,but he appeared to enter the woods in the state of sign. 57.30; Jerry De Boer, Grand
The bride'sgown was fashioned is Glover of Fowlerville, Hanna
be dead by the time they got up- Washingtonand cut trees for ships Rapids, red light, 59.30; Aline
by her mother. Made of taffeta and Provence, Detroit,and Audrey
and aeroplanes. They will be sta- Miller, Hartford, disorderly, 10
stairs.
Alencon lace, it featured an em- Neidlinger, Grand Rapids, served
Dr. Alvin Bonzelaar,who ex- tioned at Vancouver Barracks, days in jail; David Allen Kuyers,
pire waistline and boat neckline at the punch bowls. Master and
amined the body, said that he re- Washington.The volunteers who 348 North State, Zeeland, speeding,
enhanced by a pearl embroidered mistress of ceremonieswere Dr. moved an irregular slug about left are Gerrit Fisher, Zeeland.
514.30;Eugene Berens, Grandville,
lace collar. The long sleeves were and Mrs. W. K. Moore of Albion,
two inches long from the body. John Lemmen and Bert Jacobs of stop sign, 57.30.
front and back, are Pvt. Glen Mulder, Sgt. Dale
BROTHERS IN UNIFORM
The Holland
tapered and the floor-lengthskirt uncle and aunt of the bride. They
The slug was within an inch of the this city, Peter Jacobus Bor, John
National
Guard
unit
is unique in having nearly
Mulder; Pvt. Hans Weerstra, Sgt. Richard
with overskirtof Alencon lace ex- were assisted by Mrs. Gladys Alskin at the back, he said, and had Shoemaker,of Holland and Nelson
tended into a chapel-length train. drich. Mrs. Carlton French had made a hole about an inch in Veneklasen, Benjamin Johnson, Marriage Licenses
a dozen sets of brothers in the company. The
Weerstfa; Pvt. Roger Kleinheksel, SP 3 Carl
A Juliet cap of Alencon lace, heav- charge of the gifts.
Ottawa County
bulk of them are in the 81mm. mortar platoon
Kleinheksel; SP 3 Floyd Immink, SFC Gene
diameter below the lower rib where John Machiela and Harry J. Derks
ily beaded with pearls, held her
Marvin Louis Koomen, 20, and
The newlyweds have left on a it entered.He said death was caus- of Zeeland.
Immink; SP 3 Erwin Ter Hoar, SFC Clayton Ter
accounting for more than 20 percent of the
fingertipveil of illusion. She car- northern Michigan wedding trip. ed by hemmorhaging,secondary to
Miss Marguerite Meyer return- Marilyn Ruth Vanden Bosch, 19,
unit. The older members of the company are
Hoar.
ried a bouquet of white rose buds For going away, the bride wore a injury to the liver and possibly the ed Tuesday to Mt. Pleasant to re- both of route 1, Zeeland; Herbert
(Sentinel photo)
standing
behind
their brothers. Left to right,
and stephanotis.Her only jewelry beige raw silk dress-suit, beige and kidney.
sume her work as an instructor Bloemers, 40, route 1. Zeeland,
was a pair of pearl earrings, brown accessories and a corsage Deputies Leonard Ver Schure in the public scools. A. H. Meyer, and Dorothy Mae Bames, 32,
gift from the groom.
and Peter Meeuwsen testified they her father, accompanied her to route 2, Zeeland.
of gold zinnias.
Miss Margaret Hagans w-as her
The bride is a graduate of Hol- were at the scene shortly after Grand Rapids.
lister’s maid of honor. Brides- land High School and a 1956 grad- the shooting and described die conCapt William Walker, keeper of
maids were Mrs. Jack Chettle- uate of Albion College. The ditions they found there and the the L. S. Coast Guard Station at Signal Corps at Fort Leavenworth,
burgh of Pontiac, sister of the groom is a graduate of Pontiac subsequent questioningof Mrs. this post has been granted a 3(kiay Kans.
groom, Miss Shari Robertson of High School and Albion College, Thomas on the second floor of the leave of absence during which he
Word was received here today For All-Star
Brighton, the bride’s roommate, where he was a member of Sig- Holland police station later ihat will make a trip to Canay, Kans. that Calvin Tardlff arrived safely
Everythingis all set for the alland Misses Carol Kuyper and Sal- ma Nu and Pm Beta Kappa. He night.
During his absence Herman Castle, in Los Angeles,Caif.
At that time, accordingto the No. 1 at the local stationwill act
ly Damson of Holland. They wore is a graduate student at the UnMiss Dorothy Kamerling was star baseball game Thursday night
4
notes taken then and read in court as keeper.— G. H. Tribune.
Identically styled gowns of dotted iversity of Michigan.
pleasantly surprised by 15 of her between the 9 to 12 - year - old
'
r\
by
Ver
Schure
and
Undersheriff
Holland
All
Stars
and
the
Freiwiss with long fitted torsos, boat
Mr. and Mrs. Kaiser will be at
Because of the fuel shortage, little friends at her home Wednesmont All - Stars at 7:30 p.m. at
necklines,short sleeves and full, home after Sept. 1 at Terrace Harris Nieusma, Mrs. Thomas there will not be daily meetings day, it being her birthday.
\
readily told officersshe had shot
waltz-lengthskirts. The honor at- Apartments,Ann Arbor.
of the Sixth Reformed Church About 200 board feet of wood is Riverview Park.
her husband of 13 months after a C.E. society as planned during used in the actual constructionof
The local nine will be managed
day - long quarrel, the climax of C.E. week. There will be only one the average airplane. To obtain by Pete Beckman, who manages
&I4
months of fighting.
Fennville Resident
Police Question
meeting on Thursday night when this material it is ordinarily nec- the Lions and Ken Douma, who
According to the notes presented,
manages
the Kiwanis.
essary
to
work
over
about
1.500
all the topics of the week will
Dies in Hospital
In Grand Haven Theft
Mrs. Thomas had left her husband
A tentativelinup has been drawn
feet of select lumber which often
be considered.
'
4 4!
at least twice and that each time
up and will include Dave Williams,
represents
all
that
can
be
used
So
quiet
was
registration
SaturFennville (Special) — Carl A.
<3?
Wl
GRAND HAVEN (Special)- he had come back to get her from
Jaycees, catcher; Vern Plagenhoef,
Hogmire, 67, died Tuesday even- Virginia Wainio, alias Virginia her parents home. She told offi- day that the fact had nearly been for airplanes of 15,000 board feet Lions, or Steve Bouman, Kiwanis,
loit sight of, according to a story of standing timber.
ing and the Rev. Garth Smith of Martin, 26, a former Grand Haven
cers that her husband often beat
first base; Ron Rhoda, Kiwanis or
Miss Colombe Bosch gave a parlong illness. Mr. Hogmire was a resident,was returned to Grand her and that he drank frequently. appearing in the Thursday, Jan.
Ji
Ken Harbin, Optimist,second base;
ty at her home, 169 West 12th
31. issue.
retiredstate highway employe and Haven Tuesday for questioning afDeputy Bernard Grysen, called
Ca-1 Walters, Jaycees. shortstop;
In response to a special procla- St., Wednesday evening. Those
':Z
a member of Fennville Methodist ter she was picked up by officers by the defense,testifiedthat he has
and Duane Overbeek, Lions or Darmation
issued by President Wil- present were AdelaideBorgman,
Church. He was also a member of in Detroit late Monday night.
been investigatingtwo men Thomrel Dykstra, Rotary, third base.
son in accordance with instructionsGilma Meyer, Etta Van Dommelen
I0OF lodge.
Harold De Young, Lions, Tom
Miss Wainio was questioned to- as was supposed to have been with
He is survived by his wife, Ber- day regarding an alleged theft of the afternoon before he was shot, given out by Provost Marshal Mary Hunt, Marion Mersen, Eli- Essenburg, Optimist, Don KroneCrowder, the school teachers of zabeth Read. Eleanor Allworth, meyer. Kiwanis or Larry Dorgelo,
tha, a daughter, Merretta Jane, 51,870 from the home of Joe and a woman in a car with Thomas
Holland will be asked to volunteer Virginia Van Verst. Cornelia Mulwhen
Mrs.
Thomas
found
him
beOptimistare the outfield choices
Fm
and one sister,Mrs. Gertrude Dick- Mistretta, 1624 Franklin St.,
for a big job under the direction der, Margaret and Maxine Mcand three will j?et the call.
Grand
Haven.
According
to fore taking him home.
enson of Allegan.
Bride.
of
the
draft
board
in
the
City
j
Dekker said that Mrs. Thomas
Xed Kruithof, Lions will start on
Mistretta.Miss Wainio was at his
"The Road to Power” will be the mound and other pitchers will
The body reposes at the Chap- home on July 11. 1955 to do some would stand mute when she ap- Hall. As soon as the necessary
/,
supplies come, the board will need the subject of an address by Ben be Carl Lesinski,Optimist, Roland
pell Funeral Home in Fennville. cleaning.After she left, he said he pears in Circuit Court. In such a
from 12 to 15 teachers each day Bluemenberg, state secretaryof Overway, Kiwanis and Dave Van
case,
the
court
enters
a
plea
of
Funeral services will be held Sat- discovered the money mi s s i n g
until the work has been completed. the Socialistparty to be delivered Wieren, Exchange.
not guilty for the defendant.
urday at 2 p.m. at the Methodist from underneath a mattress.
1
Supt. Fell has promised the co- at Socialist Hall Saturday. The
Other members of the local team
Church. The Rev. Willis B. HuntOfficer Jack Billups,accompanoperation of the local schools.
lecture will deal largely with the are: John Vander Veen, Exchange;
COLOR
GUARD
SFC Albertus DeBoe (rioht) Saturday
ing and the Rev. Garth Smith of ied by his wife, brought Miss Raymond M. Bosworth
Herbert Stanaway of this city Russian revolution and its effect John Spruit,Exchange; Tom Weaafternoon was a member of the color guard which lead the 126tn
Coloma will officiate. Burial will Wainio from Detroit to Grand
leaves in a few days to join the upon the governments of the world. therwax, Optimist; Ed Mahon, JaySuccumbs at Age 85
be in the Fennville Cemetery.
InfantryRegimenf in the 46th Division review. DeBoe was
Haven Tuesday night.
cees; Dale Heavener,Lions; DenRaymond M. Bosworth, 85, of
selected for the honor because of his Iona service in the guards.
nis Taylor, Rotary; Dan Bakker,
16 East 10th St., died Thursday
He is one of the few enlisted men with combat duty during
Exchange; Edward Duffy, Rotary
evening at Holland Hospital followWorld War II. M/Sgt. Jerry Kline adjusts a medal on DeBoe's
and
Jim
Le
Febre. Exchange.
ing an extended illness. He was
chest just before he left to join the parade unit.
Local umpires will donate serv
born in Marseilles,111., in 1871 and
loes and a three-man base crew
(Sentinel phot6)
had lived in Holland for the past
Mrs. Thomas was in
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43 years. He was office manager
for Armour and Companies,South
Side Tannery,from 1913 until the
factory was tom down. For the
last eight years he was bookkeeper at Nieg Hardware Co.

will be picked from

Survivingare the wife; two
daughters, Mrs. Lloyd (Ruby)
Heasley of Forrestville, Conn., and
Mrs. C. W. (Buena) Blom of Holland; one son, George R. Bosworth of Palos Heights, HI.; four
grandchildren and eight great
grandcildren; one sister,Miss Edna Bosworth of Harvey, HI.

plate.

Twin boys, John Stephen (left), and
4 to Mr. and Mrs. Gleon Bonnette of
Wait 12th St., bring to sot the number of children in the
The other children are;
5; Thomas, 7;

*

Julie Ann, 3.

of Hudsonville.

Bouwman Wed
To James Doornewerd

1

ZuverinktoAid

M
SECOND

—

m

SET
Mr. and Mrs. John Blacquire of 330 Howard
Avo. now havo twin boys to go along with thoir twin girls.
Douglas Htnry (loft), and David John were born Aug. 8 at Holland
Hospital. Their listen, Kathy Lynn and Karen Sue, are two yean
old. The Blacquires have another daughter Linda Roc, 5.

big

can control the ball.

“He knows where

Maxwell Day

it’s going all

of the time,* Maxwell said.

George Zuverlnkof Holland, big The day for Maxwell will start
righthander for the Baltimore with a motorcade at 11 a.m. with

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Bouwman Orioles, will help in the celebration the Chamber of Commerce in
of 55 East 26th St. announce the of Charley Maxwell Day, Wednes- charge.
noon luncheon will
marriage of their daughter, June, day, Oct. 3, in Paw Paw, Maxwell’s honor the Tigers left fielderand
to James Doornewerd,son of Mr. present home.
he will be given a key to the city.
and Mrs. Jacob Doornewerd, 136
Big George will serve up the The Maxwell Fan Club will be in
West 33rd
'
pitches and Maxwell will put on a charge of the hittingexhibitionat
They were married in the par- hitting exhibition as part of the
the high school field. At night a
sonage of Calvary
day-long celebration.
Maxwell banqi f will be held at
Church on Aug. 6 with the Rev.
Zu ver ink has had several occaRaymond Denekas performingthe sions to pitch to Maxwell this sea- the high school gym. The fan club
plans a program with gifts and a
ceremony.
son in contests between the Orioles sizeable purse for Maxwell.
After a northern wedding trip,
and Detroit Tigers.
they will reside at 401 Howard Ave.
Maxwell socked one of Zuverink’s A cricket’ssong is producedby
L Eggs will not become tough and pitches for a ninth-inning,game- the rubbing of one wing against
and only adult males
rubbery if they are simmered in- winning home mn earlier in
stead of boiled rapidly.Keep the season. At that time it was the “sing.” Others regard it as a battle
water just below the boiling point, first homer hit off Zuverlnk this challenge, and still others say the
cricketchirpi just to express himand cool them in a tightly-covered

A

St.

4

the

leagues because of his effective
slider and sinker and because ha

June

Reformed

ol
'

. ..A,

the toughest pitchers in

In

lor, 20, both of route 2. Conklin;

DOUBLE ADDITION —
*
John, born Aug.

Tom

Bud Cifelli of Fremont, an outstanding umpire for 9 to 12 year
old leagues, will work behind the

Ottawa County
Paul Meier, 24, and Bertha UmWillis J. Sale, 25, and Gloria
Thorpe. 22. both of Holland; William MacPhee. 19, Grand Haven,
and ' ’argaret Decker, 20, route 1,
Grand Haven; Donald Kenneth
Ashley, Jr., 21, Muskegon,and
Mary Louise Schultz. 21, Grand
Haven; Ward Alvin De Went, 22,
and Mary Lou Elepbaas, 20, both

Japinga,

and

Klomparens.

Marriage Licenses

m

Norm

Bill Vryhof, Jerry Victor

leu.

I
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Dutch Experts

Hope Gets Ready

Visit

Farms

Couple

Wed

in

23,

1956

North Holland Chapel

m

Hope CoDtft SUf ei
Annual FootbaD

SOPersons Attend

Clinic

About 30 Michigan
attended the annual
football coaches clinic

SSl

in

Monday

Board

Appeals

of

Camp Geneva.

For Grid

Campaign

19Letterwimef$

Rta;

Practice

ToStartSept.1
Coach Run De Vette is scratching his bead these last few days
before the opening of football practice, not sure what he will have
this year.
De Vette, starting his second
season as head grid coach at Hope
CMlege, figures he will have 19
lettermen back, a nice nucleus
around which to build a team. But
from that point on he is not sure.
Hope begins drills Saturday,
Sept. 1 and equipment will be issued Friday, Aug. 31.
And that will be the time when
the Hope coach finds out just how
many men he will have.
. He has heard about several outstanding prep players from Illinois,
Indiana,Ohio and New Jersey.
Many have communicatedwith him
but Just how many will show up on
the Hope campus, only time will

The all-day affair was highlighted by movies of pro and Hope
college 1955 games along with talks
by several coaches on the variousi More than 50 persons attended
aspects they have used ffeONttO- the S - hour meeting of the Board

Ottawa County

Meeting

Two

principalsof Christian
Agricultural Schools in the Netherlands who are making educational
trips through Canada and the
United States visitedHolland Friday.
P. Doombos, director of undergraduatesin the Agricultural College at Leeuwarden. and H. Rietberg, director of AgriculturalWinter School at Dokkura,visited the
Netherland Museum and schools
and farms in Ottawa County, accompanied by Professors Herbert
De Kleine and Garrell Adler, teachers in Holland and Zeeland.
Their one-monthtrip will include
visits to East Lansing and Holland, Lafayette Ind., Wooster,
Ohio.; University Park, Pa., Washington, D.C.; Long Island, N.Y.,

Monday

^°du«
Da

- HMd
A request of Stella Miller to use
Russ
Vette and assistantsAll a porch on 139 West 19th St, for
Vanderbush,Ken Weller and Gord a religiousshop' was denied. The
Brewer spoke along with Ron other four applicationswere apSchipper,

Bob

Gord Timmerman

and| proved.

Oollins, all hlch schools.

Local

Man Takes

leading Job

The board granted the request
of Martin Botrsema to enclose a
porch on his bouse at 352 West
18th St W. E. Diekema was also
granted his request to extend the
garage at 528 Central Ave., two
feet The applicationof Mrs. Neal
Bush for permissionto convert
one-familydwelling at 100 East

GRAND HAVEN

(Special)
15th St, to a two-family home was
Uoyd Miles, a graduate of Holland I approved.
High School, is one of three
Long discussion followed prtsthteachers hired by the Grand I tation of the application from
Haven board of education to teach Greater Holland Community Founand Canada.
there this
dation to convert and use a oneBoth scholars made the trip at
Miles received his bachelor of family house at 363 Van Raalte
their own expense with some transscience degree from Western Ave., for child and parent oounportation help from the Nether^
Michlgan College after graduatingsellng.
lands governmentThey hope to
from Holland High, and spent two Paul Wojahn, of 276 West 15th
bfecome familiar with the U n i t e d
years in the Navy during World St, the spokesman of the group,
States
institutions
providing
agriRuss De Vette
Dave Kuyers
War IL He has previouslytaught in along with John Ver Hulst, of 283
cultural
education.
begins second year
Will lead Dutch
Lincoln Park and Eau Claire. He West 15th St., and Wayne Blake,
"We planned the trip to get more
is a member of the Methodist | of 279 West 15th St, felt that the
information on vocational-typeinChurch, married and has one child. application of the Foundationinstitutions teaching agriculture,
He will teach the sixth grade atl volves the re-zonlng of the area.
Doornbos said. They want to get
Central school.
They wanted to be reassured that
first hand information on physical
The two other teachers hired the move will not devalue their
plants, curriculums, books, teachtell.
were Mrs. Louise Woods and Miss
Crisis
ing aids, practical training opAs for the freshman crop from
Gertrude HollesteUe.
P’IherBoard granted the request
Mr. ond Mrs. Gerben Voetberg
portunities, youth organizationsand
Michigan, De Vette doesn’t
ol .
Mrs. Woods is a graduate of of the Foundation but specified the
above all, real Genevans. It was activities in the field of agriculture.
(d« Vries photo
nect
** UuTy 8,®dent0P
Wedding vows were exchanged wore a ballerina-lengthstrapless UCLA and previously taught In following conditionsbe IncorporatBoth scholarsput much emphasis
Taking a look at the lettermenHoU"d,> Commanity Ambassador here that I most enjoyed Geneva
and
where
I
found
a
restaurant on their visit to Michigan State Friday, Aug. lO.in North Holland gown of light blue net over taffeta Los Angeles county schools. She ed in the deed:
who will be on hand brings smiles. Much has transpired since I last
will teach the second grade atl 1) No more than two staff memCaptain Dave Kuyers, who should wrote, not only in my personnel that served superb sirloinsteaks University where they will meet Reformed Chapel by Miss Lila and carried a colonialbouquet of
Ferry school Mrs. Woods hts bers are to use the premises at one
or
fondue
for
the
equivalent of professors and experts in agricul- Yvonne Veldheer and Gerben pink roses,
come in this year at 205, wiU be traveling, but in France itself,
$1.25. Fondue, a cheese plate, is ture. "We will observe and dis- Voetberg.The double ring rites
Wayne
Voetberg
assisted his three children and la affiliatedI time;
a few pounds over his 1956 weight where the nationalizationof the
and De Vette is hoping the pile Suez Canal has caused very con- one of the specialtiesof Geneva, cuss extension servicemethods and were performed before a setting brother as best man. Ushers were I with the Baptist church. During 2) No exterioror interior alterand in this restaurant I found a county agents work, along with of gladioli, palms and candelabra Fred and Henry Voetberg, broth- World War II she served with the stions to be made;
driving fullback picks up where aiderable agitation. All of the
souvenir of a fondue party held other drainage work," Rietberg by the Rev. Gerald Vanden Berg, ers of the
Women's Army
3) That evidence be shown of a
he left off last
press, with the exception of the
there
in
honor
of
Capt.
Anthony
For
the occasion,the bride’s Miss HbUtstalie retired several perpetual property care contract
said.
pastor
of
Pine
Creek
Christian
ReKuyers was out most of the sea- Communist journals,and virtually
Eden in 1933.
mother wore a navy blue dress y*srs ago, but has agreed to take be maintainedin accordance with
They will alternatelystay in the formed Church.
son with injuries, but he got into all the people, consider this a perMy
return to Grenoblewas only 350-acre farm of L. Aukeman at
with
white accessories and the over the first grade at the Ferry standards specifiedby the building
Parents
of
Ihe
bride
and
groom
the last three games and really sonal threat and both find the rein order to prepare for my depar- Jenison, and with County Agri- are Mr. and Mrs. Lester Veldheer, groom’s mother chose a blue-grayschool until a permanent teacher
>
ground out the
latively cautious attitude of the
whit# asses4) That there shall be no signs
dress with
with navv
navy and
and white
asses has been
Hope scored 129 points in its last United States somewhat irritat- ture for a three weeks camping cultural Agent Richard A. Mach- route 2, Holland, and Mr. and Mrs. dress
| except one non-illuminated sign,
trip into Brittany and the Valley ine during their visit to Holland Theo Voetberg, route 4, Holland.
series.They had corsages of red
three games last year and Kuyers ing. This personal concern is abenot to exceed two squire feet in
of
the
Loire.
Farewell
to
my
and
vicinity.
"We
are
glad
to
live
Miss Marian Nienhuiswas or- and white roses.
was the main
ted by the press which continually
Two Person! Hurl
area, to be attached flat against
At the reception in the church,
Unanimously elected captain by notes that three - quarters of West- French parents was far from a among the hospitableand friendly ganist for the rites and Miss Sylvia
tktf building.
happy
occasion, as I had found Americans and become familiar Slagh sang "I Love You Truly" Mr. and Mrs. Bernard De Vries In Ctr-Truck Mishap
his teammates,the Zeeland senior, em European industry depends upChairman John Van Eerden,
them gracious, instructivehosts.
with American farm life," Doorn- and "The Lord's Prayer."
served as master and mistress of
De Vette hopes, won't be injury on Suez oil.
The camping trip will be the bos said.
GRAND
(Special) _| however, hade it clear to the suGiven
in
marriage
by
her
father,
ceremonies.
Miss
Karen
Voetberg,
But from politics to my experisubject of my next letter, but I
With the cooperation of Willard the bride wore a floor-lengthgown Mrs. Henry Voetberg and Mrs. A 1961 tractor and trailertruck dlence that the move was only
Harry Voss, of Muskegon, a ences ... As my family had to
cannot refrain from commenting C. Wichers, directorof the Nether- of Chantilly lace and nylon tulle Fred Voetberg arranged the gifts and a 1949 car were involved in a variance from the zoning ordlsenior, and Del Grlssen of Holland, go to Dijon for several days to
on the train connections to Brit- lands Information Service in Hol- over satin. The fitted bodice fea- and Mr. and Mrs. Russell Sybes- an accidenton UW1 and Oomatock nance and that no re-zoningof any
a junior, are the two quarterbackssettle affairs concerning the famitany. Virtually all French trains land and his ji-Jt and Machiele tured a scoop neckline and the ma served at the punch bowl.
Rd. in Grand Haven townshipat I kind is Involved.He also emphastzretuming while De Vette has a ly estate (all family business is a
pass through Paris (so centralized the visitors will be housed with long sleeves were pointed at the
11 p.m. Monday, Tha car, going ed that the four conditionswould
flock of halfbacks returning. matter of utmost seriousness in
is this nation), and our journey
Dave Woodcock, who alternated France),I found myself free for by second class was made more farm familiesduring most of their wrists. Her fingertipveil of Illu- U,e0brridhot'"vo'rrr^khr.T”tnh
|
'’r°P<rtl"
stay in the United States.
sion was held by a crown of pearls white orchid corsage. They
r* d
t^’
between halfback and fullback, several days and decided to pay
crowded, more rushed, and more
"We
will also visit various farm- and sequins. She carried a white
now at home at 176% West 17th J™** ** Jtr7 WU11*"1
leads the group. The Saginaw juni- a visit to Geneva. Switzerland,
interesting by the fact that the ing operations in Ottawa and ad- Bible with a lace handkerchief and
St. The bride is employed at Hoior is one of the shiftiest 200 - which is less than 200 kilometres
first week in July is when nearly joining counties," Rietberg said.
a white orchid with streamers.
land Furnace Co. office and tthe'
pounders in the
from Grenoble.
everyone in France departs for Other visits to some farm-manu- Miss Gloria Veldheer, who atTeaming with Woodcock,
Travel restrictionsin Switzergroom,
Hllbink and Kempker,
1 Preliminaryexamination of
vacation. Many of the innumera- facturing plants in the area, cotended her sister as maid of honor,
Vette will have four more letter- 1 land are at an absolute minimum,
lon _7Dtn..lt
I domM
m. Flower, 19, of 3225
ble French shops, and many of operatives.and numeroua actias this nation virtuallythrives on
men.
the factoriesalso, dose for three vities are also scheduled.
Ron Wetherbeefrom Zeeland and I the tourist trade. This is evident as
weeks while everyone leaves for
Through their visit to Canada, Zeeland Youth Cited
Mert Vander Lind of Grand Rapids, I one enters the city, for in spite
other parts of France or Europe. Rietberg and Doornbos were fasa; couple of Juniors and Jack Fab- of the fact that neutralityprotectSecond class on S. N. C. F. we cinated by the progressand ef- After Bike Accident
er and Pete Watt of St Joseph, ed Geneva during the war, its aphad the impression that all Europe
Laverne Dale Haak, 15, of 221
two sophomores, are the other let- pearance is that of a relatively was coming to Brittany this sum- forts achieved by Dutch imrpiNorth Colonial, Zeeland, was ticketgrants.
termen
new, rebuilt city. Shops, cafes and
mer!
Speaking about agriculture in ed for failure to have his motor
Up front De Vette has 6’4” Paul hotels offer everything imaginable
the United States and the Nether- bike under control after he ran into
Wiegerink and ST’ Jim Hilmert, to the tourist, and the variety and
lands, Rietberg said that "it is the rear of a pickup truck on East
both Juniors, ready to go at the newness of things makes Geneva
damage Cimated a,
|
difficult to compare agriculture Eighth St., at noon Monday.
ends. The two fastest hurdlers in seem far more nearly American
and rural life in ou" country with
truck driver was uninjured. The yto/rtfi car. The examination will
the MIAA, the former Grand than other comparable European
that of United States with all its
Rapids and Kalamazoo athleticscities.
tc.ir
about
be held in Grand Haven Municipal
potentialities
and scientific meththe truck $100.
should be fine pass catchers this This is not to deny the Justice
ods. Farm work here is highly
State police charged Debri with
of Geneva’stourist trade. Situated
mechanized, farms are bigger,
reckless driving.
The nearest etar is 30,000
Behind them, Curt Mennlng of at the head of the system of AlZEELAND (Special)
Seven more automatic feeders are used,
Grand Rapids, another junior and pine lakes and more specifically on
times
father- from the earth
persons charged with violationsat better scientific rfiethods are avaithan is the sun.
Gerry Hendricksonof Grand Ra- the largest of these lakes, Geneva
Seeks License
the Holland State Park paid fines lable, but we hope one day to
pids are set to
contrasts her magnificentwhite
GRAND
(Special)
and costs in Justice Hilmer
reach the same standards and give
Four lettermen guards are also facade with the blues and greens
A hearing to determine whether
Dickman’s Zeeland court last our farmer a better life," Doomreturning.Dick Cantos, and Mick of the Alps. The city itself has
Thomas E. Osborne,38, Allegan
week.
bos said.
Faber, both juniors and regulars certain distinguished attractions Those fined were:
County, should have his driver's
Switching to education,Rietberg
AMBULANCE SERVICE
last year will b® back for another also,
and chauffeur’s license restored
Theodore A. Venlet, 18, Grand said that "our education is more
stint Both are from Grand Rapids. Foremost, without question, is
has been set for Aug. 3Q. Osborne
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
Rapids, entering posted area ilTom Harris, a senior from Phil- the Palace of the League of Na- legally, $10.30; Ross Alexander theoretical if compared with the
surrenderedhis licenie following 27 lest
Phone 3693
practical
system
of
the
United
adelphia and Bill Brookstra,a tions, an imposing white structure
a drunk driving convictionin HolGilbert Vende WeNr, M|r.
Deboskey, 19, Detroit,entering re- States, but we also put much emDavenport, Iowa sophomoreare with four major wings, which was stricted area after hours, $19.30;
land, July 28.
phasis on training because we have
the other returning guards. Both built through the contributionsof
Gerald Gochenour, 20, Grand Rap- more hours devoted to the school
saw a lot of service last year. all member states. It was this
ids, entering posted area illegally, day."
Larry Ter Molen of Grand Rap- building which witnessed the piti- $10.30; Norman Wuerfil 18, route
The Dutch visitors are proud of
ids and Matt Peelen from Kalama- able disintegration
of peace in the
Zeeland,entering posted area the 99 percent literacyin the
zoo will be the lettermen tackles UHO’s and now, under the auspices illegally, $10.30.
Netherlands^ Though they do not
back and Earl De Witt, a Grand of the United Nations, it is the seat
Russell Thomas Van Laan, 20, have "mass education"’,the/ take
Rapids senior, is the returning 0f several international agencies Grand Rapids, illegal parking, $3;
advantage of "naturalselection”
center.All played in reserve roles which are attemptingto prevent
Richard J. Kool, Grand Rapids, in various fields of education.
last year with Ter Molen and De a recurrenceof the ’30's. I was
entering posted area illegally, $10Doombos and Rietberg will leave
Witt seeing the most
fortunate enough, the day I visited
.30; Harry J. Rybicki, Grand Rap- for the Netherlands on Sept. 8.
From this list of lettermen De the Palace, to attend a session ids, using indecent language in the
Vette will pick his
of the Economic and Social Counpresence of women and children,
De Vette must fill an end spot cil, one of the fine major organs $24.30 and destruction of state
left vacant by the graduation of co- 0f the U. N. As Secretary Genproperty, $29.30.
captain Lynn Post, the most valua- eral Hammarskjold was also preMembers of the Pricilla and
Those fined for traffic violations
Ne player last year, and the right sent, it was a very satisfactory last week included:
Aquila society of Second Reformed
half position of co-captain John day.
John Curte, Jr., 28, Grand Ra- Church will hold their annua! picAdam*, named to the MIAA team. The other major attraction of pids, speeding, $9.30; Karl G.Lie- nic Thursday evening at 6:30.
Don Van Hoeven and John Hoi- Geneva are the remnants of the vense, 20. Grand Rapids This will be a potluck supper at
10
lander, a couple of burly tackles Reformation. These are not partiv- 'i: >.
.-J-y ft? jW
the Kiwanis Camp. A program on
$4; James Gordon Cook, 16, Grand
will also be missed along with cen- cularly great in number, but are
Rapids, speeding, $15.30; Charles scouting is being prepared.
ter Ron De
rich in historical value. For examW. Todd, 31, Muskegon, stop light, Next Sunday the Rev. Harold
ffWgwBpI
John Holmlund,regular quarter- pie, churches where Calvin and $9.30.
Englund will be serving at Camp
art
back last season most of the time Knox preached, the Protestant Na- Marvin Kenneth Knupp, 190% Geneva, and the Rev. John F.
Home
Coding ScM
and expected back, has decided tional Cathedral, the tomb of John East 9th St., stop sign and no Pelon of the Fort Plains Reformed
Mo
toUnon Sin FosMon Show
not to play this year and Blaine Calvin and an astonishingly rich
Church of New York will preach
Michigan operator’s license, $9.30;
irt
kMy tern Dram Mijonlles
Tlmmer, a hard-working guard has collectionof religious manuscriptsBillie W. Blackwood,21, route 1, in Second Reformed Church.
The Bowl at Zeeland City Park
receivedan appointment to the in the University library. Above
Thu
Owing
IS
Parries
Holland,* failure to yield right of
United States Naval Academy at all, however, symbolizing the way, $14.30;Kenneth O. Lambers, was the scene of a large gatherta rnfe-Sipt. 4, 1 0 I-CiIImmi
L>r
ing Sunday evening, August 19.
Annapolis, so won’t be around eith- 1 Geneva of Calvin, Knox and Swiiv
24, 810 West 26th St., speeding,
Mesy effter ceefesh ead evetfs
The second performance of the
y&jKiiiilfft
gli, the Geneva of the persecutions,
$9.30.
film,
"Seventeen"
was
shown
af
From this area, De Vette ex- the Geneva of Calvin’s theocracy, Larry Sidney Jarvis, 18, 210 West
Mr. ond Mrs. Dovid Doyl#
ter services In the various churchpects to pick up Gene Van Dongen, is the monument to the ReformaU.S.
J (Princephoto)
10th St., excessive noise and ima good linebackerfrom Grand tlon constructed by the World Al- proper passing, $18.30; Michaline es of the city. Gilbert Van Wynen, Miss Lila Vredeveld, daughter of carried a white Bible with white
. .*» Cttarti My tar It D^r*
Haven, who was out of school last liances of Churches of Reformed Mary Zale, 48, route 1, Zeeland, director of the Holland Youth For Mrs. Katheryn Vredeveld of 44 roses.
MILE
year and Ron Bronson, a regular Faith about 50 years ago. Between speeding, $16.30;LaVerne Schaap, Christ, was in charge of the pre- Pine St., Zeeland, became the
The maid of honor wore an ice
sentation.
end for Holland High last season, simple but effective statues of the 28, route 5, Holland, red flasher,
bride of David Doyle Friday, Aug. blue ballerina-lengthgown of orPICK-UP
At the morning worship service 10, at North Street Christian Re- gandy over taffeta and carried a
Ron De Boer, a Grand Rapids Lee leading Reformation figures are $7.30.
in Second Reformed Church, the formed Church of Zeeland. The bouquet of yellow roses. The
BILL JR. and
ejd, is another possibility. found basreliefs of the leading
Rev. Harold Englund preached the
w
De Vette’s staff this season will events in the Reformation, an exgroom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. bridesmaidwore a similar gown
1TEXIS ILL-STITE
sermon, "The Destiny of God’s Raymond Doyle of 156 40th St,
inchide Al Vanderbush, working pression of freedom of conscience,
in sky blue and aiso^carried yel•
Nw Community." • The two an- Grand
with the ends; Gord Brewer with But there are more utilitarian
Rapids.
low roses.
thems
were
sung by the Sunshinethe line and Ken Weller, the scout- motives to account for Geneva’s
Dischargedfrom Holland HospiBouquets of gladioli, ferns and
The mother of the bride chose
Aires, a group of young people of
ing. De Vette will work the backs, popularitywith tourists. More than tal last Friday were Arthur
seven-branchcandelabra decorat- a dusty pink nylon two-piece dress
Brewer, new to the Hope staff the traditionally unbelievables elec- Becker, route 3; Hanna G. Hoek- First Reformed Church, under the ed the church for the double ring with white acesssories.She had a
directionof M: . Lorenzo Meengs.
Stpt. 7-9
Ait. 31-Sept. 3
after a successful prep record at tion of watches, it is the free je, 91 West 10th St.; Lloyd Lacy,
rites read by the Rev. John corsage of white roses. The
At the evening service Rev.
KellogesyiHe, is regarded as one money market which draws value route 2, Fennville; Mrs. Harvey
JULIUS Li ROSA
JHEP.MORUN
Englund used for his sermon top- Guichelaar. Music was provided by groom’s mother wore a beige lace
of the top high school exponents of seeking Europeansand Americans, Visser and baby, 746 Riley St;
Mrs. Burton Borr, organist, and over taffeta sheath dress with
ic, "Pages From The Life of
McGUtRE SISTERS
DON
the split Here one soon realizes that it is Mrs. John Lorence and baby, 707
David, 5-Great Sinner and Great Mrs. Paul Van Dort, who sang beige accessories and pink rose)
Weller will be completing work the Swiss franc, not the American Washington St; Mrs. Coy Mitts,
"O
Promise
Me"
and
"The
Lord’s corsage.
THE FOUR LADS
{WORDS
Penitent" The Golden Chain
on an additionaldegree at the Uni- dollar, which is the hardest cur- Box 141, New Richmond.
After a reception for 150 guests,
Choir under the directionof Mrs. Prayer.”
31-Sept. 9
versity of Michigan again this fall rency in the wrd. But it is other
Admitted to Holland Hospital L. Meengs sang. Elmer lievense In the wedding party were Miss held in the basement of the church,
but will be available for the few countries, France among them, Monday were Mrs. Henry Boss,
Alma
Vredeveld
as
maid
of
honor,
the
newlyweds
left
on
a
northern
THE PUTTERS, BLOCKBUSTERS
presided at the organ and accom
weeks of practice and for scouting, that suffer most from the free 103 East Ninth St; Harold Taylor, panied the choir.
Miss Joyce Vredeveld as brides- wedding trip. For going away, the|
KRMXERJACKS,
OUD A CECE ROBINSON
Hope College 1956 football sche- money exchange. For example, in 3416 Riverside Dr., Saugatuck; Edmaid; Erwin Doyle, best man, and bride wore a navy blue sheath
Geneva one receives 406 French ward W. Hekman, 451 Central
THE STEP MOTraiS
Donald Doyle, groomsman. Ushers dress, white accessoriesand white
Sept. 22 Heidelberg, at Tiffin, francs for one U. S. dollar, instead Ave.; Elsie Spykcrman, 502 West Zaverink Pitches
were Jack Ryerson and Dick rose corsage.They will make their]
George Zuverink of Holland Kirvan. *
Ohio, 8
of the usual 350 as in France. 48th St.; Robert Wright, 2516 Lake
home at 333% East Main St,'
Sept 29 Wabash, here, 8 p.m. This is a considerable difference, Shore Dr.
made his 50th relief appearanceof The bride was given in marriage Zeeland.
Oct. 6 Kalamazoo, there, 2:15 and, as a result the French find
Discharged Monday were Mrs. the season for the Baltimore by her brother, Merle Vredeveld. The bride, a graduate of Zeeland
it far too expensive to travel John Voss, 36 West 17th St; Mrs. Orioles Saturday. Pitching against She wore a floor-lengthgown of High School, is employed at the]
Oct 13 Adrian, here 3 p.m. extensivelyin Switzerland.
Marion Donalson and baby, 356% the New York Yankees,Zuverink embroidered tulle, fashioned with office of Herman Miller Furnit
I have made it evident,I think, West 17th St; Peter Kuizenga, 173 came on in the eighth inning and a fitted bodice, sweetheart neck- Co. The groom was
20 Hillsdale,there, 2 pjn. that Geneva is essentiallya tour- Walnut Ave.; Mrs. Jacob. Kraal didn't allow a run in the final line, short sleeves and bouffant from Albuquerque, N. M.,
27 Olivet here, 8
ist’s haven. But there is
frames. Going into the contest, skirt. She wore matching lace school and plan* to
baby, route 3;
Nov. S Albion,
3r Mrs. Donild E.
run average was mitts and a fingertipveil
in r™
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property la the 'county for the purpose
of creating a sinking fund to be used
for the purchase of real estate for sites
Ur. Reenders
the adoptionof the
Resolution which motion lost as shown for, and-or the constructionand -or reby the following vote: Yeas: Messrs. pair of. public buildings.
1 That the questionof levying the tax
Lowing, Fendt. SUp, Swart. Boon. Fant.
R.L. Cook. Vlsscber.Koop, Wade. Harring- described in paragrepb one (1) be submuted to the elector*of the county at
ton. Townsend, Boonstra.Dekker. (14)
a specialelection caUed for that purNaya: Messrs. Kennedy. Vollink.HeckseL
Reenders. Ver Meer. Stegenga. Nieuwsma, pose on August 7. 1956.
Murray. Sioplnskl, Bottema, Slaughter, 2. That the money presently In the
Walcott, Mohr and Stephenaon. (14)
building fund In the amount of 61^
Grand Haven, Michigan 167.60 dollars be transferred to the
June 26. 1956
aforementioned sinking fund and that
To The Hon. Board of Superviaors
this questionbe submitted to the
Ottawa County, Michigan
electors at the August 7 election,at
Gentlemen:
which time the elector*shall be given
Your Finance Committee would respectan opportunityto vote on whetheror
fully report that they have examinedall
not such funds shall be used for the
the claims presented to them since the purpose of purchasing real estate sites
April 1956 Sesalon and In pursuance of a
for, and the construction
or tfcpalr of.
previous order of this Board we have
pubUc bull ding i .
ordered the foregoingpaid by the County
4. The questionshall be printedupon a
Treasurer.
ballot separate and distinctfrom aU
Total bills allowed for April 10, 1956
other ballots,which shall bo In tbs
...
................... (1M27.30
followingform:
Total bills allowedfor May 15, 1956
(a) "To authorize the board of
.............
*13.408.41
supervisors to levy a tax of one
Total bills allowedfor June 14. 1956
(1) mUl each year for a period of
...... - — ................ $13,096.57
four (4) years, to create a sinking
Respectfullysubmitted,
fund to be uaed for the purchase
R. L. Cook
of real estatefor altes for. and the
Robert Visscher
constructiontnd-or repair of. pubMaynard Mohr
lic county buildings."
Mr. R. Cook moved the adoptionof the

Mr. Stegenga
time.
. v
moved

which motion prevailed as shown by the
following vote: Yeeai Messrs, Kennedy,
Vollink. HeckaeL Lowing.Reenders. Ver
Meer. Stegenga. Murray. Fendt. 8x op inski. Bottema. Slaughter. Walcott. Mohr,
Stap. Swart. Boon. Fant. RX. Cook.
Vlsecher, Koop. Wade, Harrington. Townsend, Claver and Stephenson. (21*
Mr. Wad* moved that the Uademen
Advertising Co. be employed for publicity purposes end that an amount not
to oxeeed *2000.00 be appropriated for
this purpose and that the Chairman of
thin Board appoint four members of this
Board and a CitizensCommitteeto assist
the Llndemen Advertising Co, in asaembllng and distributingliterature in

reported present at this

PROCEEDINGS
of Hit

Board

Supervisors

of

Ottawa County, Michigan

JUNE 1956 SESSION
a night man b« employedat your JaQ. He
must be able-bodiedand alert and at his
desk during the night This does not mean
that he can lie down on a cot and take n
nap during the wee hours of the morning.
If this recommendationla not complied
with we are going to find it neceaaary to
take steps to close your JaH

23, 195*

.

PROCEEDINGS

JayceesPlan

of the

Board

of Supervisors
Ottawa County, Michigan

SPECIAL MEETING

lite a

Bumper

Safety

Campaip

A drive to reflectorize auto bump-

The Beard of Supervisor!met on call by together with the recommendationthat ers with strips of reflective safety
First Day's Session
new buildingsand ground to house public the Chalyman for a Special Session on funds be obtained to meet such needs. tape will be launched Friday, Aug.
Tuesday.
July 24th. 1936 at 1:30 p.m. and
Now, Therefore, Be It Resolved, as
offices and departmentswhich motion
The Board of Supervisorsmet pursuant
24 at the Civic Center parking lot
prevailed, aa shown by the following was calledto order fay the Chairman,Mr. follows:
•o adjournmenton Monday. June iSth,
Lowing.
The Ottawa County Board of Superviaors
vote: Yeast Messrs. Kennedy. Vollink.
1956 at 1:30 p m. and was called to order
by the Holland Junior Chamber
Mr.
Swart
pronounced
the
Invocation. sincerelybelieves that the followingfour
Hecksel,
Lowing,
Reenders.
Ver
Meer,
by the Chairman.Mr. Lowing.
CenmaaicaUea
projects ere neceuary to meet critical of Commerce as part of a national
Stegenga. Murray. Fendt, SzoplnskL BotMr. Stap pronouncedthe Invocation.
tema, Slaughter. Walcott,Mohr. Stap, from Mayor S. De Brays of Zeeland. Mich. problemsnow facing Ottawa County:
effort to reduce the toll of nightPresent at roll call: Messrs. Kennedy.
Zeeland, Michigan
a-An office buildingadjoiningthe present
Swart. Boon, R.L Cook, Visscher, Koop.
We slso find It necessary to again warn
time rear-end collisions, John Fon- »,
Vollink.Hassold, Lowing, Reendcrs. Ver
July
24,
1956
Court House in Grand Haven.
Wade. Harrington.Townsend. Claver aad
Meer. Stegenga. Nieuwsma. Murray. you about the physical conditionof your
To:
b-A new County Jail on the Court House ger, Jaycee president, announced
Stephenson. (26)
Jail. The brick around the top under the
Fendt. Szopinaki.Bottema. Slaughter,Walgrounds at Grand Haven.
today.
The chairman appointedMr. Swart, chair- HONORABLE CHAIRMAN,
eaves of the outsidewall la deteriorating
cott. Mohr. Stap. Swart. Boon. Fant. R.L.
Board of Supervisors.
c-A Branch County Building In the Holman and Messrs. Wade. Kennedy and Grand
The "Scotchlite''
fVfr, Visscher. Koop. Wade. Harrington.rapidlybecause of defectiveeave troughs.
Haven,
Michigan
land Area, and
Ver Meer as a four member committee
safety tape used in Jaycee “LiteTownsend. Claver. N. Cook and Stephen- Your Jail is not secure, having had three
Be It known that John H. Holleman. d-A Juvenile Detention Home
of
this
board,
the
Citizens
Committee
aon. (26) Absent: Messrs.Helder and escapes last year through the outer wall
Clerk of the City of Zeeland, te until and that aald body, aa the representa- A-Bumper for Safety” drive makes
to bo named later.
and it affords very little segregation. There
Hecksel.(2)
Mr. Slaughter reported on e meeting further notice, representing the assessor tives of the people of Ottawa County, the car visible hundreds of feet
_
#h,t the *re wveral things that should be done to
be attended In Lansingrelative to poo- on the Board of Supervisors.
urge the people of Ottawa County to join
Kalman
j but wln to the age of It and its
) Yes
away at night, to drivers approachilble Federal Aid for providing housing Mr. Claver IntroducedMr. Hollemanand together in whole-heartedlysupporting the
Safety Trafl.c Comm
al*o **ne
, conmoD>
thlt lt mui6 Report which motion carried.
) No
moved
that
he
be
seated
aa
a
member
of
ing from the rear, whether the
proposed building program.
faculties for the Health Department.
RESOLUTION
Civil Defense
j£/«Uy a waste of money In tryingto re(b) "To authorizethe money presMr. Fant moved that the Way* k Means this Board until further notice which
tail lights are on or off. It works
Mr. Sioplnsklmoved the adoptionoi tne pjilr or rem0(kl
buiIdlQ(. ConsideraBy Good Roads Committee
Mr.
Townsend,
supported
by
Mr.
Reenently In the county buildingfund In
Committee continued their study relative motion prevailed.
ders moved the adoption of the Resolution by reflecting the light from aprccommendation
which motion^prcvauca.
^ (tTen towards raising a fund WHEREAS, the Board of County Road
the amount of 61,167.60DoUars.
Present at Roll Call: Measn. Kennedy,
to this matter and that said Committee
Commissioners of the County of Ottawa,
Mr. Lowing resigned from the Specie for a
„ goon M possible.
to be transferredto a sinking fund
Vollink.Haaaold. Lowing, Reenders.Ver which motion carried as shown by the proaching cars.
report
to
thin
Board
at
a
later
date
Appraisal Committee and appointed Mr
foUowlng Vote: Yeas: Measn, Kennedy,
purchased the following described parcel
to be used for the purchase of real
Very truly yours.
Meer. Stegenga, Nleuwama.Murray. Fendt
which motion prevailed.
Traffic and safety officials have
VolUnk. Hassold. Lowing,Reenders, Ver
Kooo In his place.
estate for sites for, and the conDEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONSof land located in Section 3* of Wright
Mr.
Stegenga moved that the Clerk SxoplnsU.Bottema. Slaughter. Walcott. Meer. Stegenga, Nieuwsma,Murray, Fendt labeled the nighttime rear-end colTownship
for
Highway
purposes:
structionand-or repair of, public
W. H. Nestle
Mr. Swart moved that the appointment
present
the
Pay
Roll
which
motion
pre- Mohr. Stap. Swart. Boon, Harrington,
Sioplnskl, Bottema, Slaughter, Walcott. lisionsone of the
All that part of the west half of the west
county buildings."
State Inspector of Jails
be confirmed which motion prevailed.
serious
Townsend. Claver. HolUeman, and StephenvaUed.
Mohr, Swart, Boon, Harrington.Townsend,
half of the southeast quarter (WViWtk
) Yes
Mr. Bottema moved that when the Board WHN:lp
son. (23) Absent: Measrs. Hecksel. Helder.
factors in traffic accidents. The
SEU) of SectionTwenty-eight (28) Town
) Jfo
PAT ROLL OF BOARD OF 8UPERVI80B8Fant, Cook. Visscher.Koop. and Wade. (7) Claver and Stephenson.(21) Nays: Messrs.
adjourn it adjourn to Monday July 2. 1956 cc: SheriffVanderbeek
reason is simply that headlights
Stap. and Stephenson. (2)
Respectfullysubmitted.
State of Michigan, County of Ottawa.
Mr. Slaughtermoved that the Communi- Eight (8) North, Range Thirteen West,
at 1:30 p.m. which motion carried.
The Chairman requested the Clerk to
WAYS AND MEANS COMMITTEE We, the undersigned.Chairmanand Clerk read the minutesof the July 3rd, 1956 Mr. Nieuwsma reported on a meeting of do not fully illuminate far enough
Mr. J. S. Van Valkenburgh. Secretary cation be referredto the Sheriff's Commlt- lying south of the Detroit,Grand Haven
by Henry C. Slaughter
of the Board of Supervisors of the said meeting which had been read and ap- the Appeal Board recentlyheld in the city ahead to light hazards in time to
at the Ottawa County Social Welfare tee to report at the nest sessionof the and MilwaukeeRailway right of way.
Chairman
County of Ottawa do hereby certify .that proved.
of Holland relativeto Real Estate purBoard appearedbefore the Board and Board which motion prevailed,
WHEREAS, the above described propstop.
Buildings
and
Grounds
Committee
the foUowlng te the pay RoU of said Board
called the Board's attention to a
RESOLUTIONFOR
Mr. Hilbert Holleman of Jamestown. chased by the County.
erty la recorded In the name of Ottawa
For example, if a car had pulled
by
Martin
|of
Supervisors
as
presented,
and
allowed
Mr.
Swart
gave
a
verbal
report
on
the
of changes necessary to be _ made
FACSIMILE SIGNATURES
Tony
Mledema
from
Blendon.
and
Art
County: and
Chairman by the Committee on Claims, for attendance Pickeringof Jamestown, Directorsof work being done by the PublicityCom- off the highway at night tq fix
County Infirmary In accordance with a I. ROY H. LOWING. Chairman of the
WHEREAS, the Board of County Road
recommendation from the Michigan State Board of Supervisorsof Ottawa County a Commissioners of Ottawa County Is desir- Mr. Bottema moved, aupported by Mr. and mUeage during their June Sesalon the Ottawa County .Farm
Bureau appeared miltee "Mve to the two propoaals to be a flat tire, and a car behind was
lF
Fire Marshall,the approximate cost to be Municipal Corporationorganised and exis- ous of having said property held In the R.L Cook the adoption of the Reaolutlon
before the Board. Mr. Hollemanread and voted on at the August 7. 1956 Election.
19MMr. Kennedy reported verbaUy on the approaching at about 50 miles per
about (6000.00.
preaented each Supervisor with e written
ting under the laws of the State of Michi- name of the Board of County Road Comwork done by the Traffic Safety Committee hour, it would take 174 feet to stop
Mr. Slaughter moved that $6000.00be gan DO HEREBY CERTIFY that at a missionersof Ottawa County;
report of the Directora.
Mile. Mileage
Psr
Tel si
and stated that Ottawa County waa one in time, after he had seen the car.
appropriated to make the necessary meeting of the Board of said Supervisors
NAME OF SUPERVISORS
RESOLUTION
NOW. THEREFORE.
REDiem
of twelve counties throughout the United
changesas required by the State Fire duly held on the 25th day of June. 1956.
by Mr. Townsend
Although there are 50 percent
SOLVED
that
your
Committee
recomWilliam
L.
Kennedy
..............
$
10.08
*
24.00
..
24
$
34.08
States to receive an achievementaward
Hamhallwhich motion prevailedas shown the followingResolutionwas adopted and
WHEREAS, the Board of Supervisorsof for their vehiclecheck program teat less cars on the highway at night,
mends that the County convey any and Loula Vollink ____________________ ---- 23
9.66
24.00
33.66
by the following vote: Yeas: Messrs. Ken- is now In full force and effect:
Ottawa
County.
Michigan,
have
called
a
all Interest It may have In the above John Haasold-------------------- 27
3.78
8.00
11.78
month.
nedy. Vollink. Hassold. Lowing. Reenders.
the accident rate is 3 times greatRESOLVED: That the PEOPLE'S BANK
apecial election for August 7, 1956, for
— .. 10
2.80
16.00
18.80
Mr. Harrington moved that the Clerk
Ver Meer. Stegenga. Nieuwsma.Murray, In Grand Haven. Michigan as a designated described property,by WarrantyDeed to Ervin Hecksel __________________
er at night. In a recent survey
the purpose of obtainingauthorization
from
the
Board
of
County
Road
Commissioners
Roy
H.
Lowing
----------------.. 30
12.60
24.00
36.60
present the pay roll which motion preFendt. Sioplnskl, Bottema. Slaughter.Waldepository of this County be and It is here- of Ottawa County, and that the Chairthe qualifiedvoters of Ottawa County to vaUed.
by the National Safety Council,of
ClarenceReenders _____________
- .. 6
2.52
24.00
26.52
cott. Mrttr.SUp. Swart. Boon. Fant. R.L.
by requested,authorized and directed to man of the Board of Supervisors,and the Henry Ver Meer ---------------levy one mill on each dollar of asseised
15.96
.. 38
39.96
24.00
Cook. Visscher. Koop. Wade. Harrington.
36,000
accident fatalities,20,200
honor check*, drafts, or other ordere for County Clerk, be directed to execute a Albert H. Stegenga ______________
valuationIn .aid county for four yei. anS PA''
--- 21
8.82
24.00
32.82
Townsend. Claver.N. Cook and Stephenson.
to utilize certain available
| ^ale ot Michigan. County of Ottawa. were at night.
the payment of money drawn in this cor- deed conveying the above described par- Dick Nieuwsma _____ ___________
2S
7.84
16.00
23.84
(28) Nays: None.
WHEREAS, the particularneed* giving1"e. the underalgned.Chairmanand Clerk The program will be conducted
name, includingthose 'drawn to cels of land to the said Board of County Robert
Murray ______________
- .. 17
24.00
Grand Haven City Manager. County poration's
7.14
31.14
the Individual order of any person Or per- Road Commissionersof Ottawa County. Chris Fendt ........................
rise to such action should be known to of the Board of Supervisors of the said on a non-profitbasis, and the re.. 17
7.14
24.00
Traffic DirectorAvery Baker. Robert Van31.14
County of Ottawa do hereby certifythat
sons whose name or names appear thereon
the voters of said county to enable them
5 88
derberg, harbor commissioner and Robert
Mr. Fendt moved the adoption of the Case Szoplnskl _________________
- .. 14
24.00
29.88
the following la the Pay Roll of aald Board flective tape will be applied to the
as signeror signersthereof, when bearing
to
properly
consider
and
act
upon
such
Gerrit
Bottema
__________________
Resolution
which
motion
prevailed.
---3Vi
1.47
Beardsley,commodore of the Spring Lake
24.00
25.47
of Supervisors as presented, and allowed auto bumpers by the Jaycees at
or purportingto bear the facsimilesignaquestions,and
Mr. Boon. Chairman of the Sheriff’! Henry Slaughter ------------Yacht Chib appearedbefore the Board
.. .. 22
9.24
24.00
33.24
by the Committee on Claims, for attendance
tures of the two of the following:
cost at the Civic Center parking
27
requesting financial aid in establishing
Committee moved that the matter of Albert Walcott ------------11.34
24 00
35.34
FRED DEN HERDER. County Treuurer recommendationaproposedby the State Maynard Mohr .............
26
a County Water Safety Program for the
10.92
24.00
34.92
lot on Friday, Aug. 24 from 5-9
ANNA
VAN
HORSSEN, County Clerk
Inspector of Jail be postponed until the John Stap ...........
t
Ho»»wd and Grand Haven area.
.42
24.00
24.42
p.m. and Saturday, Aug. 25 from
and the PEOPLE'S BANK In Grand Haven
Total
Milei
Mileage
Per
Daji
On motion of Mr. Wade the requestwas
October Session of this Board which George Swart _________________
l
.42
24.00
24.42
shall be entitledto honor and to charge
9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Diem
NAMES OF SUPERVISORS
referred to the Traffic Safety Committee
motion prevailed.
Martin Boon --------l
.42
24.00
24.42
this corporation
for all such checks,drafts,
tad the Sheriff's Commute* which motion
Mr. Wade, Chairman of the County Of- Howard W. Fant --------------------- l
.42
24.00
24.42 Wm. L. Kennedy ................... .......
$ 3.36
$ 8.00 $ 11.38
1
or other orders,regardlessof by whom or
ficers k Employes Committeemoved that Richard
Cook
i
prevailed.
.42
24.00
24.42 Louis Vollink .............................. .. 23
800
11.22
3.22
1
Mr. Townsend suggested thst the said by what means the facsimilesignatureor the County Treasurer be allowed an ad- Robert Visscher _____ ________________
23
9.66
24 00
8 00
11.78
33.66 John Haasold ................ ........... .. 27
3.78
1
signaturesthereon may have been affixed
committeesconsult the Prosecuting Atditional$500.00 for Clerical Help In his WUliam Koop .........
23
9.66
24.00
8 00
12.20
33.66 Roy H. Lowing _______________________ .. 30
4 20
1
thereto. If such facsimilesignatureor sigtorney relativeto the request.
office which motion prevailed as shown by Lawrence Wade
----------23
966
24.00
8.84
33.66 Clarence Reenders ___________________
6
84
8 00
1
William 4. Balgooyen,Muskegon attorney natures resemble the facsimilespecimens the followingvote: Yeas: Messrs, Kennedy. Harry Harrington _____________________ .. 23
9.66
24.00
8.00
13.32
33.66 Henry Ver Meer ..... ..... .............. .. 38
5.32
1
appeared before the Board, representingduly certified to or filed with the Vollink.HeckaeL Lowing. Reenders. Ver James Townsend _____________________
.. 23
10.94
9.66
24.00
8.00
33.66 Albert H. Stegenga...................... .. 21
2.94
1
PEOPLES BANK in Grand Haven by the Meer, Stegenga.Nleowsma.Murray. Fendt.
154 propertyowners in Spring Lake TownWillard Claver _____________________ 28
7.84
16.00
1L92
23.84 Dick Nleuwama .......................
8.00
.. 28
3.92
1
County Treasurer and County Clerk of
ship seeking to hare the Ferrysburg area
Szoplnskl. Bottema. Slaughter, Walcott, N. Cook _____________
28
3.92
8.00
8.00
10.38
11.92
2.38
Robert
L.
Murray
...
.....
..........
..
17
1
this Corporation.
become a fifth <•’»«« cUy and asking apMohr. Stap. Swart, Boon. Fant. R.L. Cook. John Stephenson ___________________
28
11.76
10.38
24.00
8.00
35.76 Chris Fendt .........................
2 38
.. 17
1
proval of the petitionswhich had been IN WITNESS WHEREOF. I have hereunto Visscher. Koop, Wade. Harrington,Town- Melvin Boonstra_________________„ 28
3.92
8.00
8.00
9.96
11.92 Cut Szopinaki..................... . ..... .. 14
1.96
1
set my hand and the aeal of said county,
filed with the Clerk.
send. Boonstra. Dekker and Stephenson. RandaU M. Dekker ---------------28
3.92
8.00
8.49
8.00
11.92 Gerrit Bottema
.49
.. 3 Vi
1
total of 18 traffic violators
Mr. Bottema moved that the matter be this 25th day of June, 1956.
(28) Nays: None.
11.08
3.08
8 00
22
1
Totals
* 856.00 I 864.93 Henry Slaughter ........... — ............
* 308.95
taken np at the July 2nd. 1956 sessionof Roy H. Lowing, CHAIRMAN— Board of
Grand Haven, Michigan
pleaded guilty before municipal
11.71
800
3.78
1
Albert Walcott ............................ .. 27
Supervisors.
this Board which motion prevailed.
Given under our hands, this 3rd day of
July 26. 1956
8 00
11.64 Judge Cornelius vander Meulen
3.64
1
Maynard Mohr .......................... - 26
Mr. Nieuwsma moved the adoption of
Mr. Swart. Chairmanof the SpecialApJuly. A.D. 1956.
To:
Kennedy-Vollink.HeckaeL Lowing.Reen8.00
$.14
.14
1
last week.
praisalCommitteereported that the fol- the Resolutionwhich motion carried.
ANNA VAN HORSSEN
ders, Ver Meer, Stegenga, Murray. Fendt. George Swart ____________________ _____ .. 1
HON. BOARD
SUPERVISORS.
8.00
8.14
.14
1
Mr. Visscher moved that the Prosecuting
lowing bids had been received from ApClerk
of
Board
of
Supervisors.
Mohr. SUp. Swart, Boon, Fant. R.L Cook. Martin Boon ................... .......... .. 1
Paying fine
costs were:
Ottawa County.Michigan.
800
8.14
.14
1
Attorney be instructedto represent the
praisalCompanies:
ROY H. LOWING
Gentlemen:
Vlsscber. Koop. Wad*. Harrington, Town- Howard Fant .......... .................. .. 1
8.00
8 14 Laurence Dean Fuller. 79 Vander
.14
1
JJf. Oemlnshaw Co , Cleveland,Ohio- Two Committees (Buildingsk Grounds and
Chairman of Board of Supervisors.
Your
Appraisal Committee has caresend. Claver and Stephenson. (26)
8.00
8.14
.14
1
Richard L. Cook ....... ..... . ........... .. 1
Ways k Means) at Holland when a re- fully studied and compared the specifica- The foregoingPay Roll paid In full the
Veen Ave., defective brakes, 512;
021.400.00
The minutes of the days session were William Koop ............................ .. 1
8 00
11.32
3 32
1
Cole. Layer k Tremble. Dayton. Ohio... bearing la held concerning the Building tions accompanyingthe bids which were 3rd day of July. A.D. 1956.
read
and
approved.
800
11.32 Melvin Johnson, 144 Riley Ave.
3 32
..
23
1
Robert
Vlaacher
..........................
Projectfor County OfficesIn the Southern
1139.360.00
submittedfor an appraisal of all real FRED DEN HERDER
Mr. Koop moved that the Board adjourn Lawrence Wade ......... ................. .. 23
8.00
11.32 speeding, $30; John J. Zoerhof, 125
3.32
1
Doan Agricultural Service. Inc., De part of the county and that the Clerk be estate In the entire County of Ottawa.
County Treasurer.
subject to the call of the Chairman, Harry Harrington _______________.. 23
8 00
11.32
3.32
1
Instructedto notify said Committeesand
East 22nd St., failure to have car
Moines. la.. .*130.700.00
Your Commute* has unanimouslydeMr. Bottema moved the adoption of the which motion prevailed.
8 00
11.32
3.32
1
James Townsend ___________________
_____ .. 23
Mr. Swart moved that the bids be re- Prosecutorthe date on which said meeting cided to recommend that the low bid of Pay Roll which motion prevailedas shown
under control,$7; Carlos Zomora,
ROY
H. LOWING. Chairman Willard Claver _________________.. 28
8.00
11.92
3.92
1
will
be
held
which
motion
prevailed.
ferredto the SpecialAppraisalCommittee
ANNA VAN HORSSEN. Clerk Hilbert Holleman..... .................. .. 28
the J. M. ClemlnshawAppraisal Company, by the following vote: Yeas: Messrs,
8.00
11.92 269 East Ninth St., disobeying itop
392
1
to report at the next session of this The Ways k Means Committeeand the be accepted and that the Chairman and
8.00
11.92 sign. $7.
3.92
John Stephenson_______________________.. 28
1
Committeeon Buildings k Grounds preBoard which motion prevailed.
Clerk of thi* Board be authorisedto enter
( 224.00 ( 298.35
Totals
$ 74 35
Dr. Ralph Ten Have appeared before sented plans for a new Court House and into a contractwith said J.M. Clemlnshaw
Barbara H. Gold, route 4, disthe Board and requestedthat Supervisorsjail and County Building in Holland. Company for said appraisal which shall
obeying
two stop signs, $12; Jack
Given
under
our
hand*,
thli 6th day of
check and submit a list of children in ArchitectsMichael Koteles and John Van- be performedaccording to the specificAugust. A.D. 1956.
Criner, 1908 Eastern Ave.,
their township who can qualifyfor free dcr Maiden were present to explain the ations accompanyingsaid bid.
ANNA VAN HORSSEN
Rapids, interfering with through r|
dental care. He pointedout that 600 such variousphases of the plane. Action on the
of the
Work shall be started October 1. 1956
Clerk of Board of Supervisor*.
cases can te served by tbs County and matter waa deferred until Monday July and completedno later than December
traffic, $12; Arthur Allen Kuykenthat two clinics are operatedin the county, 2nd. 1956.
ROY H. LOWING
31. 1957.
dall, Castle Park, speeding, $12;
Mr. Mohr moved that the Board adjourn The cost of said appraisal shall not
oan at Holland and one at Grand Haven.
Chairman of Board of Supervisori.
Harry Laarmau, 340 East Sixth
Dr. Ten Have suggested that a study to Monday. July 2. 1956 at 1:30 p.m. which exceed the sum of $121,400.00and shall
The foregoing Pay Roll paid in full the
of Alcoholism Problems la the County bo motion prevailed.
St., speeding, $10; Ruth Wendt,
be paid beginning during the month of
6th day of August. A.D. 1956.
ROY H. LOWING. Chiirmaa January 1957 In monthly Installmentsas
route 4, disobeyedstop sign, $5.
FRED DEN HERDER
On motion of Mr. Boon the matter waa ANNA VAN HORSSEN. Clerk.
Ottawa County, Michigan
work progresses.
County Treasurer.
John Winter, 726 State St., no
referredto the Health Commute* to reRespectfully submitted
port at the October 1956 Session of this
Mr. Harrington moved the adoption of
George Swart. Chairman
The east-bound section of the operator's license $5; Allan ValkSession
Board which motion prevailed.
the pay roll which motion prevailed as
William Koop
new M-21 highway between Hol- ema. 1045 South Shore Dr. speedMr. Townsend praisedDr. Ten Have and
shown by the followingvote: Yea*: Meisra.
Henry Vermeer
The Board of Supervisorsmet pursuant
The
Board
of
Superviaors
met
pursuant
his staff for their efforts in administering
mltted
to
the
electora
of
Ottawa
Kennedy.Vollink,Hassold, Lowing,Reen- land and Vriesland was finishedat ing, $20.
Mr. Swart moved the adoption of the
to adjournment Mon. July 3. 1956 and was
to the call of the Chairman on Monday,
County at the next General election der*. Ver Meer, Stegenga.Nleuwama, noon Friday and project engineer
Salk Polio Vaccine to Ottawa County
Althea Van Tubhergen.26, West
called to order by the Chairman, Mr. Low- report.
School Children in 1953.
to be held on November 6. 1956, and Murray, Fendt, Szoplnskl. Bottema,
Mr. Townsend moved that the report August 6. 1956 at 1:30 p.m. and waz calling.
26th St., disobeyedstop sign, $7;
Percy
Walker
said
that
only
five
A Communication from the County Emed to order by the Chairman.Mr. Lowing.
that the electorabe asked te vote Slaughter. Walcott, Mohr. Stap. Swart,
Mr. Bottema pronounced the Invocation. be tabled until tomorrow's session to be Mr. Boon pronouncedthe Invocation.
ploye* requestingAugust 13th, 1956 be set
upon the propositionof Increulnf Boon, Harrington.Townsend. Claver, and a lialf miles of the west-bound Elmer Jay Morren, 140 South Divthe first Order of business which motion
TO:
HONORABLE
CHAIRMAN.
as the data for the Annual Court House
Present at roll call: Messrs, Kennedy,
the afore **fd constitutional tax 11ml Holleman, and Stephenson.(23) Nays: sectionremain to be completed.
ision St., failure to yield right of
prevailed.
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS.
Picnic was read by the Clerk.
tattoo by the amount of on* (1) None.
Mr. Koop moved that the Board adjourn Vollink.Hassold. Lowing. Reenders, Ver
Walker emphasized, however, way, $17; Bert Weighmink, route
County of Ottawa,
Mr. R. Cook moved that the request be
Meer.
Stegenga.
Nieu,wsma.
Murray.
Fendt,
mill
for
a
period
of
four
(4)
years
to Tuesday. July 3rd, 1956 at 1:30 p.m.
Mr. Nieuwsma moved that the Board
State of Michigan.
granted which motion carried.
Szoplnskl, Bottema, Slaughter, Walcott.
on the assesaed valuation, as adjourn subject to the call of the chair- that shoulders and crossroads of 6, failure to yield right of way, $12;
which motion prevailed.
equalized, of the propertyin the man which motion prevailed.
ROY H. LOWING. Chairman Mohr, Stap. Swart. Boon, Fant. Cook.
June 23, 1956. BE IT KNOWN, that Melvin Boonstra.
the new M-21 had not been com- Mary Yeomans 208 West 10th St.,
county to providefund*. In the
member of the Common Council,la hereANNA VAN HORSSEN, Clerk Visscher. Koop, Wade, Harrington. TownMr. Dick Nieuwsma.
pleted and it will still be at least failure to stop within assured clear
ROY
H.
LOWING.
Chairman
send, Claver, Holleman and Stephenson.
event the propositionto be voted on
by appointedunder the Charter of the City
Ottawa County Board of Supervisors.
ANNA
VAN
HORSSEN.
Clerk.
two
months before the highway is distance.$12; James Vande Vusse,
(28) Absent. Messrs. Hecksel and Helder.
Aufuat 7, 1956, carries,to be uaed
of Zeeland, to be a representative
for this
602 Pleasant Ave.
Jr., route 1, faikire to stop within
Mr. Lowing announcedthe purpose of
to create a sinking fund to be uaed
meeting at the Board of Supervisors,repHolland.Michigan.
Session
open to through traffic.
the meeting and requeatedProsecuting
for the purchase of real estate
resentingWilliam Cliver of the City of
assured clear distance. $12; VirDear Mr. Nieuwsma:
Completion
of
the
east-bound
The
Board
of
Supervisor*
met
pursuant
Attorney James W. Bussard to explaincersites for, and the constructionandFollowing the hearing on the application Zeeland. Michigan.
ginia
Vaas, 3229 Giddings Ave..
to adjournment on Tueaday. July 3, 1956 tain legal queatlons effecting the two
section brings the highway to the
or repair of. publiccounty buildings.
of the Ottawa County Board of SupervisorsBE IT KNOWN, that Randall M. Dekker.
at 1:30 p.m. and was called to Order by proposalsto be voted upon at the August
Grand Rapids, improper turn and
2. That the question to be voted on
for permission to construct the County Attorneyfor the CUy of Zeeland Is hereby the Chairman.Mr. Roy H. Lowing.
Vriesland station. The unfinished
7. 1956 Election.
be in the followingform:
Office building at 53 and 37 West 12th St.. appointedunder the Charter of the City of
portion of the west-bound part lies no operator’s license,$12.
Mr. Boon pronouncedthe Invocation.
ShaU the total tax rat* limitation
RESOLUTION
the Board of Appeals discussedthe matter Zeeland, to be a representativefor this
Kenneth Dale Lumbers. 810 West
Present at roll call: Messrs, Kennedy,
Admitted
to
Holland
Hospital between old M-21 and the Black
on
the
total
amount
of
taxes
which
at great
meeting of the oBard of Supervisori,rep- Vollink,HeckaeL Lowing, Reenden, Ver By Ottawa Ceonty Board of Soporvliorf
may
be
assesaed against all prop- Thursday were John Kooy, 1319 River bridge. He said that within 26th St., was fined $12 for speedWHEREAS,
the
Ottawa
County
Board
of
A vote waa taken on the application. An "Muting the City of Zeeland, Michigan, Meer, Stegenga. Murray, Fendt. Szoplnskl.
erty la Ottawa County. Michigan,
ing but the fine was suspendedbeSupervisors,by Resolutionadopted July 3.
Insufficient number of affirmativevotes ln Place of the City Assessor,
Bottema. Slaughter.Walcott, Mohr, Stap.
for all purposes except taxes levied South 58th Court, Cicero, 111.; Otto three or four weeks that part cause he was referred to traffic
1956. has taken action pursuantto the
were cast, which means that the motion Dated: 2nd day of July. 1956.
Swart, Boon. R.L Cook. Vlsscber.Koop.
for
the
payment
of
principal
and
should
be
finished
to grant the appUcatlon failedto carry,
John H. Holleman, City Clerk Wade, Harrington, Townsend.Claver and Statute*of the State of Michigan(5.671school and completedthe assigned
intereston obligation* Incurred Brandt, Sr., 356 Gordon St.; SharMotorists will get a chance to
This may have been due to the fact that Mr. Stephenson IntroducedMelvin Boon- Stephenson. (23) Abient: Messrs, Haasold. 5.675 M.S.A.) to levy a tax of one mill
prior to December 8. 1933, be in- on Bakker, route 2, Holland; Mrs.
courses.
for the term of four (4) year* on the
the full membershipof the Board of Ap- ,tr, tnd Randall M. Dekker from Zeeland Helder. Nieuwima and Fant. (4)
try
out
a
segment
of
the
new
creased as provided by Section 21,
assessed valuation,as equalized, of the
peals was not present at the meeUng at city and moved that their credentialsbe
The minute*of the Second Day were property In the county for the purpose of
Joseph
Ebenhoek,
Jr.,
93
West
Article X. Michigan Constitution,
divided highway in a week or 10
which the Hearing was
| accepted and that they be Mated as repreread and approved.
by one mill of the assessed valuacreating a sinking fund to be used for
days when work begins on the Dinner Party
19th St.
It has been suggested that the Board of Mntatlves on the Board for the July 2nd.
The Chairman announced the drat order
tion as equalizedof all property In
purchase of real eatate sites for. and-or
of businessto be the Report of the Special
Supervisors,through Its representatlres. 1756 Session which motion prevailed,
the County for a period of four
DischargedThursday were Luke widening of old M-21 from the inconstructionand-or repair of, public buildmay wish to file an applicationfor
Present at roll call: Messrs, Kennedy, Appraisal Committee.
years. 1956 to 1959 Inch’ilve,to
tersectionat US-31 to 112th St. Couple on
ings; and
Mr.
Swart
moved
that
the
Report
be
rehearing,which is permitted under the Vollink.HeckMl, Lowing.Reenders. Ver
create a sinking fund for purchaae Lambers, 42 Graves PI.; Sharon
WHEREAS, various taxing units have
old portion will be widened
rules of the Board of Appeals. The rules Meer. Nieuwsma. Murray.Fendt. Szopin- taken from the table which motion pre- voiced an apprehension that the result of
of real estate altes and constructionBakker, route 2, Holland; John
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Berkey entertwo feet on each side and traffic
of the Board read In part as follows: skL Bottema.Slaughter. Walcott. Mohr. vailed.
and-or repair of public county Voss, 36 West 17th St.;
such election, If approved by the electori
tained at a dinner Tuesday eve"Within five days after an application Stap. Swart. Boon, Fant. R.L Cook. VlsThe vote wa* then taken on the original
buildings.
will be temporarily detoured onto
by vote on August 7. 1956, would be to
haa been approved or denied in whole or scber. Koop. Wade, Harrington.Townsend. motion to adopt the report made by Mr.
ning at Bo s c h' s Restaurantin
Ottawa Couaty Beard ef HapervUora Robert Schaub, 280 West 14th St.; the new highway.
provide such funds at the expense of
In part, any person or Governmental De- Boonstra. Dekker and Stephenson. (27) Swart at Monday's July 2nd, Session which
Mr. Harrington moved, supported by Mr. Mrs. John Kotman, route 6, Holnecessary operating capitalof other muniZeeland in honor of their 24th
partmentaffected or aggrieved thereby, Absent: Messrs, Hassold,Helder and motion prevailed as shown by the followWalker
said
that
the
85
workcipalitiesbecause of the constitutional Reenden. the adoption of the Resolution land; Kenneth Vander Ford, New
may file with the Clerk a writtenrequest Stegenga.(3)
ing vote: Yea*: Mesara. Kennedy, Vollink,
which motion prevailed.
men and six supervisors have been wedding anniversary and also for
limitationupon taxation; and
for a rehearing.Any order of the Board
The minutes of the First Day's Session HeckaeL Lowing. Reenden. Ver Meer.
Mr. Harrington moved that the Clerk Richmond; Mrs. Herman Prins, 43 working from 6:30 a.m. to 6:30 their son-in-law and daughter, Mr.
WHEREAS.
It
la
the
Intention
of
this
granting or denying an applicationin were read and approved.
Stegenga, SzopinakL Bottema. Mohr, Stap,
Board to raise funds for auch building present the pay roll which motloa pre- East 20th St.; LuJuanna and WilMrs. Wayne McAllisterof
whole or in part shall become final seven
p.m. daily to completethe project
Mrs. Dennis Allen. Secretary of The Swart, Boon. R.L Cook. Visscher,Koop. purposes on a county level from fund*
liam Sirk, route 5, Box 368, WaterCosta
Calif., and Mrs.
<7l days after the date of such order un- CitizensAdvisory Committeefor the Ot Wade, Harrington, Townsend,Claver and
PAY
ROLL
OP
BOARD
OF
SUPERVISORS
which
was
begun
July
23.
available over and above the need* of
vliet.
less a request for a rehearing is filed, laws County Juvenile Court and Allen Stephenaon. (21) Naya: Measn. Murray,
State of Michigan, County of Ottawa,
Berkey's
mother,
Anna
other
taxing
units;
Beacuse the highway canot be
Where the Board denies the request to Robinson, Superintendentof the Coopers- Fendt, Slaughter, and Walcott. (4)
Births include a son, Rick Allen,
NOW. THEREFORE. BE IT RESOLVED We. the undersigned.Chairman and Clerk
Biscomb of Goshen, Ind.
rehear the matter, the Board'ssctlon vtlle Schools appeared before the Board, Mr. Swart moved that the following rider
used permanentlyuntil the crossof
the
Board
of
Supervisors
of
the
said
Those present besides the honshall be final as of the date of such Mrs. Allen gave a report of the Commit- be made a part of the contract to be by the Ottawa County Board of Super- County of Ottawa do hereby certifythat born Thursday to Mr. and Mrs. roads and shoulders are completed,
visors as follows:
Eugene Michielsen, 56 West 19th
tee's Study and recommendedthat Ottawa entered into with the J. M. Clemlnahaw
ored guests were Mr. and Mrs.
L That the question of Increasingthe the followingla the Pay Roll of said Board
Walker
estimated
that
the
highWe suggest that the representativesof maAy rriabllsha Detention Home aome- Company for the Appraisal work which
Simon Alofs. Louann Adkins and
the constitutional
tax limitationas of Supervisors as preseated, aad allowed St; a daughter, Karla Beth, born
will not be opened until at
the Board of Supervisor*give this im- wh*re in the County. She suggested that motion prevailed.
set forth In ArticleX Section 21 of by the Committee on Claims, for attendance Thursday to Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Jason
Vries of
AGREEMENT made by and between
mediateconsiderationso that if the rel* Included when plans for a
the Constitutionof 1908 be aub- and mileage during their Special Sesaion Ryzenga, 144 Spruce Ave.; a least the middle of October.
quest for a hearingis to be filed. new tourt bouM and jail and county offices The J. M. ClemlnshawCo., a partnership,
and Mr. and Mrs. Roy Lamb of
A.D. 1956.
No
traffic
at
all
will
be
allowed
It may be done as soon as possibleto in ,b* ,out*1*ni Ote county are con- hereinafterreferredto as the "Company,"
daughter,
today to Mr. and
Fennville.
Miles Mileage
Days
Per
Total
until the center line has been sawcome within the deadline for filing. jiidered.
and Ottawa County. State of Michigan,
Mrs.
Jack
Kraal, route 3.
NAME
OF
SUPERVISORS
Diem
After dinner the group went to
Yours very
Koop moved that the matter be hereinafterreferred to as the "County."
ed, he said. The sawing is to preBirths at Zeeland Hospital last
$ 3.36
C. Grevengoed"***"<1 to the Buildings and Grounds IT IS AGREED by and between the Wm. L. Kennedy ---------------______ .. 24
1
t 8.00 t
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Alofs
Clerk — Board of Appeals romraittee and the Ways k Means Com- partieshereto that despite contrary agree- Louis Vollink ....................... - ....... 23
3.32
8.00
1
week include a son, Garence A1 vent the road from cracking as It where pictures were
and
.
mittee which motion prevailed.
- ......... 27
3.78
ment* betweenthe parties,that no pay- John Haaaold .................
8.00
I
bert, born Tuesday to Mr. and contracts.
In view of the foregoingcommunication.
June
1K.
gifts were presentedto Mr. and
4.20
ment* for work or services performed by Roy H. Lowing .............. ......... 30
8.00
1
One new feature of the highway
Mf.- ^ade presented the followingreso- The HonorableBoard of
Mrs. Leonard Haveman, route 2,
.84
8.00
the Company, at the request of the Coun- Garence Reendcra................ ______ __ 6
1
Mrs. Berkey.
Supervisorsfor Ottawa County
5.32
ty. shall become due until after January Henry Ver Meer ..... — .......... ......... 38
1
8.00
Hudsonville; a son, Randall Jay, when completed will be the installIce cream and cake were served
Gentlemen:
RESOLUTION— By Lawrence Wade
1, 1957, pursuant to a proposal covering Albert H. Stegenga -------------- ......... 21
2.94
8.00
1
born Wednesday to Mr. and Mrs. ation of steel beam guard railing by Mrs. Alofs a s s i s t e d by her
WHEREAS, the Zoning Board of Appeals Act No. 87. PubUc Act. 1956, which took a re valuation of the County of Ottawa Dick Nieuwsma-----------------......... 28
3.92
1
800
Garence Timmer, IWth Ave., Zee- instead of the old type double daughters, Beverly and Carole.
of Holland with one member absent, on Immediate effect April 5, 1956. provides. submitted to the said County by the aald Robert L. Murray ...................... 17
2.38
800
1
June 2L 1956. consideredand voted on the In part as follows:
2.38
Company dated June 3, 1956. This agree- 'hri* Fendt .......... ............ ......... 17
8.00
land;
daughter,Jayne Marie, cable, Walker said.
1
Mt. and Mrs. Gaude Brainard
questionof allowing a varianceto permit "In all counties in which the board of ment la amendatoryof, and supplemental Case Szoplnskl -------------- ......... 14
1.96
1
8.00
born Wednesday to Mr. and Mrs.
of Goshen spent Wednesday with
the erection and um of county facilitiessupervisorshave or hereafterdo make pro- to. the aforementioned proposal and by Gerrltt Bottema ---------------.49
8.00
.........3Vk
1
Henry Teune, West Main St., Zeeon the 12th Street site, three member* visions for the microphotographingof rec- agreement of the partiea becomesa part Henry Slaughter ------------- ......... 22
the Berkeys and were accompan3.08
8.00
1
Infant, Eight
Old,
voting for such variance and one member ords. the Judge of probate may cause the thereof, the aame as If repeated verbatim Albert H. Walcott ----- --------- ......... 26
land;
daughter, Marcia Ann,
3.64
8.00
1
ied home by Mrs. Biscomb. The
against,and.
records of the probate court to be micro- therein.In all reipecta it U Intended by Maynard Mohr ____________________ ......... 26
3.64
8.00
1
born Thursday to Mr. and Mrs. Dies in
Hospital
McAllisters left for their home in
WHEREAS, the applicable state statute re- photographed
.........1
.14
1
8.00
the partiesthat said proposal and accept- John Stap ----------------------Norman Rozema, South Maple St,
quins the affirmativevote of four memCosta Mesa Thursday morning.
From all the information1 hare been ance will at and aa stated.
George Swart ..................--- - .. 1
.14
8.00
1
Jane Elizabeth Jonker, eight
Zeeland; a daughter, Kathy Lynn,
here of Mid five member board to allow »ble to procure. It appears that five legal
................... .........1
.14
8.00
1
And futher.that aald proposal and ac- Martin
a variance,
instrumentscould be filmed and recorded ceptance contract shall not become ef- Harry Harrington ............. ----- --- 23
3.22
8.00
1
bom Thursday to Mr. and Mrs. days, infant daughter of Mr. and
.......... 23
3.22
8.00
1
WHEREAS, the County of Ottawa believesfor ,b<xrt one cent' whert e*ch toitrument fdve until this supplementla signed by James Townsend
Roger Naber, 120^4 East 19th St., Mrs. Andrew Jonker died Satur- 40 Attend
3.92
Willard Claver ........... .......... 28
8.00
1
that the issue warrants the attention of, c0*t* *1>out tcn cenl* 4° ** "corded at both parties.
Holland; a daughter, Marllee Lynn, day in Holland Hospital.
......... 28
-----3.92
8.00
1
aad should be acted upon by the full the present time.
THE J.M. CLEMLNSHAW CO: John Holleman ..
Of
Club
3.92
Surviving besides the parents are
1
1.00
membershipof said Board of Appeals,and I also wish to rail your attention to the
Partner John Stephenaon ....... .............. 28
born Friday to Mr. and Mrs. Keith
COUNTY OF OTTAWA
WHEREAS, THERE is additionalInfor- fad. that recording of Instrument* is
Totals
f 63.87
two
sisters,
Cindy
Lu
and
Debra
1 184.00 $
Nieboer,238 Hope St, Holland;
Forty members attended a meetmation and evidence which should be pre- rapidly filling the vault space, which ii
Clerk
a daughter, Debra Lynn, bom Fri- Sue, at home; the grandparents, ing of Emblem Club No. 211 at
eented to said Board for their considera- very unnecessarywith the modem methods
Mr. Fant reported preeeat at this time. Given under our hands, this 24th day of
of recordingavailable.
den. Ver Meer. Stegenga.Nleuwama, day to Mr. and Mrs. Christopher Mrs. Ben Jonker of Holand, and
tion.
July. A.D. 1156.
RESOLUTION
the Elks Club
Thursday
Murray. Fnhdt, Szopinaki. Bottema.
It la my suggestion that yea have a
NOW. THEREFOREBE IT RESOLVED committee
WHEREAS,
the Way* and Means Com- ANNA VAN HORSSEN
Marlink, route 2, Zeeland; a daugh- Mr. and Mrs. Peter D. Huyser of night. Projects were planned for
Slaughter. Walcott. Mohr. Map. Swart.
authorizethe mlcrophotographClerk
of
Board
of
Supervisors.
THAT: The Ottawa Couaty Board of Supermittee, and the Buildings and Grounds
Satur- Beaverdam.
Boon. Fant. Cook. Visscher. Koop, Wade. ter, Willemina Rose,
a fall bazaar.
visors pursuant to the rules of the CUy teg of probate records Immediately,if the Committee,have been appointed by the ROY H. LOWING
Harrington. Townsend. Claver,HoUeman day to
committee la satisfied that It te practical
Chairmen of Board of Supervisor*.
and Mrs. Garence
of Holland Board of Zoning Appeals, and
Ottawa County Board of Supervisors to
Prizes were won by Mrs. Gerand Stephenaon. (28) Nays: None
and economical for the county to make the
The
foregoing
Pay
Roll
paid
in
full
the
applicabletew. hereby requeststhat Mid
study the . needs of the county with
Driver
trude Conklin
Mrs. Leila
iavestment.
The minutes of the day's leasten were Paasman, route 2, Hudsonville.
24th
day
of
July.
A.D.
1936.
Board reconsiderand rehear the county's
referenceto new buildingsand ground to
Births at Zeeland Hospital this
Yours respectfully.
^ read and approvod.
Kenneth Dale Vander Kooi, 18, Stokes.
originalapplication,
dated June 11. 1958.
mao public offices and departments: and FRED DEN
Mr.
Koop
moved
that
Um
Board
adjourn
Frederick T. Mile*
week include a son, Danny, born of route 2, West Olive, was ticketCounty Treasurer.
Mr. Wade moved the adoption of the
WHEREAS, these two commute*! have
Refreshmentswere served by a
Mr. Walcott moved the adoption of the subjectto the call of the Chairman, which Sunday to tylr. and Mrs. John BakMr. Fant moved that the request be re- met jointlyabd mad* • thorough study
iRoeotetionwhich motion prevailed.
motion
prevailed.
committee
including Mrs. Marie
ed
for
failure
to
have
his
truck
ferred to the County OfficersCommittee
Pay RoU which motion prevailedaa ahown
April 30. 1956 for investigationand to report to this Into this problem(or the purpose of ad- by Um foUowlng vote: Yaaa: Meairs,
ROY H. LOWING, Chairman ker, route 1, Zeeland; a son, Larry under control after he rolled the Botsis. Mrs. Bonnie Hoving, Mrs.
vising said Board on this subject: and
Honorable Chairman of the Board
Monday to Mr. and vehicle over early Friday morn- June Botsis. Mrs. Elsie Kienstra
ANNA VAN HORSSEN. Clark Dale,
Board, which motion carried.
whereas, the statutesof U>* State of Kennedy.Vollink,Haaaold. Lowing, Beenof Supervisors of Ottawa County
Mr. William J. Balgooyen.MuskegonAt- Michigan (3.871-9.873 MJ.A.) permit the
Mrs. Reynold Pyle, Zeeland.
t-o County
ing on Beeline Road, two miles and Mrs. Madge Zych.
torney appearedbefore the Board oa be- course of action advised by the commute*
Grand Havaa, Michigan
half of 130 propertyowners In Spring Lake herein:
games which followed a business
nor.. west of US-31. Investigating
Royal
Township and presented a Resolutionaskthinning out crowded
I Inspected the Ottawa County Jail at lag the approval of the petitions which NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED
Crowle, Mrs. Alice
and deputies estimated damage to the
meeting
of
Royal
that the Ways aad Means Committee, aad
Grand Haves oa April 28. 1966 and we were filed 1a the Clerk'*Office.
rows of vegetables to give them
1950 model car at $500.
Regular
Mrs. Elsie Knipe.
the
Buildings
and
Ground
Thursday
evening.
Mrs.
Adeline
found ft* same conditionexist 'ag
in
Mr. William S. Draper aad Wifitem Hy
“elbow-room.”Carrots the size
IMS. There is still no night man employed
- (if* appeared before the Board and voiced
L That the Ottaira County Board of
Mrs. Anna Ellison,Mrs. Phyllis Van Dam, oracle, was in charge.
the largest of your finger are delicious, so
Httie
Wollomobie The albatross
J* to1*-1* itMr fctttteas to the petitionInvolving
Supervisor*levy f tax of on# (1) mill
the
Louckes and Mrs. Marie Slayer Lunch was
In Australia is 1,100 wings pread of any bird
about keep
you
to the proposed limit* of the
for the term of fbur (4) year
year* on the
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